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•Execu tive Summary
Th e water resources of upland Britain provide the greater part of the. nation's
•
water supply. In addition they are used to produce a significant contribution
to the electricity supply, particularly in Scotland, and are exploi ted by the
freshwater fisher ies industry to the considerable benefi t of the rural economy.
•
These industries exist because of the large volumes of high quality streamflow
emanating from the upland areas. The high precipitation received in the
uplands is the origin of this streamfl ow but the volume, its time distribution
• and its qual ity arc infl uenced significantly by the vegetation cover present and
the way it is manipulated. Changes in the land-use which modify either the
quanti ty or quali ty of streamflow are a source of economic concern to these
•
industries as well as environmental concern to all organisations wi th interests
in the uplands.
•
The ef ects of upland management on streamfl ow quality have been studied
intensively in a concurrent proj ect, also funded in part by DOE, and a report
has been submitted(1).
T his project is designed to obtain detailed information on the effects on
streamfl ow volume and on stream sediment loads of upland afforestation. It
• is targeted at the more extreme climatic conditions exemplifi ed by the
Highlands of Scotland where the main thrust of upland af orestation is now
concentrated. This area provides a contrast to earlier intensive studies in
•
mid-Wales in that forestry is replacing a vegetation complex dominated by
heather rather than upland pasture and a large proportion of the preciptation
falls as snow. It was anticipated, correctly as this report demonstrates, that
•
models developed from previous studies in less extreme conditions would prove
inadequate in predicting water use and streamflow changes in these areas.
•
The proj ect consists of studies of two typical Highland catchments at
Balquhidder in Central Region as they are subjected to various phases of
af orestation and of studies of the key hydrological processes controll ing water
•
use, streamflow response and sediment yield. Details of the evolut ion of the
project and of the other funding agencies involved are given in A ppendix 1.
In 1984 DOE agreed a contract with the Insti tute of Hydrology covering 25%
of the cost of the project, initially for a period of two years. In the light -of
•
the early fi ndings this contract was enlarged and extended for a further two
years. This report covers the information gained during the entire contract
period.
411 In the period covered by the extended DOE contract much new information
has been gained on the interactions of land use and hydrology in the more
•
extreme upland conditions characterised by the Balquhidder catchments and the
si tes used for the process studies. This has made it possible to extend thc
range of existing predictive models and improve thc basic structure of them, to
•
the extent that they now produce more accurate predict ions not only in
Highland Scotland but also for sitcs elsewhere in Br itain.
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• Th e catchment studies produced unexpected results from the three year period
prior to land use changes being implemented. Water use by the heather/grass
•
covered Monachyle catehment was found to be signifi cantly higher than that by
the part mature forested, part grassland Ki rkton catchment. Not only that,
but the best current estimates of Penman potential water use, ET, for the
•
catchments suggest that water use in the Monachyle is greater than ET, whi lst
that for the Kirkton is significantly leas than ET. Nei ther of these results
was anticipated when the programme was initiated. Existing models would
•
have predicted water use for the Kirkton to be significantly greater than
Penman ET. The Kirkton fi ndings, indeed, made it necessary to expand the
programme to incorporate an additional study to clarify the watcr use
•
processes of the high alt itude grassland within this catchment.
A combination of the initial fi ndings from this additional study with .the
•
results from the other process studies and with existing knowledge has resulted
in a provisional model which can reproduce the Monachyle results with
reasonable accuracy. The general applicabil ity of this model is demonstrated
•
by the fact that it also predicts water use by the Plynlimon catchments in
Wales more accurately than previous models. This model requires fu rther
confirmat ion before it can be used with confi dence in the Kirkton combination
•
of forest and high alti tude grassland, but this should be forthcoming within
the next two years with the completion of the grassland study.
•
Results for upland Wales and elsewhere have shown that a major loss
mechanism from forests is the interception of rainfall by the forest canopy and
its subsequent evaporation. Studies of the interception of snow by forest
•
canopies at Aviemore and Balquhidder have shown such losses arc at least as
large when precipitation is in this form, and in some circumstances the losses
can be larger. An hourly model to describe this process has been developed
•
and tested. A simpler model which can be incorporated in the simple
catchment models described above is under development.
•
The catchment studies have also brought to light the fact that Penman ET is
much higher at altitude than had been assumed previously. Summer values in
particular are significantly higher on the upper reaches of the catchments than
•
at the valley bottom sites, contrary to the previous assumption of a reduction
with al titude. This fi nding calls into question the basis for the present
methods of estimating regional ET values for upland areas by extrapolation
•
from low altitude sites.
During the three year Phase I period of the catchment studies, before thc
•
clear-felling of the forest in the Kirkton and the forest planting in the
M onachyle, it was found that sediment losses from the Ki rkton were
approximately 50% higher than those from the Monachyle. These losses were
•
mainly in the form of fi ne, suspended material with less than 2% occurring as
bedload movement. The reasons for the greater loss from the Kirkton were
not positively identif ied but the sources appeared to be in the lower (forested)
•
reaches of the tributary streams. The Ki rkton catchment also contained a
system of forest roads, not present in the Monachyle. In the fi rst year of
Phase 11 of the studies, when the felling in the Ki rkton and the planting in
: •
the Monachyle began, large increases in sediment loads were apparent by the
end of the year in both catchments and losses at these higher rates haveI continued through the second ycar. Whilst thc magnitudcs of these increases
I quoted provisionally irt the range 3-5 times in both catchments, are still the
•
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• subject of invest igation, the reasons for them have been identif ied as the
ploughing and drainage of 6% of the M onachyle and t he intensifi ed use of
•
the road system in the Kirkton.
A number of proposals for future wOrk arc made in the f inal section. Of
•
highest pr ior ity are the completion of studies already started, such as the
high-altitude grassland study, the continued development of the simple seasonal
model and the cont inuation of the catchment studies through the present
•
phase of land use changes so that the effects of these on water use and
sediment loss rates can be quantif ied.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
A number of ot her strategic studies which would be of great relevance to
prediction of the ef ects of land-use on upland water resources are also
submitted for consideration. These include a re-examination of the basis for
estimating the evaporative climate in Highland Scot land in the l ight of the
findings of the present studies. By implication this would also be relevant to
the other upland areas of Br itain. A lso included are a proposal to extend
the work on the relationships between land use and low fl ows and one to
mount a study of the interception and transpiration of larch, a proposal which
was deferred because of other pr iori ties during the present project.
( i ) "Upland Management and Water Resources" . A report submitted to Depar tment of
the Environment and Welsh Of ice by NERC on completion of Contract PECD
7/ 11159, Apri l, 1988.
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1. Introduction •
By the late 1970s it was becoming apparent that the main thrust of upland
aff orestat ion tor the rest of the 200i Century and beyond would be
•concentrated on Highland Scotland. A gainst this background, the research
results from studies of the hydrological effects of upland afforestation, carried
out mainly in mid-Wales and Cumbria, and the prediction models developed
•from these resul ts were being scrut inised to determine their validi ty in the
very different climatic, topographic and vegetation condit ions in Highland
Scot land. Suffi cient doubts were expressed to warrant thc planning of new
•studies in this environment. From discussions with a wide range of interested
parties, a research programme proposal was evolved by the Insti tute of
Hydrology. A fter further evaluation and discussion a 'consortium' of agencies
lead by DOE and the Scott ish Development Department agreed in 1981 to •
fund the init ial stages of this programme. A lso included in the consortium
were WRC, representing Scot t ish water supply interests, Forestry Commission,
the Nor th of Scotland Hydro-Electric Board, British Waterways Board and, •
ini tial ly, the Department of Energy. In addit ion, a major cont ribut ion to the
costs of t he programme has conic f rom NE RC Science Budget.
•
In 1984, DOE agreed to a further cont ract to cover the period 1984-86. T his
was subsequently extended, with modifi ed objectives, to cover the period to
March 1988. Details of the contract and its objectives are given in Appendix
1. This report is submitted in accordance with the requirements of this
contract.
•
T his cont ract, in common with those prepared by the ot her 'consor t ium'
members supporting the programme, had as its obj ective the improvement of
•the information base so that the hydrological effects of afforestation could bc
predicted more accurately over a wider range of environments than was
possible with the existing models. The programme designed to meet this
•objective was particularly concerned with those aspects of the Scot tish Highland
environment which had not been covered by previous research. A s indicated
above, this direct ion was in response to the fact that this region wil l be the
•focus for new afforestation for the foreseeable future. The economic
importance of clari fying thc effects of afforestation in this region was refl ected
by the organisations forming the 'consortium'. Water supply, hydro-electr ic
power generation, canal operations and freshwater fi sheries could all be directly
affected by any signifi cant changes in streamflow whilst forestry had an obvious
interest in determining whcther their case for expansion in this region could
•be j ustifi ed
Whilst the emphasis of the programme is on conditions pertaining to forestry
•in Highland Scot land, it must be emphasised that the knowledge obtained in
these extreme conditions has relevance throughout Britain. As an example, it
has been found that improved predictions of water use in upland Welsh
•catchments are obtained by the use of models modified to incorporate
prel iminary find ings for this programme.
'The research programme compr ised two main components which were to be •
pursued in parallel. T hese were a 'process studies' component and a
'catchment studies' component. The process  studies  were  directed  initially to
•
•
••
aspects such as the water use character ist ics of heather and the interception of
snow by forest canopies which were perceived as being imporcant features of
the hydrological cycle in this environment. .I'he f irst phase of the catchment
studies was aimed al pruviding water use and sediment transpor t information
from two similar catchments typifying the Highland environment, of which one
was under a heather/grass/bracken vegetat ion complex and the other contained
a typical arca of mature forest. These studics identi fied fur ther procn ses
which required to be quantifi ed before exist ing models could be expected to
reproduce the results obtained from the catchments and led to the
modif icat ion and extension of the cont ract as ment ioned above. T his
extension also incl uded a second phase of the catchment studies in which the
establ ished instrument networks would be used to determine the changes in
water use, stream/low response and sediment yield brought about by init ial
forest plant ing in one catchment and progressive clear fell ing of the mature
forest in t he other.
I n the fol lowi ng sect ions the work carr ied out under both components of the
programme and the results emerging are summarised. Much of the detail has
already been presented to DOE and the other funding agencies in routine
reports, in reports presented at the annual meetings of the Steering Committee
of the funding consort ium and at thc two-day Workshop held in Edinburgh in
December 1987. With the blessing of the funding agencies a number of
papers have been published on the results. Copies of these are included in
Appendices 2-5.
Whilst it has no direct bearing on this DOE cont ract, i t should be noted that
a number of organisat ions have mounted self -funded climatic and biological
studies wi thin the instrumented catchments at Balquhidder used in the
catchment component of this programme. Hydrological data have been made
fr eely available to these organisations and 11-1 staff have assisted in their fi eld
act ivi ties. As a resul t the harvest of information reaped from the investment
in these catchments has been much greater than originally envisaged, wi th
detailed infor mat ion on the effects of forestry and forestry operations on
streamwater chemistry, nutrient cycling and aquat ic biota being added to the
water quant ity information reported on here. The results emerging from . these
self-funded act ivities within the general f ramework of this programme are
relevant in that they wil l provide interesting comparisons with the results f rom
the DO E project on upland management and water quali ty ( 0 on which a
final repor t has now been submit ted.
( ) " Upland Management and Water Resources" A repor t submitted tO Depan ment of
(he Envir onment and Welsh Offi ce by NERC on completion of Contract PECD
717/ 159, Apri l, 1988.
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2. T he Ba lq u hid der Ca tchmen t Stu d ies
Results from the two catchments at Balquhidder which were instrumented in
1981/82 form the basis of the work covered in this part of the report. T hese
catchments, chosen or iginally to typify Scottish H ighland condit ions of climate,
topography and soi ls, are the Monachyle Glen of 7.7 km2 and the Kirk ton
Glen of 6.85 km2 located as shown in Fig. 1. Both are aligned
approximately N-S and range in alt itude from just under 300 in to over
800 m. Whilst they are generally similar in topography, geology and soils,
they are not ident ical in these respects. The underlying geology is mainly Ben
Lui schists but a survey of the Ki rkton commissioned by SDI) (Robins (Si
Mendum 1987) has revealed outcropping of the Loch Tay Series of
metamorphosed l imestones which are not present in the M onachyle. Whilst
t he survey suggests no significant cross-boundary fl ow in the limestone, its
presence means that the Kirkton stream is much less acid than that from the
Monachyle. The main valley slopes are generally similar , though there is more
exposed rock in Monachyle, particularly on the west side, than in the Kirkton.
Soi ls are generally shallow and arc a complex of peats, peaty gleys and brown
earths in both though there is an area of gentler gradient containing deeper
peat at the head of the M onachyle catchment. T his area has been gauged
separately as a nested sub-catchment.
Perhaps the greatest difference between the catchments that has become
apparent during the study period is the difference in precipi tation. Whilst its
t iine distribution is very similar in both, the more westerly Monachyle receives
on average 17% more than the Ki rk ton.
T he vegetation cover on the catchments at the start of the study consisted of
a mixed heather, grass, bracken and scrub forest cover on the Monachyle, with
heather dominant overall , though grasses and rushes dominate in the valley
bottom. I n the K irk ton a mature forest cover in which spruce was the main
species dominated the lower 40% of thc catchment with a high alt itude
grassland complex on the slopes above the forest planting limit of 500 m, with
heather becoming dominant on the ridge tops.
Since the start of Phase 11 of the study early in 1986, land preparation and
planting has progres.sed in the Monachyle to the point where 10% of the
catchment ( 14% of the lower catchment) has been planted so far.
Clcar-felling started on thc lower, western side of the Kirkton in 1986 and by
the end of 1987 40% of the forest had been felled.
Installat ion of the instrument networks began in 1981 with part of the
raingauge network and the A utomatic \Veather Stations (A WS) at the 1.ower
Monachyle and Kirkton High sites. T he basic raingauge networks of 11 sites
in each catchment were completed in 1982 with furt her add it ions of snow
gauges and standard gauges in the Kirkton clearing sites in 1983 and 1984.
A dditional gauges were installed in 1986 and 1987 to check on the
performance of the basic networks. The design philosophy of these networks,
illustrated in Figures 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 is described in detail in Section 2.1.1.
1 Nvo more AWS were installed, at i l dloch Fa in in 1982 and at the Upper
tvl onachyle site in 1984. A s a check on meteorological condit ions within the
Kirk ton, a further A WS was installed above the fo icst canopy, as shown in
Fig. 2.1.2 in 1986.
T he main Crump weirs at the catchment outfalls were instal led in 1982 and
became ful ly operational by July and October in the Ki rk ton and Monachyle
respect ively. T he accompanying low flow flumes became operational in July
1982 and A ugust 1983. 'H ie all aluminium trapezoidal flume in the upper
Monachyle was fabricated at II-1. It was then knocked down into appropr iate
size packages and transported from the Monachyle road head to the site by
helicopter in A pril 1983. I t became fully operational in July 1983. Details of
these structures and their ratings are given in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. In
addit ion to the instrumentation for precipitation, streamll ow and meteorological
measurements, equipment was also installed at each main streanfl ow structure
to monitor both suspended and bedload sediment movement out of the
catchments. Th is was supplemented by studies of sediment sources within the
catchments carr ied out by a CASE student from Stirling University. As part
of the Process Studies programme, three sites within the catchments were
chosen for intensive soi l moisture monitor ing using the neut ron probe
technique. One was under heather close to the upper M onachyle site, one
under grass close to the lower Monachyle site and the third was under
mature spruce in the Kirkton. A djacent to this latter site a mature, even
stand of spruce on fl at ground was instrumented to measure throughfall and
stemtlow. These measurements, in conjunction wit h direct precipitation
measurements in the adjacent clearing, yielded estimates of interception losses
in the forested area of thc catchment unti l this forest block was felled in
1986.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•2.1 PREC I Pr rATI ON
•
I , was recognised from the outset that the accurate assessment of precipi tat ion
to these caichinents would present considerable dif ficult ies. The altitude ranges
from undei 300 m to over 800 in meant that a considerable range of
precipi tat ion could be expected. For much of the winter this would consist of
mixed precipitation with many periods of snow accumulation at the higher
al titudes. Th e steep slopes, rugged micro topography and high wind speeds
would require special ist gauges to obtain point measurements. Measurement of
snow i nputs. difficult even on level terrain when accompanied by high
windspeeds, would be part icularly di fficult here especially as the topography and
•
the limited manpower precluded systematic depth/density surveys.
I t was concluded on the basis of long experience in the Plynlimon catchment
•
that the best method of point measurement of rainfall would be the ground
level gauge with anti-splash grid (Rodda 1967). Both gauge and grid would
have to be level wi th and parallel to the surrounding surface, necessitating
•
cosine corrections to the observed catch on steep slopes. Because of the
diff icult ies inherent in operating t ipping bucket systems on sloping sites and
the errors arising where these are used in frost prone conditions, the basic
networks would have to use manually read storage gauges. Time distr ibution
would be derived from a sparse network of recording gauges at 'easier' sites.
•
Whilst the ground level gauge is the best answer for rainfall measurement •at
windy sites it is of li t tle use when snow accumulates and drifts. Estimation
of snow inputs would have to be by other means. The methods tried and
•
those fi nally adopted are discussed in Section 2.1.2.
21 1 Network Design
Clearly it was necessary to install dense networks of gauges in each catchment
if the ant icipated large vari ations in precipi tation were to be sampled
adequately. O n the assumption that the major cont rols would be alt itude,
aspect and slope, the networks were designed on thc basis of domain theory .
T his is a strati fied random sampling technique which d istributes gauges .at
random wit hin each 'domain' of alt itude, aspect and slope in propor tion to
•
their frequencies of occur rence. Details of the application of the theory to
these catchments have been presented in earlier reports. The resulting
networks of I I gauges in each catchment arc shown in Figs. 2.1.1 and 2.1.2.
•
A s a check on the validi ty of the measurements obtained, a number of
addit ional gauges were installed in 1986/87 in domains where the long-term
figures showed consistent large departures from the catchment means. T hese
•
addit ional gauges indicated by, e.g., (2) after the site codes are also shown in
Figs. 2.1.1 and 2.1.2.
2.1.2 Snow Est imat ion
• Tile above networks of ground-level gauges were designed to estimate liquid
precipi tat ion inputs A number of methods of estimating snow inputs have
•
•
41
been considered and tried over the period of the study. T hese included
networks of snow poles and netwo rks of melt -gauges, neither of which proved
particularly useful. I lie method used to estimate inputs when the complete
catchments experience snow-fall is based on a network of 5 of (he main
network sites in the Kirkton catchment. n ese sites are in sheltered clearings
where it is possible to obtain accurate estimates of the input in each snow
event using either standard Meteorological Office gauges or 1 m tall snow
gauges installed adjacent to the ground level gauges. These are supplemented
by depth/density sampling when necessary. A t an early stage in the study it
was observed that the between-site relat ionships in the main networks for
'rainfall-only' periods remain remarkably constant wi th t ime (see Section 2.1.4).
This stable distribution pattern for liquid preciptation is acsumed to apply also
to snow inputs. Measurements at the fi ve 'snow' sites are then used with
these inter-site relationships to estimate inputs at the remaining 17 sites, the
measurements bcing obtained from the standard Meteorological Office gauges
when minor falls occur and from the tall gauges when the former are
over-topped.
Whilst complete snow cover on the catchments is generally restr icted to the
December-February period, the high alt itude raingauge sites can exper ience
snow inputs at any time between October and May. To correct the readings
of the ground level gauges at these sites for reading periods when snow was
observed to occur, a similar approach to the above is used, i.e. the inputs of
the af ected gauges are estimated using the established between-site
relationships.
To obviate the use of 3 dif ferent types of gauges, a 1 m tall shielded
snow/rain gauge has been designed. A prototype is now on test within the
catchmcnts with encouraging results.
2. 13 l i me Distribut ion
The networks of ground level gauges are read at approximately monthly
intervals by the resident observer. To reduce these readings to a common
time base for analytical purposes the design intention was to use a smaller
network of recording gauges. This comprised of gauges attached to each of
the four A WS plus one additional event recorder in each catchment. To
assist in detailed analysis of the streamflow from the catchments a
time-distribution to hourly intervals was considered to be desirable. For other
purposes daily or monthly intervals were considered to be adequate.
A t an early stage in the studies it became apparent that it would not be
possible to achieve a continuous data base of hourly t ime distributed rainfall.
Intermittent logger problems and frequent erroneous readings in winter due to
freezing, snowmelt and drif t accumulation meant that large parts of the
recording gauge records wcrc suspect. This, incidentally, served to justify the
choice of storage gauges rather than recording gauges from the main networks.
For summer periods, a reasonably consistent body of hourly distr ibuted data
has now been established but an alternative method had to be adopted to
obtain the cont inuous time distributed record neressary for water balance and
other analyses. This method was based on the daily gauge readings taken at
the I L !loch Farm manual meteorological site (Fig. 1.).
••
• Period gauge totals for each site were compared with the To lloch Farm total
tor the same per iod and time disti ihute(i proportionally II1R) daily intervals.
•
T iming errors due to di fferences in reading t ime between Tu Hoch Farm and
each site make the accuracy of the daily values so obtained dubious. T he
er rors are effectively random however and become progressively less signif icant
when these values are bulked into longer period totals.
•
2.1.4 Inter-Site Relat ionships
•
Precipit ation network design is not an exact science. The relative effects of
such features as al titude, slope, aspect and location dif er from catchment to
catchment. Consequently the effectiveness of a particular design has to be
•
assessed after a signifi cant body of data has been acquired. In this case a
number of interesting points have emerged from the analysis.
•
T he most significant of these is thc remarkable stability of die between-site
relat ionships. t his is demonstrated in Tables 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 where the ratio
of each gauge to the catchment arithmetic mean for snow-free periods in each
•
of three successive years arc presented. The ratios of each site relative to the
mean of the five snow measuring sites in the Ki rkton are also included in
these tables arid show similar stabili ty. A s indicated in 2.1.2, these intersite
•
relationships have been used to infi ll gaps in the individual site records,
particularly during snow periods. The compk te annual rccords for each site,
including months infilled by this method, are listed in Table 2 1.3 where it can
•
be seen that the ratios remain essentii lly
Whilst this stability in the pattern of rainfall distr ibution wit hin catchments and
•
between catchrnents is interesting and encouraging, it does not of er an
immediate indication of the physical factors which control it. Consideration of
the catchrnent isohyetal maps in Figs. 2.1.3 and 2.1.4, derived from the 1982-86
•
annual means, indicates that altitude and aspect play some part. As shown in
Fig. 2.1.5, longi tude is also an important factor but none of these offer a
complete explanation. In particular the consistently low values in domain C3Y
•
(see Fig. 2.1.4) in the Ki rkton and domains 132Z and B1Y (Fig. 2.1.3) ih the
NE of the Monachyle are puzzling. "lb check on the readings from gauge
C3Y in the Kirkton two additional gauges were installed in thc domain in
•
1986 and 1987. Comparison of the catches in all three gauges during snow
f ree periods in Fig. 2.1.6 shows some scatter but gives no indication that the
or iginal gauge was in error. Equally, no evidence of gauge error has been
•
found for the Monachyle gauges.
The longitudinal trend of rainfall over the area and its rapid decrease with
•
decreasing altitude on the 'sheltered east facing slopes are consistent with the
predominantly westerly rain bearing winds and the N-S configuration of the
catchments wi th the highest land to the west of the Monachyle (Fig.2. 1). T he
anomalous patterns on the west-facing slopes (Figs. 2.1.3 and 2.1.4) aft less
easy to explain but are possibly a product of the shelter ing effects of, and the
macro-turbulence created by, the westerly ridges.
•
•
•
2 .1.5 C a tchm ent M eans
ln the absence of well defi ned relat ionships between precipitation and
topography the best method of computation of catchment areal means becomes
a matter of debate. The domain theory requires that each gauge be weighted
by the area of the domain sampled. A lternatively, these dense networks can
be regarded as a random sampling systcm and the arithmetic mean computed.
Further possibil it ies are the T heissen polygon approach or integration of the
isohyets. 'H ie lat ter is always open to objection on the basis of the subjective
element involved in drawing the isohycts and the T heissen method is not
normally considered suitable for areas containing steep local rainfall gradients.
Computations of annual totals for both catchments by the domain weighted
and arit hmet ic mean approaches give very similar results, as shown in
Table 2.1.4. T his is essent ially because the networks are self-weighted, i.e. the
number of gauges per unit area in each domain is relat ively unifo rm. T he
1% difference in thc Kirkton arises mainly f rom the higher than average
weighting of the low reading C3Y domain. T he standard errors computed for
the annual arit hmet ic means are, of course, to be treated with caut ion in this
context since it has been shown that persistent systematic di fferences exist
between gauges and it is not valid to regard them as an unbiased series of
estimates of the mean.
Considering the uncertaint ies surrounding both estimates, the arithmetic means
have been used for the catchment water balance compu tat ions in Sect ion 2.5.
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2.2 K 112KT O N FO REST INT ERCEM ON
l i te interception of a proportion of the rainfall by the forest canopy and its
subsequent rapid loss by evaporation is thc main process resulting in higher
total water use by forest than by shorter, aerodynamically smoother vegetation
in wet upland Britain. Interception loss has been studied in a number of
areas and fouml to be dependent on rainfall total, frequency and duration.
Within thc range of environments sampled in Wales, England and southern
Scotland this loss has ranged front 27% to 38% (Anderson & Pyatt, 1986).
Whilst detailed interception studies, part icularly of snow interception by forest,
formed an integral part of this overall programme, no site suitable for the
sophisticated techniques being employed could be found within the Kirkton
forest and this part of the study was carried out elsewhere (see Section 3.1).
Nevertheless it was considered important that some indication of interception
loss rates within the catchment be obtained and a relatively simple study was
Mitiated.
2.2.1 Experimental Details
A 30 m square plot containing a relatively even stand of Sitka spruce situated
adjacent to one of the precipitation network sitcs (A M , Fig. 2.1.2) was
chosen for the study. The plot contained 87 trees of heights ranging from
18-20 m and with an average spacing of 3.2 m.
Throughfall of both rain and snow was sampled using 60 plastic containers
each 36 cm deep with a rim diameter of 29 cm. These were positioned at
random within the 900 one-metre squares of the plot with the distances from
the nearest trunk and the canopy density directly above carefully noted. The
contents of the buckets were measured volumetr ically at approximately
fortnightly intervals shorter during hot spells in summer to minimise errors
from evaporation loss. During snow periods the buckets were weighed and
the contents of a sample number of them melted to give volume
measurements.
Stemfl ow was sampled on 9 trees in the plot, selected to cover the range of
gir ths. Neoprene collars were used to channel the fl ow into closed 200 litre
capacity containers. Precipitation inputs were obtained from the adjacent site
A 1W, from the ground level gauge during rainfall periods and from either the
standard gauge or the tall snow gauge during snow periods.
2.2 2 Results and D iscussion
Readings were taken for a total of 54 periods within the duration of the
study from October 1983 to June 1986, when the site had to be cleared prior
to felling. Of these 54 periods, measurements from all 60 buckets were
obtained on 37. In the remaining 17 one or two of the buckets had been
disturbed by sheep or deer. The effect of this loss was minimal in that the
mean througlaall lou the 37 periods was 67% of the precipitation whilst the
mean fin all 54 periods was 66%.
The variabi li ty or wean i hroughfall as a percentage of precipi tation is
il lustrated in the t ime series plot in Fig. 2.2.1. Within-site variabil ity was
even greater, ranging f rom 0% to 191%. Nevertheless the mean throughfaii
was found to be well cor related wit h period precipi tat ion as shown in
Fig. 2.2.2. whereas the relat ionship between stemtl ow and precip itation was
much weaker. Consequently the correlation between intercept ion and
precipi tat ion is poorer than that for throughfall (Fig. 2.2.3).
T he overall mean intercept ion figure from the 54 periods is 32% of
precipi tat ion. T his is within the predicted r an ge tb r UK upland a re as
receiving precipi tation in the range 2000-25(10 mm/annum. Considering the
frequency of snowfall at this sitc and the very high interception losses from
snow observed elsewhere (see Sect ion 3.1.2) it is surprising that the mean
interception figure is not higher.
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2.3 ST REA M FLO W
l n order to estimate catchment water use by the water balance approach it is
essential to obtain cont inuous, accurate records of streamtl ow as well as
precipi tat ion. With the probable annual magnitudes of these terms it was
considered that it would be necessary to measure streamtl ow to an accuracy of
better than 5% if it was hoped to identify signifi cant dif ferences in water use
between the catchments. This requirement was an important factor infl uencing
the choice of catchments for the study. Whilst the steep rocky streambeds of
the Balquhidder catchments and the probable wide range of fl ows presented
diff icult ies, watertight rock reaches were ident ified at the outfalls of these
catchments where it was considered technically possible to meet the fl ow
measurement requirements.
2.3.1 T he Structures
Of the various structure designs that would meet the requirements of these
sites the choice made for the main catchment outfalls of both catchments  was
a simple Crump weir supplemented by an addit ional shon trapezoidal str ucture
to give the required accuracy at the very low fl ows. To contain the 50 year
return period fl ows, est imated at 26 m3s-3  and 303m s-1 for the Monachyle
and Ki rkton respectively, crest wid ths of 5 m and 7 m were selected. T his
choice of structure design was acknowledged to be a compromise between the
accuracy requi red and the ease of construct ion on these difi cult sites. T he
approach condi tions in the streams, part icularly in the K irkton, were close to
the upper acceptable l imits and it would be necessary therefore to check in
situ the valid ity of their theoretical ratings. l 'articular attention was paid to
the construct ion of the crests. To minimise damage from large boulders
moving through in high fl ows these were machined from stainless steel and
levelled in using a technique which gave i n accuracy of better than 1 mm
over the crest lengths. The low fl ow structures, pre-formed in fibreglass and
laboratory calibrated, were installed in series with the Crumps in such a way
that they would drown out at medium to high fl ows without affect ing the
main structures. Both types of structure were equipped with fl oat operated
potent iometr ic water level recorders capable of an accuracy of ± 1 mm. The
ou tputs from these were logged at 5 minute intervals. Back-up on the main
structures was provided by chart recorders and, at a later date, punched paper
recorders. T he main structures were both fully operational by October 1982.
T he decision to install an addit ional structure at the outfall of the upper
sub-catchment of the M onachyle (Fig. 2.1.1) presented considerable logistical
dif ficul t ies. A suitable structure for this site was agreed as a fl at V weir of
1:10 cross-slope wi th vertical side-walls 3.2 m apart. To minimise transport
and installat ion costs this was fabr icated from aluminium alloy wi th sections
being brought in by helicopter from the road-head 2 km distant . T his
structure, equipped wit h water level recording equipment identical to that on
the main structu res, became operational in A ugust 1983.
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energy flux correction factor (B) can be quantif ied, which has a value > 1.0 at
low fl ows and high flows and < 1.0 in the mid- range of Ilows. This
fl uctuation appears to be related to the deviat ion of t Im centroid of velocity
either side of the mid-point of the weir . B may prove to be a useful factor
fur future use, if it can be furt her quantifi ed as a t rue measure of fl ow
asymmetry.
Whilst spot checks on low and medium fl ows had given no immediate cause
for concern over the M onachyle rating, it was decided that a full current
meter ing check would be advisable. Techniques similar to those used on the
Kirkton were employed during 1986 and 1987.
T he result ing revised rating derived from this exercise is compared with the
original theoretical rating in Fig. 2.3.6. Surpr isingly t he revised raring gives
flow values some 5% lower than the or iginal. Possible reasons for this are
st il l being invest igated.
The accumulated water level observations from both main structures have been
reprocessed using these revised rat ings to give updated figures for fl ow. T he
revised f igures for the Kirk ton were incorporated in the Report on the
Preliminary A nalysis of the Phase 1 catchment results presented to the
consortium in 1986 and also in the paper by Blackie ( 1987). The revised
Monachyle figures were summarised in the December 1987 Workshop
presentation.
2.3.3 Low Flow A ccuracy
It can be seen from Figs. 2.3.5 and 2.3.6 that no current meter readings were
taken in either of the Crump structures below approximately 100 mm stage.
This was because approach velocities fall below the operational range of the
current meters at these low fl ows. Checks on the validity of the
extrapolations of the ratings to low fl ows are provided by comparing
simultaneous observations in the Crumps and the trapezoidal low fl ow 'Lothian'
fl umes. Examples of such comparisons for extended low fl ow periods are
given for the Monachyle and Ki rkton in Figs. 2.3.7 and 2.3.8 respectively.
Whilst the Crump stage readings become progressively less sensitive, in the
Monachyle particularly, as the Brit ish Standards recommended low stage limit
of 30 mm is approached, the agreements are seen to be reasonable.
In Table 2.3.1 the cumulative fl ows computed from both structures over
signifi cant periods of low fl ow in the Monachyle are compared. The
differences are seen to bc insignifi cant, suggesting that the Crump structure
and its revised rating could be used throughout to compute cumulative fl ow
for water balance purposes. Consideration of Fig. 2.3.8 suggests that a similar
conclusion is appl icable to thc Ki rk ton.
A further comment on the validity of using the Crump ratings in the low
ranges comes from an examination of fl ow frequencies for the period 1983-86.
As can be seen from the dai ly time series plots (Figs. 2.3.12 and 2.3.13), fl ows
are in these ranges for a considerable proportion of thc time, 35% and 60%
in Monachyle and Ki rkton respectively as illustrated in Figs. 2.3.9 and 2.3.10.
However, as also indicated in these fi gures, the proportions of the volume
23
••
• flows occurring in the overlap ranges are only 3% and 20% respectively. O f
even more relevance, only 0.8% of the Monachyle ll ow and 18% of the
K irkton flow occurs at stages below the Br itish Standard Crump limit of 30
•
It can be concluded therefore that no signifi cant error is int roduced into the
cumulative volume fl ows used in the water balance by using downward
extrapolat ions of the cur rent-meter ratings of the Monachyle and Kirkton
•
Crump weirs. However, where accurate short term totals or spot readings in
I ow tlow periods are requi red. the values obtained from t he 'Lot hian' flumes
should be used.
•
•
2.34 Catchment Flow Computation
Using the revised Crump structure rat ings descr ibed in 2.3.2 and the original
theoretical rating for the upper M onachyle structure, the 5 minute water level
observ ations were converted to volume flows and are stored as mean 15
•
minute fl ows on the data-base. T he water level recording systems haVe
performed well and relat ively few gaps 'have occurred in the main' . structure
records. A variety of methods have been employed to infi ll these gaps. T he
records from the back-up chart and punched tape recorders or from the
low-fl ow structures have covered most of the gaps associated with recorder
malfunctions. Those apart , the main problem periods have arisen in winter
•
when the fl oat wells have frozen up.
T his problem has been part icularly acute at the upper Monachyle site and it
•
has not been possible to produce complete winter streamflow data for the
sub-catchment unt il winter 1986-87. To coun teract t he problem there, pressure
transducers were installed in the float well and in the approach sect ion of the
•
structure in 1986. A f ter a period of cross-checking between them, and with
the fl oat recorder in ice-free periods, a comparison of their records was used
to ident ify periods when the well was frozen. During such periods the .record
•
from the t ransducer in the approach section has been used to give water level
and hence volume tl ows.
•
Whilst the icing problem is less severe in the main structures q has affected
parts of the December-February record in each year. Dur ing such per iods the
observer has visited these sites at intervals of a few days, broken the ice in
•
the wells and, when necessary, removed any ice adhering to the Crump crests.
T he subsequent spot readings of water level have then been used to compute
fl ow. Since such periods of heavy frost coincide with low flows varying l it tle
•
with time, interpolation between the spot readings using the low flow recession
curves has been used to inf ill the records. A very few short periods of
doubtfu l record renn in where snowmelt events have resulted in a rise in flow
•
before the ice melted or was broken in the float well . T hese :I re not
considered to have any significant effect on the monthly or annual flow
totals.
•
A comparison of fl ows from the upper and main Monachyle structures
revealed very close agreement in daily totals, expressed as mm depth over
•
•
•
M BL E 2.3. I Comparison of cumulati ve f lows (min depth) over
Signtfi cant Low Row Periods in Monachyle
28 . 72 27 . 31
their catchments. This relationship was used to infill a few daily totals in
each record when no other method was available. The close agreement
between these sites in terms of monthly flow totals is demonst rated in
Fig. 2.3.11.
The monthly totals of fl ow from the two main catchments are displayed as a
25
Low F l ow F l umePer i od Cr ump We i r
19/ 6/ 86- 16/ 7/ 86 10 . 87 11 . 09
18/ 7/ 86- 26/ 7/ 86 2 . 89 3 . 12
13 . 76 14 . 21
4/ 5/ 85- 14/ 5/ 85 5 . 79 7 . 46
2/ 6/ 85- 12/ 6/ 85 5 . 48 4 . 09
15/ 6/ 85- 17/ 6/ 85 1 . 51 1 . 35
1/ 7/ 85- 4/ 7/ 85 2 . 69 2 . 18
15 . 47 15 .08
5/ 5/ 84- 7/ 5/ 84 2 . 12 2 . 33
10/ 5/ 84- 24/ 5/ 84 6 . 20 5 . 91
26/ 5/ 84- 31/ 5/ 84 1 . 94 1 . 94
6/ 6/ 84- 11/ 6/ 84 2 . 65 2 . 37
14/ 6/ 84- 21 . 6 . 84 3 . 17 2 . 53
24/ 6/ 84- 26/ 6/ 84 1 . 46 1 . 17
28/ 6/ 84- 30/ 6/ 84 0 . 92 0 . 72
1/ 7/ 84- 9/ 7/ 84 1 . 43 1 . 28
14/ 7/ 84- 31/ 7/ 84 4 . 30 4 . 05
1/ 8/ 84- 29/ 8/ 84 4 . 52 5 . 01
t ime ser ies in Fig. 2.5.2 in sect ion 2.5 and annual totals are given in
Table 2.5.1.
2.3.5 H yd rog raph A nalysis
A s might be expected from steeply sloping catchments with variable but
generally shallow soil depths in this rainfall regime, the streamflow responses of
both are very tlashy. T ime to peak in both catchments is typically in the
range 4- 15 hours wi th a return to base fl ow in 10-30 hours. As can be seen
from the time series plo ts of daily fl ows in Figs. 2.3.12 and 2.3.13 however,
the Monachyle is flashier than the Kirkton - wi th consistent ly higher peaks and
lower base fl ows during prolonged dry periods such as the summer of 1984.
This is further demonstrated in the fl ow durat ion curves in Fig. 2.3.14..
Monachyle fl ows are seen to exceed 7.0 cumecs for 0.02% of the time, as
compared to 0.01% in (li e Kirkto n, but are lower than 0.1 cumecs for 75% of
the t ime as compared to only 42% in the Kirkton.
Base flow indices for various catchments in the UK are l isted below. These
indices are the proport ion of fl ow categorised as base flow, so that the chalk
catchments have a high base fl ow index and clay catchments a low index. T he
Balquhidder catchment ind ices are provisional figures but show again that there .
is a greater proport ion of base fl ow in the Kirkton compared to the
M onachyle.
Catchment Base fl ow index
Foston Beck (chalk) .95
Cam (chalk and clay) .78
Ki rkton .46
East Dart .42
Monachyle .41
Wye .41
Severn .31
Mole (clay) .25
During a dry spell in the 1986 summer per iod a survey of the distri bution of
the cont ri butions to base fl ow in the Ki rkton was carried out. Using a salt
dilution gauging technique the discharges of the tr ibutaries were estimated by
propor tional analysis with the base fl ow measured at the catchment outfall . A t
that ti me 15 feeder streams on the west side of thc catchment and 17 on the
east were flowing. These accounted for 89% of the total basefl ow, the
remainder coming from seepage directly into the main channel. Of the
tributary fl ow, 37% came from the west side of the catchment and 63% from
the eastern side. T hese results accord wi th the observat ions on shallow
groundwater storage and flow in the report by Robins & Mendum ( 1987).
l h eir hydrogeochemical sampling and mapping suggested that the bulk of the
basefl ow was of relatively high p11 as a result of shallow groundwater fl ow
through cracks, faults and f issures in the l imestone areas of the east and
m rth-east par ts of the catchment. Flow from the west side is much lower,
emanating mainly f rom the lochans close to the ridge and is much more acid,
comparable in this respect with the M onachyle t ributaries.
Despite the large expanse of relatively gently sloping deeper peats in the upper
Monachyle. base flow recesms much tr o t e r a p id ly in this catchment than in
the Kirkton. T his accords with obseiv ations elsewhere that saturated peat
sheds sur face water rapidly but releases stored water very slowly indeed.
Rapid shedd ing o • surface watei from t he peat and from thc expanses of
steeply sloping exposed w ck on the West side of the catchment would also
explain the higher peak fl ows observed.
• hese very different response characteristics mean that l it tle can be learned
about the effects of forestry pract ices on floods and low fl ows by comparison
betw een tIm catchments. Such information must come from before and after
comparisons wit hin the catchments when thc planting in the M onachyle and
the fell ing in the Ki rkton are completed.
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where
o = C D J g (11 t a V :12/ 2 g ) 31 2
0 discharge (m-3. sec" 1)
C D coeff icient of discharge
weir width (ni)
9.81 rn. seC2
stage (m)
a approach velocity distr ibution correction coeffi cient
(Cor iolis)
Va • mean aproach velocity (m. seC I )
When calculated by an iteration procedure:
On = C D b j g (h a 0 1_12 / (2ga h t p) 0 2) 3/ 2
where n = nth iteration
height of weir crest above upstream bed level (in)
FIG URE 2 3 .2 Crump Weir Discharge Equation
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2.4 ME TE O RO LO G ICAL DATA
A n essential part of the study of the land usc effects on water resources is a
definit ion of the specif ic climat ic conditions in which the observed catchment
responses occur. Precipitation has been discussed in detail in Sect ion 2.1 but
the other variables such as radiation, temperature, humidi ty and wind speed all
influence vegetation growt h, water use and soil stabil ity and must be sampled
in the area. A useful 'met hod of integrating those variables which cont rol
water-use or evapotranspiration by the vegetation is the method due to
Penman (1948) which provides an estimate of the 'potential' rate of water use,
ET , by a grass cover in conditions where moisture supply is not limit ing. This
est imate of water use, or variants of it, is widely used in hydrological stud ies
as a reference level to which water use by di fferent vegetation types can be
related. T hese relationships can then be used, together wit h precipitation data,
to estimate water use by these vegetation types in other areas where climat ic
cond itions are dif ferent.
2.4. 1 Penman Es tima tes
As indicated in Section 2. a network of 4 A WS was installed in the
catchments to sample the range of climatic condit ions and provide the data
necessary for the computation of Penman ET values. T hese fou r stations,
were located to sample variations primarily with alt itude. They are the
K irkton High station at 670 ni . the Upper M onachyle at 470 m, the
M onachyle Glen at 300 m and Tul loch Farm at 140 m. In topographical
terms the upper two stations are sampling 'r idge top' situations in the
M onachyle and Kirkton catchments, while the Monachyle Glen and Tu lloch
Farm sites sample condit ions in the bottom of N-S and E-W valleys. Fol lowing
analysis of the preliminary results f rom these sites a fif th station, Kirk ton
Forest, was installed above thc forest canopy in the Kirkton valley bottom at
an alt itude of 380 m to sample condit ions there.
T hese stations sample solar and net radiation, temperature, humidity,
windspeed, wind direction and precipi tation at 5 minute intervals. T hc data
are accumulated on Microdata magnet ic tape loggers, the tapes being changed
at fortnight ly intervals. T apes f rom a large number of such stations in use
around the wor ld are translated in a central facil i ty at Ili , Walli ngford. This
frequently leads to delays in obtaining and processing t he data so that
malfunct ions of the loggers or the individu al sensors may continue for long
periods before they are ident if ied and rectif ied. T his unsatisfactory situation
should be rectif ied in the near fu ture when the loggers are due to be
replaced with processor cont rolled sol id state systems from which usable data
can be extracted by the user.
T he first year of operation of the Kirk ton
produced only intermittent periods of data.
was achieved on all stations but intermit tent
meant that complete sets of data from which
werc available for relat ively few months.
High and Monachyle Glen sites
T hereafter a higher capture rate
problems with individual sensors
Penman ET could be computed
A prel iminary analysis of mean daily values of Penman E F from 'complete'
••
mont hs up to 1985 (Blackie 1987) indicated that the relat ionships between the •
stations were stable and well defined. Using these relationships to inf il l
missing months indicated that annual E r values for the exposed high level
•stat ions were simi lar and signif icant ly higher than those from the lower alt itude
valley bottom sites. "Ib is apparent increase in Penman wi th alt itude was
surpr ising since it was contrary to the assumpt ions on which regional estimates
of ET are based (MA FF, 1967) (see Section 3.5).
Data from subsequent 'complete' months in 1986 and 1987, give no indication
of any significant changes in the relationships. Insufficient good records have •
been obtained from the Kirkton Forest site for this yet to be used in a
detailed comparison but the preliminary indications are that they will conform
to the pattern established by the other sites. •
Using the inter-site relationships (Blackie, 1987) to infill missing months, the
annual totals in Table 2.4.1 have been estimated. A s can be seen, the •
probabil i ty is that within-catchment variations in E l' will exceed those between
the catchments.
2.4.2  Climate, Altitude Relationships
•
Clearly a more rigorous approach to identifying the reasons for the altirudinal
variations of Penman ET is required before it can be used effectively as a •
basis for predictive models of water use by the range of vegetation within
these or any other catchments.
•
A start was made on analysing the alti tudinal dif erences of the individual
vari ables by Johnson (1985). He found pronounced differences between
T u Hoch Farm (140 m) and Kirkton H igh (670 m) in temperature, net
radiation and windspeed. For the one year of data analysed, mean
temperature was 4.8°C lower at Ki rkton, whilst mean windspeed was 3.0 m
•or 110% higher. Net radiation  was  similar in the winter months but up to
50% higher at Ki rkton in summer.
In Figs. 2.4.1 to 2.4.5 monthly mean daily values of solar, net, temperature, •
saturated humidity deficit and wind speed are plotted against the Tulloch Farm
values for all complete months for all stations. These indicate surprisingly
close values of solar radiation at al l sites but marked dif erences in the other
variables. The general trends are in the same sense as those identifi ed by
Johnson. The similar ity in the between site relationships from year to year
•helps to explain the stable between-site Penman relationships. Comparison of
the slopes of the regression lines in the above figures suggests that factors
other than altitude are involved. The presence of snow at some stations
•and not others during the winter months undoubtedly plays a part but factors
such as low cloud and differences in soil mo isture in the summer months
must have some infl uence. 41
Clearly, however, the reason for thc higher Penman ET values at thc high
altitude stations is that they experience much higher net radiation and wind
•speed, which suggests that exposure rather than al t itude is the significant
factor.
•
41 •
•
••
More complete runs of data and fur ther analysis is required before any
generally appl icable model of climatic variation can be formulated as a basis
for est imating catchment mean Penman ET values.
For the present the similar values derived from the two exposed sites have
been used as reference values in the water balance analysis in Section 25 .2.
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2.5 C A TC H M EN T WA T E R HA LA N C a ti
'Ib e fundamental expression governing catchment hydrology is the continuity or
water balance expression. Over any given period for a 'watertight' catchment
INPUT OUTPUT + STORA GE CHANGE
Precipitation = streamfl ow + watcr use « storage change
A E AS
Rearranging gives the water use of the catchment as:
A = P Q AS.
Whilst P and 0 can be measured accur itely, the storage term presents
problems in most catchments. T he absolu te tot al storage in the catchments is
ir relevant in this context, the values of interest being the magnitudes of the
fl uctuations AS about the long term mean storage levels. In catchments
where the so ils and the ground water aquifers are reasonably uniform, it is
possible to est imate these components of AS over a period from network
observations of soi l moisture and either groundwater level observat ions or
storage discharge relationships derived from the streamflow recession in long
dry periods. Whilst normally these are the major Components of AS, other
components can be of importance. T hese include short term surface storage
of storm water in t ransit and longer term storage in snowpack.
Where it is not possible to measure any or all of these components of AS, a
first approximation to A E is given by:
Obviously the approximation becomes more accurate over longer per iods as
P-Q increases progressively relative to AS.
In these circumstances i t is impor tant to assess the potent ial range of storage
change so that the probable error associated with the P - Q approximation
can be assessed and hence the minimum period over which this can be
expected to give acceptable est imates of water use.
2.5.1 Storage Changes
In the Balquhidder catchments the soils are generally shallow but very variable
in depth and type, making systematic sampling of soil moisture unrealistic.
The topographical and geological evidence suggest that ground water storage is
likely to be limited to a series of small , irregular, unconnected shallow aquifers
so that groundwater observations are not feasible and the frequency of inputs
of precipitation make the delineation of recession curves d iffi cu I t.
Consequently the estimates of water use from the water balances are limited
to the approximation.
A E P Q.
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T he probable uncertaMty in these estimates of water Use resuit ing from the
absence of the AS term can be assessed by considerat ion of the data now
available from the catchments.
A n indication of the probable range of the soil moisture component of AS is
available from neutron probe data obtained as part of the process studies
(Section 3.6). T hree sites with deeper than average soils under heather, grass
arid mature spruce were instrumented to give approximately weekly soil
moisture readings during summer periods. A t the end of the most extreme
dry spell experienced, in summer 1984, these sites showed deficits of 50 mm,
60 mm and 100 mm respectively. Consideration of the soil depths and
vegetation cover on the catchments suggests that mean catchment defi cits at
this t ime would not be greater than 50 mm. For the rest of the observation
period at the three sites, deficits rarely approached 50 mm, suggesting that the
component of AS is unlikely to exceed 20-30 mm over most periods.
A n indication of the ma.gnitude of groundwater storage is available from the
streamtlows dur ing the exceptional thy spell from late April through August
1984, illustrated in Fig. 2.5.1, which started with high basefl ows after the
completion of snowmelt. Over the period, baseflows dropped from 1.8 mm/day
to 0.1 mm/day in the Monachyle and from 3.5 mm/day to 0.4 mm/day in the
Ki rkton. The baseflow components are estimated as 85 mm and 32 mm
respectively. Under more normal conditions therefore the groundwater
component of AS is unlikely to exceed t 50 mm in Kirkton and t 20 mm in
Monachyle.
Short term surface storage of storm water in the catchments can be
considerable, as witnessed by daily streamflows in excess of 60 mm in both
catchments (Figs. 2.3.12 and 2.3.13). As indicated in Section 2.3.5, however,
transit time of this water is generally of the order of 1-2 days. Provided the
periods under consideration neither start nor end on days experiencing major
storm events this component of AS is unlikely to exceed 20 mm.
The remaining component of AS is surface storage of snow. Whilst snow can
be present in parts of these catchments at any t ime between October' and
May each year, it is only during periods of major accumulation that it
becomes a significant component of storage. The rugged tcrrain makes it
impossible to carry out systematic depth/density surveys of thc complete
catchrnents in such periods but part ial surveys carried out in two accumulation
periods give some indication of the possible range of storage. Onc of these
was in a period of medium accumulation in early 1985 when the estimate of
the water equivalent of the snow pack was in the range 20-30 mm. The
period of greatest accumulation observed in the catchments was January-March
1984. A partial survey in January, before accumulation reached its peak,
suggested water equivalent storage as high as 180 nun. In these catchments,
therefore, snow storage is potentially the largest component of AS.
The probable value of AS between dates on which no major storm events
have occurred or on which no significant snow accumulation is present, is
therefore seen to be in the range t 40-80 mm. A major storm on either
date could increase this by a further 20 mm. However, if one of the dates
is within a period of snow accumulation th is range could extend to values
greater than t 200 mm.
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T his range of possible values of AS clearly precludes esti mat ion of monthly
water use using the P-D approximat ion. Seasonal and even annual estimates
must be treated wit h caution unless the start mid end condit ions are known.
Over per iods of two years or longer, however, provided they do not start or
end in t imes of deep snow cover, the erro r introduced by ignoring AS is
unlikely to be significant. Thus long term estimates of water use can be
obtained from these catchments but, to obtain monthly or seasonal estimates,
the data must be used in conjunction with other approaches. Process based
models which have had their storage simulation components calibrated against
the long term catchment data would be one such approach.
2.5.2  R esulLs
Thc land uses in the two catchments remained unchanged until the end of
1985. Usable measurements of 13 and Q for both main catch ments became
available from December 1982. In the prel iminary analysis of these data
presented in 1986 and in the paper by Blackie (1987) the Kir kton st reamll ow
figures were those computed from the revised rating, but thc Monachyle
.figures were from the original theoretical rating. -The latter have been
recomputed using the revised rating (Section 2.32) and the revised figures are
presented here. A number of minor corrections have been incorporated also
in the precipitation estimates.
A t ime series plot of monthly values of P and Q is presented in Fig. 2.5.2.
This plot is extended to include the first two years of Phase I I of the study
covering the initial stages of land preparation and plant ing in the Monachyle
and of clear felling in the Ki rkton. This plot demonstrates the close similarity
in time distribut ion of both precipitation and streamfl ow between the two
catchments and the consistent difference in precipitation. The lower values of
flow in the Ki rkton in wet months and higher values in dry months discussed
in Section 2.35. are also evident.
Cumulative plots of monthly P. 0 , P-Q and ET are shown in Fig. 2.5.3 and
annual totals of P, Q and P-Q are compared with Penman ET totals in
Table 2.5.1. Both of these indicate that water use, estimated by the P-Q
approximation, was higher in the heather dominated Monachyle than in the
part-forested Ki rkton during Phase I. Furthermore, the P-O estimates of
water use are higher than the exposed site ET estimate in Monachyle but
lower than the equivalent estimate in the Kirkton. These differences arc also
seen to extend into the early stages of Phase I l
Consideration of the discussions of the precipi tation and streamflow data in
Sections 2.1 and 2.3 implies that both of these quantities arc probably
estimated to within 1-3% on an annual basis, though there are suggestions
from the precipitation/altitude relationships that Monachyle precipi tation may be
underestimated because of the absence of a sampling point in the high alt itude
domain in the SW arca of the catchment. Similarly the chccks on the C3Y
rainfall anomaly in the Kirkton suggest that the domain weighted estimate,
some 1% lower than the arithmetic mean presented here, may be the better.
In other words, if there are systematic errors in the estimates of catchment
water use arising from the methods of computing the catchment mean
precipi tation, they are likely to have produced an underestimate in the
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M onachyle and an overestimate in the Ki rk ton.
For the three year period 1983-85 to the end of Phase L of the study, the
erro rs in the cumulative water Use est imates result ing from the omission of AS
are l ikely to have been sin all. Consideration of the evidence avail able on the
soil moisture, groundwater, surface water and snow storage components on -the
lines discussed in Section 2.5.1 suggests AS values in the range -20 to -50 mm
in both catchments. These arc clearly insignificant in relation to the P-Q
totals of 1900 mm and 1276 min for the M onachyle and K irkton respectively.
A n ind ication of the probable variations in AS over successive 12 month
periods is given in Fig. 2.5.4 where moving 12 month to tals of P-Q for both
catchments are compared with ET totals for the same periods. A ssuming that
true annual A E has some reasonably consistcnt relationship wit h E l', the
departures from the parallel between the P-Q and ET lines in Fig. 2.5.4 can
be interpreted as indications of AS. Thus, for example, when the
January-M arch 1984 period of snow accumulat ion enters and leaves the 12
month totals departures of up to 300 mm are seen to occur. T hese are not
inconsistent with the depth density estimates descr ibed in Sect ion 2.5.1. A part
from these major departures smaller departures are present in other 12 month
periods. T he 180 mm departu re between 9/84 and 8/85 in the M onachyle is
consistent with the exceptionally dry condi tions at the end of August 1984 and
the very wet July/A ugust of 1985 il lustrated in Figure 2.5.2.
Because of the f reezing-up of the fl oat wel l, it was not possible to obtain
complete winter est imates of Q from the Upper M onachyle sub-catchment until
1986/87. Comparison of 'summer ' P. Q and P-Q data wi th that from the
main catchment in Table 2.5.2, however, suggests that water use of this upper
part for the catchment did not di ffer signifi cantly from the lower part during
Phase I . Comparison of the part ial totals f rom 1986 and the complete
year ' s totals for 1987, also l isted in Table 2.5.2 suggests that water use by
the lower part of the catchment may have been reduced dur ing the ploughing
and drainage operations in 1986 but any such reduction had disappeared by
1987.
2.5.3 D iscussion
From the preceding section the best estimates of mean annual water use by
the two catchments during the Phase I , 'undistu rbed' period are seen to be:
P-Q 'Exposed' ET
Monachyle 634 546
Kirkton 425 534
The discussion of probable errors suggests that neither systematic errors in P
and Q nor the absence of the storage change term AS are l ikely to account
for the water use difference between the catchments. T he u ncertain t ies in the
computation of Penman ET at each site are di ff icult to assess but from the
annual estimates based on the fragmentary data cur rently available
(T able 2.4.1), the catchment means appear li kely to be in the range 450-550
mm in both catchments.
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The surprise fi nding was the very low value of water use for the Kirkton
despite the presence of some 35% of mature forest. This percentage forest
cover together with some 55% rough grass at the higher levels and some 10%
mixed heather/grass cover on the ridgcs, would have resulted in a predicted
water use of 710 mm applying the Calder & Newson (1979) model to the
rainfall and meteorological data for Balquhidder. Clearly, either some major
source of error was present in the data or the assumptions of the Calder &
Newson model were not applicable in these conditions. The hydrogeological
survey of Robins & Mendum (1987) ruled out any signifi cant cross boundary
transfer of water. 'Il e checks on the precipitation networks (Section 2.1.4)
ruled out the possibility of errors large enough to account for the discrepancy.
The on-site interception study (Section 2.2) gave no indication that the
forested area was behaving different ly from those studied intensively elsewhere.
Logically therefore, thc source of the discrepancy had to be the water use of
the high altitude grassland. In Calder & Newson and indeed in most watcr
use models to date it is assumed implicitly that grass not subject to major
moisture defi cits uses water at the Penman potential rate. Some indication
that this might not be entirely accurate has been obtained front thc recently
revised and as yet unpublished fi gurcs from the Plynlimon study in Wales,
where the revised water use fi gures for the grassland catchment are some 80%
only of Penman ET. This level of reduction in grass water use, when taken
in conjunction with the expected losses from the forested area, would be
inadequate to explain the above Kirkton value however. To determine a
better basis for the estimation of water use by grass in these extreme
condit ions, a detailed study has now been mounted at Balquhidder. Details of
this and preliminary results from it are given in Section 3.2.
The Monachyle water use fi gures for Phase I appear to exceed Penman ET.
This was not unexpected in the light of results emerging from the parallel
process study of the water use characteristics of heather. The application of a
model derived from the results of this process study to the Monachyle data is
discussed in detail in Section 3.3.1.
These comments serve to emphasise the value of the combined catchment and
process scale approach to the determination of thc effects of land use change.
Without the catchment studies the need for further investigation of grass water
use would not have been apparent. Without the process studies and the
models developed therefrom, interpretation and subsequent extrapolation of the
catchment results would be fraught wi th uncertainty.
Two years of data are now available since the start of Phase I I of the
catchment studies in which the lower part of the Monachyle is being
progressively afforested and the mature forest is being felled in the Ki rkton.
Applying the most recent guidelines rigorously has resulted in only 6% of the
Monachyle being ploughed in the total of 30% due for planting. Some 10%
had been planted by the end of 1987. This minimal change in vegetation
cover to date was unlikely to result in any major change in water use and
the 1986 and 1987 values in Tables 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 appear w confi rm this.
Changes can be expected, however, as the planting is completed and thc
seedlings grow above grass/heather level. Other changes resulting from the
early stages of the Monachyle land use change, notably the effects of erosion,
are descr ibed in Section 2.6.
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'Hui progressive fell ing of the forest in K irk ton in Phase l l of the study has
reached the stage where 40% of the forest, mainly on the western side of the
•
catchment, has been felled. The water balance figures for t his period in Table
2.5.1 Suggest a downward t rend in water use but a longer run of data is
required before this can be confirmed.
• Clearly it is desirable for both studies to be extended through the period of
land use changes to determine the full effects of these phases of the forestry
cycle on water use and on streamflow response. A lready, however, it has
become apparent that afforestation in Highland Scot land is l ikely to result in
more complex changes than would have been predicted from the knowledge
•
available pr ior to these studies.
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2.6 SED IM EM " IR A NSPORT
In studies at Plynlimon, Coalburn and elsewhere, it has been found that a
signifi cant effect of afforestation in upland Britain is to increase erosion.
Newson (1980) reported sediment losses front a mature forested catchment at
Plynlimon over fi ve times greater than those from an adjacent grassland
catchment. The reason for this increase in erosion has been shown to be the
soil disturbance associated with the pre-planting ploughing and drainagc
required to establish the plantations. Robinson SL Blyth (1982) in a study at
Coalburn, a imbria, established that losses from the plough lines there peaked
within a few months of treatment but stabil ised at levels higher than those
recorded before treatment. The duration of these higher loss rates may vary
from site to site with soil type, rainfall, slope and control measurcs adopted
but the fact that losses were still fi ve t imes greater at Plynlimon 30« years
after planting was suff icient reason to incorporate sediment studies in the
Balquhidder programme front the outset.
During Phase I, two on-going studies were established. One was concerned
with quantifying the sediment losses, both in suspended and bedload form
from thc two catchments and relating these to observed fl ows to construct
sediment ratings. The second was concerned primarily with establishing the
origins within the catchments of these sediment loads. These studies have
now been extended into Phase 11 so that changes in the sediment responses
during land preparation and initial planting in the Monachyle and clear-felling
in thc Kirkton can be quantified and compared with the pre-treatment ratings
and so that the sources of any changes in supply can be identi fi ed.
2.6.1 R esul tS
The main sourccs of sediment in both catchments prior to the land use
changes were found to be the steep tributary streams, with only a small
proportion coming from erosion of the main stream banks. I nputs to these
side streams in the Ki rkton appeared to occur primarily in the lower reaches
within the forested area.
A fter init ial experiments to determine the optimum sampling points and
methods at both catchment outfalls, systems of sampling suspended sediment
using both automatic vacuum samplers and USD1148 manual samplers and of
bedload using He Iley-Smith bedload samplers were evolved.
From samples taken over a range of fl ows on both the rising and falling
limbs of the hydrograph, logari thmic ratings of sediment loads against fl ows
were derived. The 1983 to 1985 Phase 1 envelopes enclosing 300 points and
the curves fi tted to thcm are shown in Figs.2.6.1 A and B. Seasonal
variations in thc ratings are still being investigated but it has been established
that no significant dif erences existed between rising and falling stage sampling
points. The mean bedload ratings over the period 1983-85 were:
Monachyle: log C = -2.27 « 2.48 log Q (r = 0.76)
Kirkton: log C = -1.11 + 3.00 log 0 (r = 0.74)
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A pplying the appropriate ratings to the fl ow data in each year gave the
annual losses shown in Table 2.6.1. Mean annual loss rates of suspended
sediment for the undisturbed 1983-85 period were found to be 57 t km-2
from the Kirkton and 37 t km-2 from the Monachylc. Red load was very much
lower from both at 0.8 t km-2 and 0.1 t km-2 respectively.
During 1986 when work began on land preparation and planting in the
Monachyle and on clear felling in the Ki rkton the same sampling techniques
were used but the frequency was increased so that some 300 samples were
taken in each catchment. As can be seen from Figs. 2.6.1C and D
maximum concentrations of suspended sediment did not increase significantly
but there was a notable increase in the concentrations at low fl ows. Whilst
the rating regressions were less well defined because of the increased scatter
at low fl ows their application to the fl ow data indicated signifi cant rises in
annual sediment losses (Table 2.6.1). Sampling frequency was increased sti ll
further in 1987 to give almost continuous 8 hourly samples of suspended
sediment in both catchments. The results obtained (Figures 2.6.1 E and F)
show a continuation of the trend fi rst observed in 1986 wit h an even wider
range of scatter in concentrations at the very low fl ows. In this year also a
significant increase in the maximum concentrations was observed, these
occurring at low to medium fl ows rather than at the very high fl ows. Whilst
there- is sti ll some indication of a sediment response to flood events, it is
apparent from Fig. 2.6.1 that simple fl ow related rating curves arc now
inadequate to determine sediment losses from the catchments. The increased
losses at low fl ows imply that sediment is available in large quantities in easily
transportable form. Comparison with rainfall data, Fig. 2.62, suggests that
rainfall intensity, implicitly an indicator of surface water movement, is a better
basis for estimating sediment loss in the present state of the catchments than
streamflow. The fi rst estimates of the 1987 annual losses in Table• 2.6.1 are
provisional only, based on a combination of the poorly defi ned rating curve
and a preliminary relationship with rainfall. This method is stil l under
development. The apparent reduction, relative to 1986, in both catchments is a
result of the much drier condit ions and lower fl ows (see Fig. 2.5.2) rather
than any stabilisation within ihe catchments.
1 6.2 D iscussion
During 1986 land preparation for planting began in the Monachyle. The
combination of the latest guidelines in planting practices with the topography,
soils and geology of the catchment meant that only 6% of the catchment area
was ploughed. Plough lines terminated some 20 m from the main water
course and cut-of drains were dug across thc ends of the furrows at slope
angles of less than 3°, most of these also terminating well before drainage
lines. Planting in non-cultivated areas has caused vir tually no soil disturbance.
Whilst sediment movement was observed in the plough lines immediately, this
was not at fi rst fi nding its way much beyond the ends of the cut-off ditches.
However, as accumulations from the plough lines increased these concentrations
of loose material began to be transported into the water courses, resulting in
the 3-5 fold increases in the stream sediment loads indicated in Table 2.6.1.
This concentrating ef ect of the cut-of ditches raises questions on whether this
is the best approach to containing sediment movement. The plough lines are
now being recolonised with a vegetation cover but large quantit ies of sediment
in the ditches are still easily transportable. The duration of this higher rate
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•of sediment loss and the level at which it stabil ises relative to pre-planting
rates will be of part icular interest.
•
n the K ir kton the reasons for the higher sediment loads during Phase I were
not positively identif ied. It is worth not ing however that an established
though l ightly used road system was present in the forested area throughout, •
whereas no roads are present in the Monachyle. This road system was
upgraded in late 1985 and extended to include tw o timber stacking areas when
fell ing star ted. T imber extraction to the roads, by cable crane and by t racked •
vehicles driven on brash mats, has caused minimal soil disturbance. Use of the
roads has increased dramatically however wi th some 4 lorry loads of t imber
moving out each day, necessitating on-going road repairs and
TA B L E 2 6. 1 A nn ual sedim ent loads (tonnes), adj usted f or bias.
Bedload given as > I mm and also total load in
brackets.
•
Suspended Bed l oad
Ki r k t on Monachy l e Ki r kt on Monachy l e
1983 483 337 6 (20 ) < 1 (2 ) Ill
1984 292 296 5 (13 ) < 1 (2 ) Ill
1985 386 228 6 (17 ) < 1 (2 )
1986* 1965 1027 Not ava i l ab l e Ill
1987* 986 860 Not ava i l ab l e Ill
* pr ov i s i ona l f i gur es
maintenance. Thus the main source of the 1986 5-fold increase in readily •
t ransportable sediment appears to be the road system.
40% of the forest has now been felled and the remaining 60% is scheduled •
for removal by 1990. During this period second crop planti ng wil l begin on
the earl iest cleared areas. Removal of the mature forest means the removal
•of 32% interception loss (Sect ion 2.2) so that the sparsely vegetated cleared
areas wil l experience greater direct rainfal l impact as thc present brash covering
decays and presumably greater sur face water fl ow. A ny ef ect of this on
•erosion rates has been swamped so far by the large increases in loss from the
roads but should become more apparent as the area cleared increases.
•
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Figure  2 6.1  Suspended sediment/di.scharge relationships
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• 3. T he P rocess Studies
•
This part of the report describes the last three years work carried out as a
•
continuation of studies to understand thc evaporative processes operating in
the upland environment in particular where the predominant ecosystems are
coniferous forest, heather moorland and rough pasture.
• Dur ing this time the following have been investigated:
•
the character ist ics of transpiration from heather and spruce forest
from soil moisture studies;
•
the storage and evaporation of intercepted snow from spruce forest
canopies;
•
the effect of line thinning on interception loss from forest canopies;
the possibility of using chloride as an inert t racer to determine
•
relative evaporation rates from spruce forest and heather moor;
the relationship between low stream fl ows and soil moisture defi cits
•
(a preliminary study only).
The results of most of these studies have been incorporated into research
•
models and an operational catchment model able to predict catchment
evaporative losses on a seasonal basis. A lso, these results and the results
from the f irst phase of the catchment study have propagated further studies,
•
in part icular the high altitude grassland study, by highlighting areas - of
ignorance.
The original objectives and programme of research specifi ed on the contract
and its extension are given in Appendix I .
•
The original obj ectives have in thc main been covered with the major
exceptions of the work on larch. A survey of potential sites for interception
studies of larch was made in 1986/87 and a site tentatively chosen in the
•
Hafren forest near the Plynlimon catchments. However it was decided that a
major effort would be put into the upland grassland study and resources did
not exist to take the larch study further.
• In addition to the regular progress reports the studies described below have
formed the basis of published papers, two of which are appended as Appendix
•
4 and Appendix 5.
•
•
•
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3.1 SNOW INT ERCEM ON BY CON IFEROUS FO RFS 1'
3.1.1 Introduction
The hydrological importance of snow intercept ion loss from forests has been
recognised for many years but has remained a difficult process to describe by
predictive modelling. In the last 50 years many studies have attempted to
quantity the effects of afforestation on river fl ow in regions where a large
proportion of the precipitation is in the form of snow. The majority of these
studies were either catchment experiments or snow surveys: e.g, the review
papers of Jeffrey (1968) and Meiman (1968). The catchment studies, (e.g.
Ayer (1959), Ol itnik ( 1979), Swanson and H illman (1977)), which represent
areas having a wide range of climatic, vegetational and geological
characteristics, of ten gave confl icting conclusions from which it is diffi cult to
derive a general result . The snow surveys indicated that less snow
accumulates below forest compared with clearings and open land, but there is
much controversy over the interpretation of this result.
A small number of studies, including part of the work described below, have
measured the interception capacity and subsequent evaporat ion rates by
weighing snow-laden sapling trees (Escher & Leonard (1969) and Sali m-hind &
Haupt (1970)). A lthough these experiments provide important evidence that
evaporation rates can be appreciable, the results from isolated trees cannot be
considered representative of a completely snow-covered forest canopy.
There has been no attempt in previous studies to describe the interception
losses from snow-covered forest using physically based equations and no
defi nit ive study of the process has yet been reported.
3.1.2 Measurements
Equipment to investigate thc evolution of a snow pack on a Sitka spruce
canopy (Pi cea s i t chens i s (Bong) Carr), was installed in Queens forest
near Aviemore, in the Highland region of Scotland. Fig. 3.1.1. Stored snow
and water on the forest canopy was measured by the attenuation of gamma
rays (Calder & Wright , 1986) and a weighed tree.
The gamma-ray attenuation system was based on an original design by the
A pplied Physics Department of Strathclyde University (Olszyczka, 1979). A
coll imated beam of gamma-rays, emitted by a 200 mill icurie Caesium 137
radioactive source, was arranged to traverse 35 m through the forest canopy
before str iking a 0.3 m2 detector. By scanning the canopy at height intervals
of 1 m dur ing dry and wet conditions, thc vertical profile of canopy storage
was evaluated. Total canopy storage was measured to an a ccuracy of 0.2-0.4
mm water equivalent depending upon the total mass in the beam and
temperature effects on thc instrumentation. Th e system was operated
intermittently in the winters of 1983-84 and 1984-85 during which 16 storm
periods were recorded. Typical density profi les measured in wet and snow
condit ions are shown in Fig. 3.1.2.
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Figu re 1 1.3 shows d iagrammet rically the tree weighing experiment. The
technique of tree cutting, described by Roberts ( 1977), was used. 'Ib is
involves supporting a selected tree within a scaffold frame and placing the
severed trunk in a water container. A tree is able to remain in this
condit ion for an entire winter without showing any signs of degradation of its
physical structure. Statistics of trunk girth and stand density from the
surrounding forest were used to aid tree selection and to estimate the average
crown projected area.
The water container rested on three load cells conncctcd to a solid state
logger. Figure 3.1.4 shows the continuous record of snow stored on the
weighed tree throughout a snow event together with storages estimated by the
gamma-ray equipment.
• In conj unction with the instrumentation for canopy storage measurement, two
heated plastic-sheet net-precipitation gauges (Calder & Rosier, 1976) were
instal led in the forest close to the gamma-ray beam path. TWo heated
tipping-bucket raingauges were also installed in a forest ride near to the site
in an attempt to measure the input of snow precipitation. Gross and net
precipitation were recorded at 5 minute intervals together wi th other
meteorological data from an automatic weather station mounted above the
forest.
I t is immediately apparent from Fig. 3.1.2 that the water equivalent of snow
accumulated on the canopy can be at least an order of magnitude greater that
that recorded in rain conditions. Observations from many storms indicatcd
that evaporation rates (the difference between the loss rates from the canopy
and the net-precipitation rate) can be large and not necessarily accompanied by
large quanti ties of drainage. These observations of storage and evaporation,
many of which were independent of gross snowfall measurement, demonstrate
thc potential importance of snow interception loss from forests.
The water balance and interception loss for six storms are shown in Table
3.1.1. As raingauge performance during snowfall is very variable, records from
automatic raingauges cannot be used with any confidence. Therefore the
storms in Table 3.1.1 arc limited to those recorded while observers were
present and the estimate of snow input has been derived from either a
raingauge which was not aerodynamically affected by snow accumulations or
from snow input estimates using thc gamma-ray equipment in conjunction with
ground sampling.
T he 'greater than' sign, >, indicates an underestimate as only part of the event
has been recorded and the storm total will be greater than, or equal to, the
value shown.
3.1.3 Modelling
•
Thc detailed modelli ng of snow accumulation and depletion on a forest canopy
is a formidable task; the varying windspeed and air temperature during
snowfall may effect the quanti ty of snow retained on the canopy and water
•
loss to the atmosphere may occur as sublimation from the snow or as
evaporation from melt water retained on the leaves. In addition, the
68
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TA BL E i L I Snowf all events at Queens Forest, A viemore
DATE SNOWFALL MAX DRIP EVAPORATION INTERCEPTION
STORAGE LOSS
mm mm mm mm
distr ibut ion of snow and melt water may be very inhomogeneous through the
canopy and successive periods of accumulation, sublimation, melt and freezing
in different sequences will increase this inhomogeneity. Thus a snow-covered
canopy presents a highly complex surface for the absorption of radiational
encrgy and complex pathways for the transport of heat and water vapour.
No attempt has been made to investigate the phenomenon to this degree of
detail. Instead, using the results from thc gamma-ray experiment a more
pragmatic perspective has been used to understand the principle processes and
produce an effective and physically based model. The model structure is
shown schematically in Fig. 3.1.5 and consists of a "build-up function" to
parti tion the snow between the canopy and the forest fl oor, a parameterisation
of the transfers of mass and energy between the phases of water and the
atmosphere, and the mass balance of the liquid and water phases on the
forest canopy.
Evaporation Rate
Thc evaporation rate of water from the canopy storage is calculated using the
equations that define the fl uxes of water vapour and heat from an
aerodynamically rough surfacc, Monteith (1965). Hourly estimates of
evaporation are derived from inputs to these equations of air temperature,
humidi ty and radiational energy as measured by the automatic weather station.
The roughness of the forest canopy is parameterised as the aerodynamic
resistance, which is the resistance to the transport of water vapour from the
wet surface to the atmosphere across a measured gradient of vapour pressure.
1t was found from the modelling that the presence of snow on a forest
signifi cantly al ters the roughness of the surfacc. Therefore the relationship
between storage and aerodynamic resistance is an important control within the
model on the evaporation rate.
Phase Changes
In addi tion to the evaporation rate, the above equations yield an estimate of
the temperature at the evaporating surface. During thawing or freezing the
surface temperature must be constrained to 0°C and by monitoring the surface
temperature within the model and its proximity to 0°C, the timing of the
phase changes can be modelled.
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11- 13 . 12 . 83 3 . 2 3. 0 0 . 2 >2. 5 75- 94
25 . 3 . 84 5 . 1 5 . 0 0 . 5 >3. 0 58- 90
17- 13 . 12 . 84 13 . 5 7 . 5 4 . 2 9 . 3 69
24- 26 . 12 . 85 17 . 7 7 . 5 10 . 6 7 . 1 40
15- 23 . 3 . 85 20 . 0 15 . 1 8 . 5 11. 7 59
28 . 3 . 85 9 . 0 8 . 5 >2 , 5 >2. 5 50- 72
••
Snow Build-up Function
• r ol the snow events recorded at the Aviemore site a fairly well defi ned
relat ionship existed between the water equivalent depths of snow (per unit
•
ground arca) lying on the canopy and the total snow precipitation (calculated
from the sum of the measured canopy storage and snow lying on the forest
fl oor) measured during and immediately after snow fall (Fig. 3.1.6). Th is
•
relationship was used to calibrate a snow storage build-up equation relating the
rate of snow build-up, dcs/dt, (where the subscript, s, denotes snow or solid
phase condi tions) to the rate of precipitation, dlVdt:
• dcsk IP = (dcsi dt)/(dP/dt ) - cs113
•
The snow build-up parameter 13 can be interpreted as the maximum water
equivalent depth of snow (per uni t ground area) capable of being held on the
canopy and for the spruce forcst in Scotland has a value of 31.5 mm, fi tted
by least squares to the observed data (r = 0.994).
Canopy Water Balance
• The canopy water balance is described by a •simple reservoir model, in which
the snow pack is assumed to be able to hold 0.15 of i ts mass in the form of
•
liquid water. When this threshold of water retention is exceeded, melt water
is allowed to f low from the snow pack into a conventional drainage model for
liquid water, Calder S.: Wright ( 1986).
•
3 .1.4 D isc ussion and co nclus ions
•
Figure 3.1.7 shows the interception ratio data from Table 3.1.1 plotted against
•
snowfall. A lso shown is a typiCal rainfall interception function and the
boundary conditions defi ned by the snow build-up function. The line
describing a typical rainfall regime is based on the forest interception model by
•
Gash et al (1980) using parameters appropriate to a hypothetical Sitka sphice
forest in central Scotland (annual rainfal l = 1000 mm): mcan evaporation rate
= 0.22 mm 1, mean rainfall rate 1.22 mm If ' and canopy storage capacity
•
= 1.2 mm. It can be seen that all of the snow events evaporated more water
than the equivalent amounts of rainfall, emphasising the importance of snow
interception loss from this particular forest stand. Of equal importance is the
•
snow build-up function. A more open forest structure will constrain the upper
l imit of snow interception loss to a lower overall ratio, however, a more open
forest structure may not af ect the long term rainfall interception loss (see
•
Section 3.5) implying that snow interception loss might be similar or even less
than rainfall interception losses in certain forest types.
•
The performance of the model was generally good particularly in the periods
of refreeze, sublimation and low melt rate. The timing of the onset of
melting (and therefore drainage), was also fairly well predicted and always to
•
within one or two hours of the observed data When melt water became a
significant part of the water balance, either the drainage was overestimated at
the expense of predicted canopy storage, or the evaporation was overestimated.
It is interesting to note that during the mclt phase, although lumps of
•
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•
accumulated snow were observed to dislodge from the canopy in addition to
drips of meltwater and trunk drainage, concurrent measurements beneath thc
canopy indicated that the actual quantities involved were small in terms of
millimetres of water equivalent. Consequently the phenomenon of solid water
drainage has been excluded from the model.
The observations of snow interception by coniferous forest, which are
independent of the need for accurate areal snowfall measurement, are probably
the most detailed measurements of the evaporation from a snow-covered
canopy described anywhere. They reveal that the processes of ageing, melt
and evaporation are extremely complex but whi le the analysis presented here
cannot be regarded as a complete description the important features can be
clearly seen. They are:
(i)
( )
The storage of snow on the canopy can be very large, an order of
magnitude larger than that of liquid water.
T he evaporation rates from "wet snow" are of similar magnitude to
those from a wet canopy (i .e. up to 0.5 mm h' 1) and can be
described in a similar manner.
(iii) The aerodynamic resistance to heat and vapour transfer from a
canopy storage dominated by snow, is much larger than that of a
wet canopy. This is probably a result of the smoother surface of
the snow covered forest.
Snow interception losses from a spruce forest with a closed canopy
are likely to be higher than rainfall interception losses for the sante
amount of precipitation.
(v) Dif ering trunk densi ties which af ect the closure of the canopy and
structural differences between species arc likely to signifi cantly alter
snow interception ratios.
The physical ly-based model described above, which required only meteorological
observ ations (radiat ion, temperature, humidity and snowfal l) as inputs,
satisfactorily described the observations of evaporation and melt Some work
is needed to improve the performance of the model for certain types of snow
event. However, the general performance is encouraging and the model can
be expected to estimate accurately snow interception losses over an extended
period. Further work is required before it is possible to simplify the model
for inclusion in a simple catchment model such as that described in
Section 3.3.
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Fig . 3.1.3 Diag ram o f tree we ighing equ ipment insta lled in Queens fo rest .
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3.2 H IG H A LTUDI DE G RASSLAND STUDIFS
3.2. 1 Backgro und
Over the years, in the absence of empirical data, it has become standard
practice to assume that the evaporation rates from all grassland are correctly
estimated by the Penman potential evaporation rate. However, the results of
several catchment studies have cast doubts upon the validity of this
assumption, and part icularly upon the validity of applying the Penman equation
to high alt itude grassland.
Even for lowland grassland some seasonal discrepancy between the Penman
estimate and evaporation calculated from water balance measurements has been
observed. Thom & Ol iver ( 1977) found it necessary to modify the Penman
equation to account for the seasonal variation in evaporation observed by
Edwards & Rodda (1970) from the water balance of a lowland catchment at
Grendon Underwood. Discrepancies are also observed between the Penman
estimates and the evaporation calculated from catchment results for the upland
Wye catchment at Plynlimon (see Section 3.4).
In an early study using a wet-surface weighing lysimeter an experiment was
carried out on lowland grass at Wallingford before the high altitude grassland
experiment was begun. The wet-surface weighing lysimeter was set up to
monitor the prevailing weather and evaporation rates from grass samples
(height c. 10 cm) with vary ing degrees of wetness.
A comparison of the evaporation rates from dry and rain-wetted grass with
the predicted Et rates (using l'enman's equation) showed no systematic
dif ference between the two within the limits of experimental scatter. These
results indicated that for estimating the evaporation from lowland grass aft er
rainfall and during dry conditions the Penman equation is adequate.
To simulate evaporation from grass during rainfall when it becomes totally wet
the samples were sprayed with weak (0.1%) solutions of a surfactant on days
when the surrounding grass was thoroughly rain-wetted. This enhanced the
drainage rate and produced a very thin fi lm of water on the grass which
evaporated very quickly. A direct comparison of measured evaporation rates
with the Penman potential rate was not possible as these require data
averaged over at least a day. Data from spray runs were therefore used to
calculate die aerodynamic resistance (ra). A comparison of these with ra
values measured over rain-wetted grass at Balquhidder suggested that the ra
values from the surfactant-sprayed grass may be lower, and therefore the
evaporation rates higher than Et. However, although this may give some
enhancement of evaporative losses during winter it is considered unlikely to be
a major effect. (The results of this work are given in more detail in
Appendix 2.)
The results from the first phase of the Balquhidder catchments study raised
further questions about the water use of high alt itude grassland. These results
gave an unexpectedly low mean annual water use of the partly forested (35%)
Ki rkton catchment of 425 mrn compared with a Penman potential evaporation
of 534 mm estimated from weather data collected by an automatic weather
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•• station at the top of the Kirkton catchment (Section 2.5.3). Process
measurements made in thc Ki rkton forest indicated a water use comparable
•
with forests elsewhere and higher than for grassland. Even after allowing for
exper imental errors these results impl ied that thc grass on the K irkton
catchment uses considerably less w a te r than predicted by the Penman potential
eVapOr at i On .
From the above studies it was very apparent that our understanding of thc
•
evaporation processes from high alt itude grassland was far from complete and
for this reason the high altitude grassland study was set up.
• 3.2.2 Experimenta l Deta ils
• T he high altitude grassland study is based upon three complementary
experiments which will allow verif ication of the results. The separate objectives
of the three experiments are:
(i) to determ ine the transpiration rates of undisturbed high alt itude
grass and other upland species;
(ii ) to determine the rates of evaporation of intercepted rainfall.
and
( ii i) to monitor continuously over a prolonged period the total water
balance of upland grass.
N o weighing lysimeter systems record changes in mass of the soil monoliths
as a result of rainfall and evaporation. These arc supplemented by soil
moisture measurements to determine transpiration rates (during dry periods).
A development of the wet-surfacc weighing lysimeter wi ll be used during
1988/89 to study the rainfall interception of upland grass.
In addi tion to the three main experiment.s biomass measurements arc made
41 during the growing season.
A site representative of the high alti tude areas of the Ki rkton catchment was
chosen on a terrace at an altitude of about 590 m on the eastern slope of
Gleann Crotha (Grid ref: NN507225); this is located between the Kirkton and
Monachyle catchments. Nine access tubes for making soil moisture
measurements with neutron probe meters were installed in July 1986. They
were set into the ful l depth of the peat which ranged from 0.45 m to
1.45 m. Six were installed in peat beneath grass and three beneath a mixture
41 of bilberry and heather. Measurements were taken regularly from July untilNovember 1986 and from A pril to November 1987.
41 A n automatic weather station with additional sensors was also installed tomonitor the meteorological variables required to calculate the potential
evaporation at the si te. This is used for comparison with the measured
411 transpiration rates. The weather station was operated from July untilNovember 1986 and April to November 1987; measurements are not required
over the winter months.
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Two identical monolith weighing lysimcter systems were installed and an
instrument shed to house batteries and associated electronics was erected in
April/May 1987.
The construction of the lysimeters is shown in Fig. 3.2.1. A n undisturbed
representative monolith of peat with its surface vegetation is contained in an
aluminium tube of 80 cm diameter with a perforated bottom. (The peat
sample was taken by pushing the tube into the ground by means of hydraulic
rams and then digging away the surrounding peat until it was possible to use
the rams to slide a steel cutting plate beneath thc monolith. A fter lift ing
the sample the perforated aluminium base plate was bolted to the tube.) This
sample cylinder rests on an aluminium spider with a central threaded hole into
which is screwed a threaded rod with a lift ing eye. This was used to lower
the sample and cylinder into a slightly larger water-t ight aluminium cylinder.
The threaded road was then removed. The cylinder in turn rests upon a
weighing platform, based upon a single large-capacity load cell, standing on a
concrete base in the bottom of a hole. The height of the weighing platform
was adjusted so that the surface vegetation of the sample was fl ush with the
surrounding vegetation. Electric pumps beneath the load cell keep the hole
free of standing watcr. The water level within the sample is maintained at
the same level as that in the surrounding peat by means of an electric pump
tr iggered by the signal from a dual pressure transducer comparator. The
effectiveness of this method was tested by comparing readings given by
tensiometers in the samples and in the surrounding peat. These showed that
the water tension in the root zone within the lysimeters and in the
surrounding peat remained the same within the natural variabil ity expected.
The quantity of water pumped out of each lysimeter is measured by passing it
through a recording raingauge. The output from these gauges, from the load
cells and from a ground level raingauge is automatically logged at ten minute
intervals. The data from the solid state stores of the loggers are transferred
to disks for later analysis on microcomputers.
3 23 Resul ts an d D iscussion
The grassland study is still in its early stages. Because of fmancial constraints
the equipment was not installed at the optimum time in March or early April.
However, some interesting results are already emerging.
Est imates of the Penman potential evaporation calculated from meteorological
data collected by the automatic weather station at the grassland Gleann
Crotha site over the summer months of 1986 and 1987 are in agreement with
estimates derived from data collected at the two other high al t itude Ki rkton
and Monachyle weather stations. These Penman values are high (450 to
600 mm a year) and show an increase with alt itude. This dif ers from the
traditionally accepted low altitude values (about 400 to 450 mm a ycar) and a
decrease with al ti tude. A nalysis of the data suggests that the high values are
produced by occasional days of very high evaporative demand resulting from
prolonged sunshine with high wi ndspeeds and low relative humidit ies. The
Penman values for the Gleann Crotha site were about 8% to 15% less than
the values for the higher and more exposed Ki rkton site.
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• l t is unlikely that the vegetation could sustain such high evaporation rates in
this environment for three reasons:
• the temperatures at high altitudes are low and the grass is dormant
for much of the year; observation shows that the grass is only j ust
beginning to emerge from dormancy in mid-May when the Penman
rate is typically 3 to 4 mm a day;
( ) there is evidence that at high evaporative demands the stomata of
• plants close, preventing excessive water
(iii) soils at high levels in the Kirkton catchment arc thin and soil water
may be limiting.
There is now some evidence from the weighing lysimeters that the actual
•
evaporation rates from the grass are indeed much lower than the Penman
rates. Figures 3.2.2 shows the water storage in one of the lysimeters plotted
against t ime for early May 1987. The negative slope over the fi rst nine days
has a gradient of 0.83 mm a day compared with the Penman rate for the
same period of 2.7 mm a day. The plot also shows the response of the
lysimeter to rainfall and a spurious diurnal variation caused by the temperature
•
sensit ivi ty of the logging system. The loggers were later enclosed in a
constant temperature cabinet which eliminated this effect. The curious peak
on 7 May is believed to have been caused by a sheep straying onto the
lysimeter. Unfortunately problems with the logging system were encountered
for a large part of the operational period of the lysimeters and the more
complicated analysis which is required to extract useful data from this period
• is incomplete.
The summer of 1986 was a wet one and consequently no significant soil
• moisture deficits were seen in the data from the neutron probe observations.
A preliminary analysis of the measurements made in 1987 indicate that there
may have been a period when a small deficit was established but there appear111 to have been no major defi cits. This in itself supports the hypothesis of
reduced evaporation rates from high alt itude grassland.
The results of the biomass measurements are plotted in Fig. 3.2.3 which shows
a l inear increase in the proportion of live biomass as a function of t ime. This
•
function was used in a simple daily accounting model to predict the seasonal
change in soil moisture and the results compared with observations for the
period March to July 1987. The model calculates the soil moisture St+i on
•
day i+1. from:
Sid = Si Ei + Ri
where Si is the soil moisture on day i, Ri is the measured rainfall on day
i and Ei the evaporation calculated for day, i, as either the Penman E„
•
calculated from the Gleann Crotha weather station data, or as the product Of
Ft and the biomass function b = 0.00466d + 0.176 where, d, is the day
number.
110 The daily evaporat ion was also calculated as the product of Et and the
temperature function T given in Appendix 2 and as the product Etta .
•
•
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•
The best fi t between observed and predicted soil moisture was obtained when
the daily evaporation was given by the triple product. Using Et alone gave
the poorest fi t fol lowed by the product E tT . Clearly these results do not
establish a causal link between temperature, biomass production and
evaporation rates. However, they do show again that the soil moisture data
are best explained by an evaporation rate significantly less than Et.
3.2 4 Looking Ahead
The immediate aim is to re-install the weighing lysimeter systems as early as
possible in March or A pri l with new Campbell CRIO loggers. This should
improve the reliabil ity and precision of the systems and facilitate data handling.
Early installation of the lysimeters will ensure that the evaporation from the
grass is monitored at the critical period at the end of and fol lowing dormancy
when ncw leaves are fi rst produced.
Meteorological data collection and the measurement of soil moisture using the
neutron probe will continue. Interception studies using the wet-surface
weighing lysimeter will be started and probably continue in 1989.
A t present it is planned to finish taking all measurements in summer 1989.
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3.3 A SIM PLE SEASONAL MOD EL O F CAT CHM ENT
EVA PO RA T ION
The main features of this model are noted here but a full descript ion is given
in the paper attached as A ppendix 4.
T he model was developed from the annual model of Calder & Newson (1979)
making use of the results of process studies of heather. It is applicable to
catchments in which the predominant vegetation is grass and heather. The
model requires only daily values of rainfall and Penman potent ial evaporation
Et, and produces an estimate, ED, of the daily evaporation from the
catchment. Summing the daily values over longer time period reduces
percentage random errors. The model is represented by:
ED = f.(TG + 1G) + (1-f) (TH + IH)
where f is the fractional area of the catchment under grass and the total daily
evaporation from grass (subscript G) and heather (subscript H) are calculated
as the sum of the transpiration ( I) and interception (1) terms. The
transpiration and interception from the grass are calculated using the Et and
rainfall values. Transpiration from the heather is assumed equal to 0.5 Et, a
mean value derived from data collected at a variety of sites in Scotland and
England (see Calder, 1986 in Appendix 5). The daily interception loss from
the heather is calculated using the exponential function:
IH = 13(1 e-612)
where R is the daily rainfall and 13 and 6 are optimised interception
parameters. A modifi cation of the model is possible in which the
transpiration from the grass is made a function of temperature such that
below 5°C transpiration is put equal to zero, above 10°C it equals Et and
between 5°C and 10°C it is a linear function of temperature.
3.3.1 A pplicat io n o f the M odel to an U pland Ca tchm e nt
The model was applied to the Monachyle catchment which from aerial
photographs was estimated to be 67% under heather and 33% under grass.
Daily values of rainfall over the grass and heather areas were obtained from
the appropriate raingauges after the values had been time distributed on the
basis of the daily-read gauge at Tu Hoch Farm. Daily values of Et and air
temperature (used for the temperature correction) were obtained from the
records of the two automatic weather stations in the Monachyle glen. For
those periods when snow covered the vegetation, evaporat ion was assumed to
be zero.
Over the period October 1984 to September 1985, the model predicted the
total evaporation from thc catchment to be 530 mm. This figure was slightly
reduced to 516 mmwhen the temperature-restricted transpiration was used in
the model. Both figures are less than thc precipitation minus runof measured
for the catchment over the same period of 627 mm. However, the difference
lies within the likely experimental errors. The difference between the outputs
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• of the two models values was small because most of the grass on the
Monachyle catchment grows at low alt itudes, less than 450 in. However,
•
extrapolating the model to the high altitude grass on the K irkton catchment
indicated that the reduction in evaporation could be large so that the annual
evaporation would be about 60% of the annual Penman potential value.
• T his modell ing study demonstrated the potentially large effect that the low
temperature control of transpiration from grass can have. However unt il
•
results arc obtained from the studies of the water use of high alt itude grass
the magnitude of the temperature effect remains unnkown as does the
magnitude of any compensatory effect which may arise from possibly high rates
of interception loss.
T he simple seasonal catchment model is a step forward fro m the Calder &
•
Newson model in that it allows a more accurate predict ion of evaporative loss
on time scales shorter than one ycar. The cost of this improvement is the
requi rement of daily data, i.e. rainfall and Et values. T he daily values of
•
evaporation can be accumulated to give weekly, monthly, seasonal or annual
evaporative losses, with decreasing percentage random error, as desired.
•
T his model could readi ly be extended to cover catchments containing
coni ferous forest provided that snow were not a signifi cant proportion of the
preciptation: the appropriate transpiration- fraction and intercept ion parameters
• are already known (see Calder, 1986 in A ppendix 5). However, because snow
interception loss from coniferous forest can be large (see Section 3.1) the
extension of the model to upland Scottish catchments must await the
•
completion of the work on a simpli fi ed snow intercept ion model.
•
3.4 T HE ANN UA L CAT CHMENT MO DE L AND rrs
APPLI CAB I LIT Y TO T HE PLYN LIMON CAT C HMENT
WAT E R-USE
Calder & Newson (1979) presented a simple model to estimate the water-use
of catchments under forest and grassland in upland Britain
(1-f) Et + f [( 1-w) Et + P.a ]
where: f is the fraction of the catchment under forest ,
Et is the mean annual Penman potential evaporation
w is the proportion of t ime the forest canopy is wet,
P is the mean annual precipitation, and
a is the interception ration.
Th is model predicts the annual average evaporation, E.
It is worth considering the experimental evidence on which this formula is
based:
1. The interception ratio, a, Calder & Newson use a value of 0.3.
Numerous experiments have shown a to be between 0.3 and 0.4 for
extensive forests.
2. Forest transpiration = (1 w).Et. The primary experimental
evidence for this is the result of the forest natural lysimeter
operated at Plynlimon 1974-76.
3. Upland grassland evaporation = Et. The early results from the
Wye catchment indicated this result, as do water balances from
lowland catchments general ly.
4. The early results from the Severn (partly forested) catchment agreed
with the overall model.
In the early 1980's a number of limitations in our knowledge of upland
evaporation (and in this model) were identified (Calder, 1982):
I. No information could be given on time-scales of less than one year
or for drought periods.
2. The results were not applicable for the drier and lowland regions of
the U1C
3. The ef ects of snow were unknown.
4. The evaporation from medium height vegetation was unknown.
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• In addit ion, in hindsight, we can now say there was an uncertainty in our
knowledge of the evaporation from upland grassland.
• l' oints 1, 3 and 4 have been addressed by the process studies under the
Scott ish Consort ium and these results arc described elsewhere.
• A large and well validated series of catchment results from Plynlimon is now
available, Table 3.4.1 shows the average annual values for 1976-83.
• TA BL E 3.4. 1 A nnual A verages f rom Plynlim on (m m )
•
Wye Severn
22415 469
• P- Q
2050
365
1908
561
Et 476
Considering the results from the Wye first; the total losses are 77% of thc
potential value Er "Il ie most likely explanation of this reduction is a
•
temperature limitation on the grassland transpiration. To illustrate the possible
effect a very simple temperature model has been applied to a single year of
the Plyntimon data. This model is described in more detail in Appendix 4.
•
Briefl y this is the simple daily catchment model which allows no transpiration
below 5°C, limited transpiration between 5 and 10°C and transpiration at the
Penman rate above 1 C. This model has k en appl ied to meteorological data
from 1978 - an average year in terms of rainfall and runoff (Table 3.42 ) .
TA BL E 3.4.2 Wye Catchm ent Results f or 1978
Ill P n P- C1 Et (P- a ) E(t .co r r )
Et
Ill
2349 2008 341 414 0 .82 358
Table 3.4.2 shows that the introduction of the temperature ef ect can produce
•
the correct water-use. This does not of course prove a causal relationship or
validate the form of the temperature model. This must wait unti l the current
work in Balquhidder is completed. This analysis does show that a realistic
temperature ef ect may produce the correct evaporation.
The application of the annual catchment model to the Severn requires the
•
careful consideration of the component areas of the catchment. Table 3.4.3
shows the estimate of this made by Calder ( 1976). It should be noted- that
although the forest area constitutes 62% of the catchment arca once the area
•
of rides and immature trees are taken into account the actual proporti on with
complete canopy coverage is 42%.
•
Table 3.4.4 shows the application of the annual catchment model to the 1978
catchment data. Model 1 is the original Calder & Newson model, this
overestimates the catchment evaporation by 160 mm. Model 2 includes a
90
TA BL E 3.4.3 Comp onent A reas of Catchm ent
Component area Percentage of
catchment area
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Percentage of
catchment arca with
temperature ef ect on the grassland part of the catchment, this overestimates
by 137 mm. Finally Model 3 also includes a temperature correction the the
forest transpiration, this model is within 69 M ITI of the catchment results.
Given storage effects and errors in the catchment results Model 3 is a
reasonable approximation.
TAB L E 3.4.4 Obvserved and predicted tossed f or the Severn
catchm ent in 1978.
Mode l Mode l Mode 1
P- 10 1 2 3
2452 1931 520 681 647 589
The process evidence for a temperature infl uence on the transpiration fr om
forest is however limited and does not agree with the natural lysimeter results
from Plynlimon. This aspect requires further investigation.
Progress on the seasonal catchment model is reported elsewhere (see Appendix
2). Th e components for an improved annual catchment model are discussed
here:
1. Following the process studies into Catiuna vutgaris a formulation
for heather is now available (a = 0.17, k = 0.5).
2. The work on snow interception has shown evaporation from a snow
covered forest canopy is at least as large as a rain-wetted canopy.
More work will be required to generalise the snow results but in
canopy coverage
Grassland 38
Roads, rides, river channels.
river banks, gaps in
forest 12
Immature forest plantation
with 33% canopy
coverage 12
Mature forest plantation
with 100% canopy
coverage 38 38
TOTA L 100 42
••
• most areas the assumption of a = 0.3 0.4 for all preciptation will
not int roduce large erro rs.
• 3. T he wor k on the infl uence of temperature on grass transpiration
must be completed before fi nal conclusions cart be reached.
•
However, the simple formulat ion described here agrees wi th the
Wye catchment results. i b is can be generalised into an annual
model, for example see Fig. 3.4.1.
4. More invest igation is required on forest t ranspiration and in
particular its generalisation into a daily model.
• A n impor tant resul t from thc Balquhidder weather stations is the high
potential evaporat ion rates observed at high altitude. The average value for
the Kirkton High weather station ( 1983-1987) is 531 mm per year (scc Table
• 2.4.1) , with good evidence of an increase wi th alt itude. The MA FF (1967)
quotes 354 mm per ycar for Perthshire for the average county height (394 m).
MA FF ( 1967) also suggest a decrease wit h alt itude, with this correction the
• predicted potent ial evaporation for Kirk ton High is 292 mm. T hus it is
evident that in the light of these results the Et map of Scot land needs to be
revised.
•
•
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1.2
1.0
.8
.4
.2
H 1
Mean annua l t emp erature ° C
Fig . 3 .4.1 The e ffect o f app ly ing the s imple temperatu re mode l on a da ily
basis to the annua l tota l o f potential evapo rat ion for a variety o f
temperature reg imes .
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•• 3.5 T HE E FFEC T O F LINE THIN NIN G SITKA SPRUC E
ON FO R EST INT ERCEPT ION LOSSES AT HAF REN
•
FO RES T, l'O WYS
• 3.5.1 In tro d uct ion
• The importance of rainfal l interception loss from coniferous forests is now well
know as a signifi cant part of the hydrological cycle and has been reported by
•
many workers. The significance of this upon catchment losses has been
recognised and, depending upon the prevailing climatic condit ions, the losses
can be as high as twice that from a grassland catchment, (Calder, 1979).
• In the present study the effects of line thinning upon interception loss from
Sitka spruce was investigated. Most previous studies of the interception
•
process from Sitka spruce have not considered the effects of thinning. One
exception is A nderson & Pyatt ( 1986) who measured interception from a
63-year old mature Sitka spruce stand which had been thinned in 1960.
•
35 .2 Metho d
•
The site of the present study was located in Hafren Forest, Powys, Gr id
•
reference SN 874903 at an alti tude of 305 m. The trees were planted in
1950 at a stocking density of 3000 stems ha-1. TWo plastic-sheet net-rainfall
gauges (Calder & Rosier, 1976) were installed in March 1980. Data from thc
•
two gauges were recorded daily (initially using mechanical counters) and from
December 1984 daily using electromechanical counters. Rainfall was measured
daily at the Dolydd meteorological site, about 200 m away from the two
•
gauges. Continuity of data collection during thc winter was maintained by
heating one of the gauges by uae of soil warming cables laid beneath the
plastic sheet and around the large tipping-bucket fl owmeter.
Line thinning of the block was carr ied out during February and March 1984
by the removal of every third row. Th is was the fi rst thi nning for this bloCk
•
of trees. The two plastic-sheet net-rainfall gauges were removed dur ing the
thinning operation and reinstalled into their original positions as soon as
thinning was completed.
• No systematic canopy coverage surveys were carried out prior to thinning, but
visual observations confi rmed that the canopy was completely closed. Three
•
surveys (using an anascope) after the thinning operation were made at two
sites 50 m apart wi thin the block. The surveys were point observations on a
quadrat (size 20 m long by 6 m wide and with a spacing of 1 m), giving the
•
results shown in Table 3. 5.1.
•
•
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?A BL E 35 . 1 Results of Canopy Cove rage Su rveys using an
A nasco pe
Date Number of Number of 'open Canopy Free throughfall
Observations sky observ ations Coverage coefficient (p)
Site 1 Site 2 Site 1 Sitc 2 Site I Site 2
* a = Interception ratio.
NOTE. Line thinning by one-third took place during Febru ary and ear ly
March, 1984.
3.53 Results and Discussion
Forest thinning would be expected IO do two th ings: 1, increase the
free-throughfall co mpo ne nt (p) and 2, increase the sur face roughness and the
penetration of tu rbulence through the canopy. These tw o chan ges should be
mu tually compensating, i.e. an increased free-throughfall component would
decrease the total interception loss, while increar s su rface roughness should
increase the to tal interception loss.
9 5
TA BL E 3.5.2
Period
A nnual Interception Ratios
Rain Net Rain
0 1 . 0 1 . 8 1-
31 . 12 . 81 20 99 . 6 1295 . 93 0 . 38
0 1 . 0 1 . 8 2-
0 1 . 0 1 . 8 3 19 67 . 2 1138 . 49 0 . 42
0 2 . 0 1 . 8 3-
31 . 12 . 8 3 21 16 . 0 1238 . 7 3 0 . 40 PRE-THINNING
0 2 . 0 3 . 84- POST-THINNING
28 . 0 2 . 8 5 138 9 . 2 8 32 . 91 0 . 40
0 1 . 0 3 . 8 5-
0 1 . 01 . 8 6 1577 . 4 989 . 96 0 . 37
0 1 . 0 1 . 8 6-
31 . 12 . 8 6 19 52 . 4 1250 . 66 0 . 36
1.11 1984 147 147 37 36 0 . 748 0 . 7 55 0 . 249
18.12.1985 147 147 21 24 0 . 847 0 . 8 37 0 . 1 53
6.10.1986 147 147 9 13 0 . 038 0 . 911 0 . 0 75
••
The results in T able 1 5.2 show t hat when averaged over a year, this
compensation is approximately equal. Within the random experimental errors
the annual intercept ion rat ios are the same before and af ter thinning. More
•
information is given in the plots in Fig. 3.5.1. These show that for small
storms the interception loss is reduced immediately after thinning: the l ikely
result of the increased free-throughfall coeffi cient. Whereas the in terception
•
loss from large storms, represented by the maximum daily interception loss
line, fitted by a least squares method, increased immediately after thinning
from 5 mm to 7.5 mm: the li kely result of the increased surface roughness.
•
12
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
I
•
•
O CR Y O E) 19 6 3 ( Pre - t hinning )
•
0 4 8 12 16 2 0 2 4 2 6 3 2 3 6
D a i l y R a i n ! a ll (m m)
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• 3 .6 SO IL MO IST URE OBSERVAT IONS
•
Transpiration and interception losses from upland vegetation types, can be
•
inferred from the development of the soil moisture deficit and the rate of
'wett ing up' of the soil. The relative infrequency of the soil moisture neutron
probe observations (rarely more than once a week) and the variability between
•
soil moisture neutron probe measuring tubes at one site limit the precision of
the method. However, this is compensated for by the long run of records
generally available.
• TA 13L E 3.6. 1  Details  o f so il  moisture data avai lable from Crinan
and Balquhidder
VEGETATI ON TYPE NO. OF PERI OD OF
•
TUBES OBSERVATI ONS
CRI NAN
Myr t l e 3 1979- 1987Ill Mat ur e f or est 4 1979- 1987
Heat her (A) 6 1981- 1984
Heat her (B) 6 1981- 1983
• I mmat ur e f or est 3 1984- 1987
BALQUHI DDER
Mat ur e f or est 198 3- 1987
• Mat ur e f or est
(or i g i na l
•
i nt er cept i on s i t e )
Mat ur e f or est
1984- 1986
(Ki r k t on Tower ) 1987- 1987
•
Heat her
(Upper Monac hy l e ) 1983- 1987
Gr ass
•
(Lower Monac hy l e )
Up l and gr ass
1984- 1987
(Gl en Cr oet ha ) 7 1986- 1987
• Neutron probe soil moisture observations have been taken in_ the Crinan Canal
catchments since 1979 and at Balquhidder since 1983, see Table 3.6.1 for
•
details. Observations are continuing both at Crinan, where data arc being
taken beneath the immature forest, mature forest and heather, and at
Balquhidder where observations are continuing beneath the mature forest,
•
heather and upland grass sites. There arc now very good data sets available
for validating daily water use models. Preliminary work on modelling these
data is reported in the annual progress reports (Calder ct al., 1984 and Hall
•
et al., 1986). It is planned in the next few months to complete this
modell ing with the enlarged data set and improved models.
•
•
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3.7 CH.LO RIDE BALAN CE ST UDY O F THE C RINAN
CATC HME NTS
'Ib is study was init iated in June 1985 and lasted for one year. Its objective
was to produce an estimate of evaporation from dif ferent vegetation types
from the chloride concentration found in rain and stream water. This method
assumes that (as chloride is an inert traccr) thc chloride input to a catchment
will equal chlor ide output from a catchment via the streams.
The effect of evaporation from a catchment will be to increase the chloride
concentration in the streams. This means that to obtain
a long term average concentration for the streams the chloride concent rations
(found from spot samples) must bc weighted using the stream fl ow.
Weekly water samples were taken from the following:
Storage raingauge at Clac Connaidh
Clac Connaidh Burn - draining an area of heather
Dhaill Farm Burn - draining an area of immature spruce forest
Achantheanbhaile Burn draining an area of mature spruce forest.
The chlor ide concentrations of each sample was determined at the Institute of
Hydrology within six weeks of the sample being takcn.
Flow measurements from Cam Dubh Burn were used as no measurements were
made of fl ow from the three streams sampled. Thc analysis showed the
following:
1. Chloride concentration is variable, particularly in rainfall (see
Fig. 3.7.1).
1. Chlor ide concentration follows a seasonal pattern in the streams (see
Fig. 3.7.2).
k No correlation was established between chloride concentrations found
in the streams and the chloride concentration found in the
rainfall.
1. No correlation was established between chloride concentrations found
in the streams and strcamflow.
The flow weighted mean chloride concentrations are 10.95 (heather),
11.34 (immature forest) , 18.41 (maturc forest) and 11.51 (rainfall)
mg
The study showed that thc heather and immature forest streams show similar
chlor ide concentrations to the rainfall, which suggests very little (or negative)
evaporation, whereas the mature forest stream shows an unreal istically large
evaporation.
The method failed to produce realistic estimates of evaporation which may be
due to two causes. Firstly, the length of the experiment may have been too
short to remove any storage ef ects and, secondly, dry and occult
99
•• deposidon may have occurred.
•
To improve the est imate of the chloride balance of a catchment a longer
sampling period and measurement of dry and occult deposition would be
required.
•
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3.8 A PREL IM INA RY INV ESTIGAT ION INTO 'M E
RE LAT IONSHIP BETWEEN LOW SFREAM FI LM
AN D SOIL MOIST URE DEFICIT (SM D)
•
To establish the form of relationship between low stream fl ows and SMD.
•
records of daily rainfall and fl ows from the Wye (rough pasture) and Severn
(62% afforested) catchments at Plynl imon for the years 1982 to 1972 were
used. The rainfal l was used in a daily account ing SMD model which included
•
evaporation models for grass, the simple layer model described in Calder at al.
( 1983), and for forest, the model described in Calder ct al. (1984) . The
SMD model generates a t ime series of daily predicted SM D values and these
•
were plot ted for deficiencies greater than 10 mm against fl ow for each year
for bo th catchments. Figures 3.8.1 and 3.8.2 show a summary of the resul ts
for the readily available data ( 1972-1979) for the Severn and Wye catchments
•
respect ively. For both catchments there is a consistent form of relationship
wit h the fl ow approaching a minimum value usually about 0.55 mm day- 1 at a
predicted deficit which ranges from 22 mm to 55 mm for the Wye and from
•
22 mm to 70 mm for the Severn. The greater var iabili ty among the Severn
results is mostly associated with the atypical drought years of 1975 and 1976.
T here are also more curves on Fig. 3.8.1 than Fig. 3.8.2 showing that for
•
forest there were more occasions when the predicted defici t exceeded 10 mm
than there were for grass. A part from these di fferences the two sets of
curves are very similar.
•
T his preliminary study has shown the existence of a relationship between fl ow
and SM D in dry periods for the upland Severn and Wye catchments. I t
•
would bc necessary to examine data from more upland catchments to establish
the general ity of this relationship. Once the funct ional form were found for a
catchment it should be possible to relate the ef fects of afforestation to low
•
fl ows through SM Ds which are relatively easily calculated.
However, before any predictive modelling could even by contemplated it would
•
be necessary to establish a causal relationshi p bctween SM Ds and low fl ows.
T his would only be possible for catchrnents having no ground water storage
and would require process studies of the mechanisms controll ing low fl ows. .
Taking this work further would be a large undertaking requir ing major
funding.
•
•
•
•
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4. Conclu sions and Future Wor k
The strategy of combining an intensive study of the responses of two
representative catchments with detailed studies of the hydrological processes
identified as being the key factors controll ing these responses has yielded much
new  information  and  a better  understanding of land use and hydrology in the
more extreme upland areas of Bri tain. • his information is being used to
extend and improve existing hydrological models. Those improvements al ready
implemented and tested on the Balquhidder catchment data have been shown
to be equally valid when applied to less extreme areas elsewhere in Britain.
There is every indication that further useful information will emerge from the
present phase of clear-fell ing and initial  af orestation on the catchments and
the extension of the process studies found necessary as a result of the initial
catchment findings.
4.1 CATCH ME NT ST UD IES
The intensive instrumentation of two catchments at Balquhidder to obtain
information on water use by the existing vegetation covers, a heather/grass mix
on the Monachyle and 35% mature forest with high alt itude grassland above it
in the Ki rkton, has produced much useful information and some unexpected
results. The dense networks of precipitation gauges have given useful insights
into the spatial variabil ity of precipitation with in this type of rugged terrain.
A method of estimating snow input has also been evolved. Accurate,
continuous measurement of streamfl ow over the wide range of fl ows
experienced in the steep fl ashy streams presented a challenge which has been
met successfully and has also provided useful data on the performance of
standard structures operating close to or beyond their design limits. Apart
from its immediate application in defi ning water use from the catchments, the
fl ow data obtained wil l provide valuable information on the fl ood and low
fl ow characteristics of this type of terrain. Despite a relatively poor data
capture rate, the network of A utomatic Weather Stations installed to provide
estimates of Penman potential evaporation, ET, in the catchments have yielded
valuable information on the magnitude and variation with altitude and exposure
of ET in these upland conditions. I t  has  been shown that, contrary to
previous assumptions, ET is signif icantly greater in summer on the high
al titude exposed areas of the catchments than in the val ley bottoms. This
suggests that the methods presently employed to obtain regional ET values by
extrapolation from  low level  si tes may bc  signifi cantly underestimating ET  for
upland areas. Init ial analysis of the data on radiation, humidity, temperaturc
and windspeed suggests that the main factors leading to these higher ET
values are windspced and net radiation. The data acquired provide an
opportunity to develop a much better understanding of the factors controll ing
climate in upland areas.
The conclusions from the water balance analyses of the two catchments under
their oasting vegetation covers were surprising and appeared to contradict
existing concepts and model predictions. The heather/grass covered Monachyle
was found to have a mean annual water use of 634 mm, relative to an ET
estimate of 540 mm and thc part forested, part grassland Ki rkton a water use
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of 425 imm relative to an ET of 540 mm. Exhaustive checks on the data,
the methods of computing catchment means and the geology of the
catchments revealed no sources of sy stematic error large enough to cast doubt
•
on the conclusions that the water usc of the Monachyle was certainly not less
than ET whereas that of the Ki rkton was signifi cantly lower than ET. A n
indication of the unexpectedness of the latter result is that the application of
•
the previously accepted Calder & Newson model to the Ki rkton would have
predicted a water use of 710 mm.
•
A study of interception loss from the forested area of the Ki rkton found that
this was within the range found elsewhere in upland Bri tain, suggesting that
the low overall water use of the catchment was due to the high alti tude
grassland areas. To determine whether water use by these grasses was
significantly lower than the Penman ET figurcs an additional process study was
proposed, approved and init iated. This study is not yet completed but initial
results suggest that water use by grassland at alti tudes above 400 m is indeed
lower than Penman ET.
•
Sediment studies in the Balquhidder catchments during the initial phase of the
study were aimed primarily at developing sediment ratings for the catchments
under their existing vegetation cover, so that changes in erosion rates result ing
•
from the subsequent operations of land preparation and planting in the
Monachyle and clear felling in the Ki rkton could be quantifi ed. During the
init ial phase prior to the felling and planting, mean annual losses of 37 t
•
km-2 and 57 t kni 2 of suspended sediment and 0.1 t km-2 and 0.8 t km-2
of
bedload were observed from the Monachyle and Kirkton respectively. The
•
main sources were the steep tributary streams. The reason for the 50%
greater loss from the Ki rkton, despite its lower precipitation and fl ow, was not
posit ively established but most of the material appeared to come from the
•
lower, forested, areas which also contained an established but lightly used
network of forestry roads.
• Following the start of planting and clear fell ing in 1986 a marked change in
the sediment responses was observed in both catchments. In both cases thc
range of concentrations occurring at low fl ows increased dramatical ly and . the
• maximum concentrations also increased significantly during the second year, the
latter occurring in the mid-range of fl ows rather than at the highest fl ows.
• Concentrations now appear to correlate more readily wi th rainfall events than
with major changes in fl ow, indicating that much greater quantit ies of sediment
•
are freely available for transport to the streams in both catchments. Sources
of this additional material have been identifi ed as the 6% of the Monachyle
ploughed and the road system in the Kirkton. Material from the plough lines
•
in the Monachyle concentrates in the cut-off ditches and is transported from
these to the streams. Heavy usage and regular maintenance of the Kirkton
road system has inevitably increased the supply of loose mater ial.
• Provisional estimates suggest increases in thc range 3-5 times duri ng these
initial two years of the planting and felling operations. It will be necessary to
•
continue monitor ing through Phase I I to determine the duration of these
present loss rates and the levels at which they subsequently stabilise.
•
•
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4.2 PRO CESS ST UDIES
The primary areas of study in the physical processes have been in the
evaporative characteristics of heather, the interception losses from a snow
covered forest and, recently, the evaporation from high alt itude grassland. In
addition a number of smaller studies have been completed including a study
of the relationship of low fl ows to land-use and a study of the effects of
forest line thinning on the interception characteristics. The latter found no
signifi cant difference in the annual interception losses before and after thinning.
The work on heather moors in Scotland has shown that the interception
losses can be large (on average 17% of rainfall). However the transpiration
losses are small, smaller than those expected from lowland grassland or forest.
As a result of these opposing tendencies, heather will be expected to have an
overall evaporation higher than the Penman potential only in the wetter areas
(when the rainfall exceeds 1500 mm).
The studies of evaporation from snow intercepted on a forest canopy,
undertaken at Aviemore, have shown that potent ially large interception losses
can occur. A lthough a snow covered canopy is smoother than a rain wetted
one, the large canopy storage capacity means that evaporation can continue
long after the snowfall has finished. A t Aviemorc the proportion of
precipi tation lost through interception is larger for snow than for rainfall.
However there is evidence that th is proportion depends on the stand density
and for older and less dense forest, such as that at Balquhidder, the
interception losses for rain and snow may be similar.
A n increasing effort has been devoted to using the process results to calibrate
models which will enable the extrapolation of the catchment results to other
regions of the UK. Both annual and seasonal models are being produced.
The models of forest and heather are now complete (al though that for a
snow covered forest needs fur ther work). In the light of the Balquhidder
catchment results the original model for grass is now felt to be inadequate in
high al ti tude areas and i ts further development awaits the completion of the
high alti tude grassland study.
The applicat ion of the models to the Monachyle catchment reproduces the
high losses observed from this catchment. The application of the models to
the Plynlimon catchments shows a good agreement with the grassland Wye
catchment (provided a simple temperature correction is applied). In the part
forested Se Vern catchment there is a smal l discrepancy between the model and
catchment results but this is within the expected errors in the two estimates.
The applicat ion of the models to the Kirkton catchment cannot be made unti l
the grassland study is complete.
4.3 F UT URE WO RK
Subject to funding continuing to be avai lable from DOE and the other
sponsoring agencies, it is proposed to continue uti lising the instrument
networks established on the Balquhidder catchments to accumulate high qual ity
data at least until the present phase of land use changes has been completed.
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This will yield further valuable information on die changes in water use
result ing from the complete felling of the forested area in the Kirkton
catchment and from the planting and init ial growth stages of forest in the
Monachyle. Continuation of the sediment sampling through this period also
wil l reveal whether losses increase further or begin to stabil ise. An extension
of the meteorological observations, hopefully with a better capture rate using
•
new loggers scheduled to become available late in 1988, will provide an
opportunity to investigate further the relationships between alt itude, exposure
and the climatic variables and lead to improved methods of estimating11 catchment scale and regional values of Penman ET.
Extension of the data collection programme through Phase 11 will also make it
possible to analyse the effects of the land use changes on the fl ood responses
and on the fl ow recessions of the catchments, those having been determined
from the undisturbed phase.
The future aim of the process studies will be to fi ll in the gaps in the
seasonal and annual water-use models. The immediate priori t ies will be to
•
complete the field measurement program of the high altitude grassland study
and to incorporate these measurements (and those of thc snow interception
measurements) into the simple water-use models.
•
Beyond these immediate priori ties there arc a number of topics which could
be considercd for future funding:
•
Th e evaporative climate of the Highlands. The Balquhidder weather
stations have shown a much higher evaporative demand than was
previously thought. Data for the rest of Highland Scotland is sparse
although sonic exists for the Cairngorm region and a few other isolated
areas. To provide a more comprehensive view the existing observations
•
will need careful analysis and the establishment of additional weather
stations in the north-west highlands, should be considered.
• Snow melt and evaporative processes from open snow areas in thc
highlands. A complete hydrological model wi ll require a comprehensive
description of these processes.
•
I. The evaporative characteristics of larch. A proposed study of the
interception and transpiration characteristics of this deciduous conifer had
• to be postponed dur ing the present contract. This information would be
valuable, however, in extending the range of the water use models to
•
cover the effects of this widely grown species.
1. The development of models to predict the ef ects on seasonal streamflow
•
of forestry operations. The present modell ing work and its immediate
extension relates to annual and seasonal water use and the ef ects
thereon of forcstry practices. The relationship between water use and
•
seasonal fl ow is dependent on site condit ions as well as vegetation cover.
Phase II of the catchment studies will identify changes arising on these
particular sites. Modelling of these changes will give some indication of
•
whether a generalised method of predicting ef ects on seasonal fl ow can
be developed. Subject to these fi ndings it may then be desirable to
examine data from other representative catchments,
•
•
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The water use of forest in the intermediate growth stages up to and
including canopy closure for both fi rst and second crop planting. The
existing instrumented catchments at Balquhidder could be used to monitor
these parts of the forestry cycle either continuously, wi th rationalised
instrumentation networks, or intermittently at intervals of, say, 5 years.
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Appendix 1
CONT RA CT OBJECTIV ES A ND PROGRA MM E OF WORK
PECD 7/7/ 133.
This contract was originally set out to cover the period 1984-86 dur ing which
the DO E undertook to contribute 223% of the cost of the agreed programme
subject to a maximum of 1.28,000 in each year. The contract was modified
and extended in 1986 to cover a further two year period, with the DOE
contribution remaining at 22.5% subject to an upper limit of £31,000 per
annum. 'fb help to cover necessary additional work the contract was modifi ed
again later in 1986 to raise the DOE cont ribution to 25% of the costs subject
to upper l imits of up to £43,700 in 1986/87 and £40,600 in 1987/88.
This contract was originally set out to cover the period 1984-86, subsequently
extended to include the years 1986/87 and 1987/88 and then modifi ed again in
1986 when the cont ribution was increased, to cover addi tional work. The
original objectives  and  work programme were those agreed between DOE and
the other 'consor tium' funding agencies in 1983/84, based on proposals
submitted by Ili and the results already achieved at Balquhidder and elsewhere
in the period 1981-1984.
Object ives 1984/86
'lb investigate:
1. The seasonal di fferences in evaporation rates between forest, heaths and
pasture.
2. The transpiration and interception characteristics of intermediate height
upland heath vegetation.
3. The relative evaporations from forests, heaths and pastures in snow
condit ions.
4. The spatial variabil ity of the upland meteorological parameters which
control evaporation rates.
Programme of Work 1984/86
I. To determine transpiration characteristics of forest/upland vegetation and its
seasonal differences.
To determine interception characteristics of intermediate height upland
vegetation.
3. To determine snow interception and snow melt characteristics of forests.
4 To develop and improve current research and applied evaporation models.
To determine, in typical Scottish Highland condit ions of climate,
topography and soils, the integrated effects of two dif ferent förms of land
use (plantation forestry/ rough grazing) on the volume of streamflow
emerging, its distribution in t ime and its sediment loading.
These objectives represented the best guess, at that t ime, as to which were
likely to be the key processes in determining the effects of upland
af orestation in the extreme conditions of Highland Scotland. It was
recognised that these objectives and the programme of work might have to be
modified as information began to emerge from the programme.
By 1986 it had been agreed in consort ium discussions of the results emerging
that the duration of the catchment studies should be extended to gather
information on the effects of init ial planting in one catchment and of a forest
clear felling in the other. The process studies fi ndings on interception resulted
also in requests that these studies be extended to include the effects of line
thinning on interception and the interception of characteristics of larch.
Modelling development was also to explore methods of predicting the effects
of vegetation changes on low fl ows.
The modified and extended objectives and work programme to cover the
two-year extension to the contract were
Obj ectives, 1986/ 88
To investigate:
I. The seasonal dif ferences in evaporation ratio between forest, heaths and
pasture with particular reference to low fl ow condit ions.
2. The ef ect of forest thinning on interception losses.
3. The relative evaporations from forests, heaths and pasture in snow
conditions wi th a view to developing detailed predictive models.
4. The spatial variabil ity of the upland meteorological parameters which
control evaporation rates with particular reference to evaporation/
atmosphere interactions.
Interception losses from larch.
6. Using the existing fully instrumented Balquhidder catchments, the effects of
clear felling and of initial planting in snow prone upland conditions.
••
• Program m e of  work  to be carried out by the Contractor, 1986/ 88
•
1. To develop models of the relationships between evaporation rates, soil
moisture defi cits and seasonal flow patterns.
•
!.. To measure and compare interception losses for thinned plots wi th those
from standard plant ing density.
•
3. l b develop predictive models from the data on snow interception obtained
in the ini tial studies.
•
4. l b analyse meteorological data f rom Balquhidder and elsewhere to
determine the spatial and  alti tudinal variabil ity of evaporat ion rates.
5. To apply the gamma-ray and other techniques already proven in spruce to
determine interception losses from larch.
6. T o continue to operate the streamflow, precipitation, meteoro logical and
sediment sampling networks on the 13alquhidder catchments through the
period of clear-fell ing of the forested catchment and init ial plant ing on the
•
present cont rol to determine the hydrological effects of these phases of
the forestry cycle.
This process of evolu tion and modifi cation of the obj ectives and work
programme has cont inued.
Since the 1986 extension the most notable modification resulted f rom the
presentation of the results of Phase 1 of the catchment studies in M ay 1986.
T hese impl ied that the water use of high alt itude grassland may be much
• lower than previously assumed. Consequently it was agreed by DOE and the
other funding agencies that the ob'ectives and work programme would be
modified to include a detailed study of the transpiration and interce t ion
losses from this grassland in thc Ki rkton catchment at Balquhidder. To
accommodate this addit ion al study the proposed work on larch intercept ion has
•
been postponed.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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The Balquhidder catchrnents, Scotland: the
years
.1. R. Blackic
A li Sil'RA C T Resul ts emerging f rom die long-term lorestr y versus up land grassland paned
catchment study conducted by the Inst it ute of I l ydrology ;It plynlimon i 1„ ,„ ,
stud ies o f (he Sses Co l a 10 11111y,  I I IC h y d 0 11Og l e a l l e NpO l i • e N O f A l e a s W i d e r forest and
grastiland , have been accepted by the water and forestr y industr ies as iL d d l e l M i fi n g O l e
probahle effects of afforestathm in other areas of Br itain . When considernig proposals ni the late
1970s for a further major expansion of forest ry . mainly in I l ighland Scott:m(1, it became apparent
(hat insufl ictent mfo mmtion was avai lable to predict wi th confi dence the effects in area, where
forestry would replace mediuni height vegetat ion (heather sp .. bracken) or in areas where a
significant proport ion of the precipi tat ion fal ls as snow. A gainst this background a consoatum o f
interested parties (see I lall 1987) . agreed in 1981 to fund parallel systems :old process studies of
the effects in appropr iate areas of Sco t land . In (his paper (he i niti al stages o f the systems study .
on two catchments in the Balquhidder area o f Cent ral Region are descr ibed. Some preliminary
results f ront phase I , in which the catchment water balances undel a mature forest told a ton ed
heather , bracken. grass c o y e r W e r e obtained. are presented. These water balances suggest that
water use by the part ly fo rested catchment is lower than that by the cont ro l and also lower rhan
P e n t l i a l l E T. These li ndings ate discussed in relation to the Plynlimon results and to info rmatio n
gained in the current process studies. Plans for phase 11 of the study , in wh ich the mature forest
wi ll be clear-felled and pan of t he heather_ bracken . grass cont rol wi ll be planted. are outli ned .
KEY WO RDS. catchment water balance. fo restry, heather. !ugh alti tude grassland . snow
Since its inception in the late 19Ws, the Insti tute of ,
Hydrology has been conducting research into (he hydrologi-
cal ef ects of afforestation in upland Britain. Resul ts
emerging f rom the long-term forestry versus grassland
paired catchment study a( Plynl imon, mid -Wales and from
studies of the processes contro lli ng (he hydrological
responses of areas under forest and grass/and have indicated
that, in high rainfall upland areas, the rapid loss rates of
water intercepted by the aerodynamically rough forest
canopy results in much higher to tal water usc by forest than
by grassland .
Models o f varying degrees of complexity, based on the
knowledge gained of the processes and tested on catchment
scale data from Il ynl imon and elsewhere, have been used to
predict the effects of afforestat ion on water use and hence
O l t st reamIlow yield in other areas of Bri tai n (Calder &I
Newson 1979) . Predict ions of this nature arc part icularly
relevant fo r catchments already explo ited for water supply
and hydiopower . in that they pro vide a basis for cost-benefit
analysis of the probable Oleo s of varying degrees ol
afforestat ion within ihe catchments.
Other effects of afforestat ion which have been quantifi ed
in studies at Coalburn, Cumbria and at Plytt li mon are those
arising f rom the pract ice of pre-plant ing sur face drainage
which is considered to be essent ial to the establ ishment of
plantation sof twoods on poor up land soi l: . T his sur face
drainage system has been shown to reduce the time to peak
and increase the magnitude o f the fl ood peaks and to
increase the sediment loads in (he streams ( Robi nson 1980).
T he latter effect has been shown to persist th roughout (he
li r a t ree crop lifetime :it Plynlinion . where total sediment
li rs•Cs .11C I I VC tune. gi cate i than h im; the gi ir i‘ laild
fi rst four
the adj acent catchment (Robinson Newson 1980).
Howes-c r. th is informatio n base was considered to be
inadequate to estimate thc probable effect% of the major
expansion of fo restry in H ighland Scot land being proposed
in the late I970s I wo factors in part icular were of concern ,
namely heather and %now. In many areas in thc Highlands.
forestr y would be i eplacing a vegetation complex consisti ng
of heather , bracken and other medium height vegetation.
Litt le informatio n was available on the interception and
water use character istics of this complex , or on the sediment
loss rates from such areas. Climatic condit ions, part icularly
those in the central and eastern H ighlands, arc more
extreme than those encountered in mid-Wales and at
Coalburn. A much higher proport ion of the total
precipi tat ion fal ls as snow and accumulations o f considerable
depth can be expected. The effects of forestry estab-
l ishment in these conditio ns on W a t e r use, on time
distr ibut ion of streamtlow and on erosion and sedi ment
loads required detai led investi gation
F r o n t d i se l l sO o n 0 1 these I n a , l e g i m e te s in exist ing
knowledge a research pw jec t proposal xtia. evo lved. T his
comp rised a syste ms stud y of the catchment scale
hydrological responses of the heather . grass, bracken
complex and of plantation forestry in typical Highland
cond it io ns and a parallel ser ies of studies of the key
processes involved, namely the intercept ion and tr anspi ra-
tion character ist ics o f heather and the interception of snow
by forest canopies A consorti um of interested patt ies
including the Scot ti sh Development Department . the
Department of the L omronment . the Forestr y Commission .
the Nin th of Scotl and I l t dro F lectrie l loard . the Wate l
5'ent rc l epi esent rnit S t t i l r i O r W a l e ! O H I O \
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i n l e l e Si ti . the B i l l k h W a l e /At -a y . B o a r d and the N a i rn a l
; • ir e d i n M I  i t t  R i n d H u .
p i (w e t
I n this paper the catchments chosen fo r the sy st e n i s p ar t
of the project arc descr ibed, toget her with the instrumenta-
tion netwo rks installed in them and the experimental plan
for phases I and I I o f what is ant ici pated to be a ten year
minimum study per iod. Some preliminary results from phase
I of the study arc summarised and discussed in relat ion to
the adequacy of the network designs. While no lirm
conclusions can be drawn at this stage the possible
implications of these results :i re considered .
I . Experimental design
'I k e classical pai red catchment approach to quanti fying the
hydro logical effects of a change in land use was impractical
in this case since it would invo lve umni to ring for some sixty
years to cover the complete forest ry cycle . Instead . the
proposed experimental design cal led fo r three adjacent .
physically similar , catchments typical of the central and
easter n H ighlands. O ne o f these should have a mature forest
cover, while the ot her two would he under a mixed heather .
grass, bracken cover. In phase I of the study the
hydro logical responses of these three would he moni to red
and compared fo r a period o f , say, fi ve years. In phase 11
the mature fo rest catchment would be fel led , one o f the
heather catchments would he planted and the other remain
as the cont rail . T his design woukl yield data on the
hydrological character istics of the heather . grass, bracken
cover and o f the three cri tical periods of the fo restry cycle in
a to tal ti me of ten to fi fteen years.
W3C
SOO
SOO
awns
Monachyle
Glen
100
Loc h Vo ;1
Figure I ' I l i e I b l i p i l i n It l e r
It proved impossible to fi nd sites n hich met all of ou-
iequo cinems o l thy. design n lide mcci l lig the
CT ° r t h e best comm only, , t u m i d w . e . t w i t
catchments in the BalquIndi tei ai ca ol Central Region
(Fig. I ). One of these. the K irkton G len. was part ial ly under
mature forest cover due rot tel l ing wi thi n live years. whi le
the o ther , the M onachylc G len, was under a mixed heather .
grass, bracken and scrub fo rest cover. The lower part of this
catchment had been acqui red by Forestry Commission fo r
plant ing Access to these catchments was reasonably good
and they appeared technical ly leasible H ow an experimen-
tal viewpoint it would have been desirable to have had
larger proport io ns of the catchments under fo rest and due
for plant ing. ! ho w e v e r , the ligm es of 40% and 30%
respect ively are not untyp ical of li t propo i nOns O f Il i a n y
I highland glens which it would be practical to afforest . Soils
and temperatu res make growth rates uneconomic above
approximately 500 0 1 t h r o u g h o u t M o ti f o f t h l ti area. G iven
that these sites come reasonably close to the original
speci fi cation the design was nviditied shOuly to ut ilise them
l b rs modifi ed experimental design called for th e two
catchments to he monitored under then existi ng covers over
the period 1981/ 82 to 1985/ 86 as phase I . In phase II . f rom
1986 onwards. the Ka kto n forest would he progressively
clear -fel led and the lower part of the Monachyle would he
afforested To compensate for the absence of a thi rd
catchment . it was proposed that the upper part o f the
Monachyle, which was not scheduled for planti ng, should he
gauged as a ' nested' sub-catchment to provide reference
data during phase I I .
Monitoring in each catchment was to consist of
measurement o f precipi tat ion inputs (P), of tarcamllow
Tulloch
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S t i r l i ng
fi A 1.0 1111l I M I l lt CA
" if l l fi t ` ( O T o f (he toc leo l o logi cal vai rah lc s nece. sai v i .
e s t i n i a l e e v d p o l i a m p l i a l w i i 11-. I I ;Int l
! i c i n g l e d %W I i i i i
(he sti cam . From these measurements est imates o l wate i
use O r a c t u a l e V a p o n a l i s p i r a t i o n ( ' i E ) by each catchme nt
each phase could be dete rm ined a n t i re lated to po ten tial
evapot tanspi rat ion . r recip i tat ion h unot t rel at io nships would
bc established f rom fi ne t ime-scale measurements and the
effects o f_the land use changes in each catchment evaluated .
Stmilar l! sediment 'rati ngs: would he establ ished during
phase 1 and changes in these dur ing phase I I ident i fied .
Since measuremen( o f changes in catchment mo ra in e
sto rage I AS ), was M i l f e a s i b l e i l l ( b e st : Ca l d l i l l e n t s
I l l e !u g l i l y variable depths  o f so il a n d unde rlyi ng glacial
d e b i ts . i t w a S re c o g n i se d M a t i t b o i l l d l i i p o ss ub l e i i i o b t a i n
w a t e r use est imates onl y fi n pet iods ovei which A S was
smal l i e l a t i v e t o I ' Q . i .e , f o r periods where the water
bal ance expressio n
/1/ : - / ' - (2 - A S
could be acceptab ly ;ipproxim ated as
A E r -
Effect ively (Ins wo uld mean per iods of twelve mo nths o r
mo le .
The resources avai lable from the consor t ium could no t
cover the inco rpo rat io n o f mo nito ring of nutr ient concentra-
t ions or of bio logical activity in the experimental design. A t
a lamer stage. however . groups wish ing to stud y (he; and
other envi ro nmenta l facto rs l ike ly to be mod i fi ed by the
land use changes have been encouraged to wo rk withni the
catchments and coo rdi nate thei r act iv i t ies.
2. T he catchments
Both catchments are steep-sided glaciated valleys aligned
approximately N- S wi th shallow peak . peaty gleys and
upland brown earths overlying mica-schists and var iable
depths of glacial debt 's in t he valley bottoms. T he only
detailed geological info rmation available consisted of some
fi eld notes and sketches dati ng f rom 1895. Some areas o f
deepel peat are present in the more gently slop ing upper
basin o f the M onachyle and a few lochans provide local ised
sto rage on the relati vely flat upper r idges of the K irkton
Glen. T he geology and to pography of the area suggested
that , despite t hc presence of some fault l ines and of a hand
of l Aich Tay limestone which outcrops in the Ki rkton
catchment , no significant groundwater movement across the
well -defined catchment boundaries was likely to occur. T his
assumpt ion has been verified subsequent ly by a hydrogeolo-
gical survey of the K irk to n catchment ( Ro bins & M end um
1987) . Exposed bed rock st ieam channel sect io ns at the
catchment out fal ls and at a Co n v e n i e n t point in (he uppe r
M onachyle provid ed sites fo r st i r: Mi l g a u g i n g s l i m : I m e s
unl ikely to be by-p assed by sub-sui tace ' lows (Fig . 1) .
T he M o r e w e s t e r l y M o nachy le catchmen t . %v i a l a n a r e a o f
7.70 km' and alt i t ud e rangi ng f ro m 34N1 in UI 9110 111. is under
a mixed heather and grass cover . ! leather d l i n l i n a t e s the
vegetation on the r idges and in thc upper basin, and there
are considerable areas of exposed rock on the western ridge.
! feat her is present throughout the lower basin, hut grasses
predominate with , also , signi ficant areas of bracken and
sonic patches of s e r l i h fo rest below t i l e crags on the w e s t e r n
s id e
T he K i rkton catchment w ith an area o f 6 .85 k m ; and a n
a l t i t u d e r a n g e b u m 2 5 0 i n i i 85(1 in had , in l 9S l . sal vo o f
111:1111r e t n i e s t t i p 10 A p p t 115 1111.11e l y t h e 5 1X ) mi Cr i n t i fi t T h i •
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lo i cst ‘ t a s p r e d o n l i i i m i l l l S i t k .i s i n t i c , ' l i l t i n c l u d e d so l i n •
b l o Ck s ( .1  S t o l s pi ne , Lo ch and o the i spec ie . 'H ie Fo l e‘ l i y
Onim issu m fe nce enc lo sed 44e.; o f the catchment area Inn .
tei tseniani ;lartie;t1, ;. 5 A b v111(t (pl car l iiigse_
fo rest . g l asses are do m inan t o n t he main valley slopes.
giving way to heather on the relatively llat ridge tops. Rock
exposure is limi ted to a few smal l areas on the ridge tops
mid in M i l n e o f the sleep t ributary gul l ies.
3 .  l hala acquisif
ey eriinental tle,ogo rep in ed i nst o nn em at io n . capab le
t i l (lo ld uci ng ;ico n :f ie est imates o f catchmen t I l t r a l l
s t r e a n d l o w a n d t l i e m e t e t m 1 I i l lL o g .e a . Va i .a o .e s .
to be i n s t a l l e d a s l a p i d l y a s possible in t Ins diffi col t ten ant .
Co nsiderat io n of the pro bable va lues o l and 1) suggested
t h u i n e a s l i f e i l l e n t s w t i u t t i l i a v e 10 l i e a c e n r a l e t o be t te r Man
5% of animal totals il meanineful esti mates of T r wen: P. 
be obtained The instrunientanon i nst al led , the phi lo sophy
l ie l u nti ihe ne two r k designs arid t h e fi l e l h Od s o f u t il isa t io n o f
the d at a a l e d e sc r i b e d li vid l y in t he i t i klo w i n g pan ig raphs
3.1. Pr ecip i tat ion
T he M e a s u r e i n e n 1 o f p l ec ip it at io n in M o u n t a i n o u s t e r r a i n
sub ject t o I I 1 I owa speexs presents c nsiderable diffi cu lties.
T hese are exacerbated where a signi ficant propo rt ion fal ls as
sno w , par t ic u lar ly w he n s n o w accum ul at io n events are
Un erspersed by per io ds o f to tal melt ing on all , o r p a i l s o n l y .
o f the catch in en t .
3. 1.1 Rainfall . T he approach li d O p te d a t n a li n d l i d d e r
w a s t o d e s i g n n e t w o r k s o f stor q .e ra ingauges w ln ch sampled
each sig ni fi ca nt co m bina t io n o f a l t i tud e . aspect and slo pe in
each catchme nt . lie loc ut ions o f the two result ing
networks. each with eleven gauges . are shown in Fig ures 2
and 3. Instal lat ion o f these networks was completed in .1981
• he gauges are mo unted in pi ts with thei r o ri fices and
sur rounding anti -splash grids at ground level and parallel to
the local slope. Cosine cor rections arc appl ied to give the
equivalent catch on a horizontal surface. These basic
netwo rks ace read at approximately monthly intervals and
the period to tals distr ibuted in time a described below.
G round leve l gauges arc known to minimise the
aerod ynamically induced undetcatch of rain by standard
gauges in exposed areas subject to high windspceds ( Rodda
1967: Rodda Smit h 1986) hut t he presence of thc .pi t and
ant i -splash gr id has the reverse ef ect during snow
accumulation periods
3. 1.2. Snowf all . H igh windspeeds and dri ft make it
almost impo ssible to measure sno w inputs accurately in
expo sed areas of (h is very rough terrain . While depth
densi ty surveys have some value in determining the water
eq uivalent o f s n o w l y i n g ;I t A O y e l l 11111e , t hey a r e I l l l i t t l e
val ue a s a means i d est imat ing i npu ts to t hese ca tch men ts
A n d ud ni al ly -var yang melt r a te s f req uent ly c a m e w e l l
e s t i m a t e s t o b e b i a s e d M w a i d s the uppe r leve k . W i t h one
m an on t he gr ound , systematic surveys a r e not possib le in
any case.
T h e approach adopted to precipitat ion estimat ion during
snow periods is based on t h e presence of fi ve small cl ear ings
d ist ri buted through the fo rested area o f the K i rkton . W ithin
these clear ings. dri ft ing is minimal . Standard M eteo ro logical
O fi ce raingauges un mated at 30 em hei ght ;nut 1 it% high
s i l O w g a u g e s ! l a v e b e e n i n s t a l l e d n i e a C/ 1. C o i l i t m r i so n .
s n o w Ca l td i e s hy the, e gAM:e` woli del" densitY
M LS I s I l me l l i e l l t , i i i t h t - 0 C M I I I  1  / L i r e s h o ‘ t ri : tg ree in c ot
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A l l li ve d eal i ng . O W l e .1• 0 11.11b l y :W e e , ' I N C' 111 \ I I H W
Ci n h i sh O h N A e e e p l a h l e C a fi n a l e !. O l M U M ' l p h I S t i l t t h U S b e
o b tai ned a l l i ve si tes w i th in the catc hm ent e d e h Nl i t h e
e v t : M .
Fi ve o f the e le ve n g u n ind .eve , gauges in M e K i t k i nn
ne tw o rk are a lso mu ti n ied i n I hese d ea l ings. D in ing t he
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rehm o nsh ip :: de te r m ined dur ing sno w -f ree pe r io ds .
3. 1.3. t ime distribution. Tone d ist r ibu t io n o f each
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T i n , H A L M 11111 / D E R ( ' A I t
. 10 1.10 : g a n e e 1111a 1 •11.111M -0 1 l i l ad e l e l ICC 10 l h e l e s 1
c. on i in.g gauge `Us ol these mc droo timed th iongh the
M IC l l a e l l e d t o Ca e l l 0 1 I M 10 111 a l 110 111 111C W e a l h e l
s i a l i t l i us and one indeoendeut one each Ca l c h Ol e M h p 2.
3). In freezing conditi ons these recordi ng g a n g e s frequently
malfunction ;Ind t ime distribut ion on a d.uly basis is then
achieved by reference to the dady read standard gauge al
T ul loch Farm Meteorological Site. 1.5 ktn W of
It alquhidder .
T lie original intent ion was to assemble I c o M p l e l t: a i l a y
of hourly values for all twenty-two gauge sites I / 0 111 W h i e h
catchment M e a n s a l 110 11il y 1111e l e a l S or ;my mult iples thereof
could lie computed . Exper ience has shown that (tw i t wil l
always be W i n e gaps in this array. Co nsequentl y_ tor water
balance computat ion mid site comparison pm poses.
second ari as' has been assembled which has a mont hly t ime
base these values being accumulated b orn :in appro ximate
dai ly t ime distr ibut ion wi th relcrenee to the I nfloch Fai n,
standai d gauge.
3.2 . St reani l low
The experimental design called for cont inuous moni toring of
discharge f rom the two 111:1111  e a l e h M e n t s M i d from the
Upper Monachyle sub-catchment. To obtain cumulative
total s wi th an accuracy of 5% or better meant that fl umes o r
W e i r s would have t o b e installed and water level recorded
cont inuously. h ufi ng sites On these steep rocky streams
where the hydraulic conditions were likely to be compat ible
wit h . the constraints of acceptab le structure designs
th roughout Ole expected discharge ranges W M : 6mi:-
consuming, but such sites were identifi ed during 198 1.
3.2. 1. T he structures. The sitcs On the K irkton and the
Monaehyle st reams catue reasonably elisse to the specilk a-
tions required to operate simple Crump wei rs (Br iti sh
Standards Instit ution 1969). Both were also reasonably
accessible and on sound. watertight bedrock . Design wo rk
progressed rapid ly . but severe wi nter weather and o ther
pract ical prob lems delayed construct ion work unt il 1982.
Thc Kirkton structure, wi th a 7 ni crest width . is capable of
containing the estimated fi f ty year return period discharge o f
30 m3s- I. I t became operational in July 1982 and the 5 nu
width M onachyle structure, designed to contai n a 26 rn3s- I
fl ood , in November 1982. T hese structures have theoret ical
lower discharge limits of rel iable gauging o f 0.076 rril C I and
0.051 respect ively . To gauge lower discharges which
could be ant icipated in pro longed dry summer conditions,
short- throated t rapei oidal flumes prefabricated in fi bre glass
were also install ed at each site. Thei r dimensions were
chosen to ensure a reasonable overlap in the discharge
ranges wit h the Crumps.
A rock bar site suitable fo r a range of possiN e struct ure
designs was nicoti ned in the Upper Mortachyle in M I . T he
2 km of diffi cul t terrain between it and the road head
( fi g. I ) presented practical constraints on design choice .
construct ion methods and materials. 'D ie solinum evolved
was a Oat vee wei r (Whi te 1971) constructed enti rely f ront
light alloy and keyed into the rock hat at i ts downstream
end . Prefabr icated sections were t ranspo rted from the road
head by helicopter. The hydraul ic profi le is a 1 : 10 fl at vee
wi th 1 : 2 approach and I 5 downstream slopes. A width o f
3.2 m between vert ical sidewal ls and a containable bead of
I .2 m gives a theoret ical discharge range f ront 0.002 to
9.0 m i s ' T his is sufi cient to cover the estimated I in 20
year return period high and low flows. T he struct ure became
operational in July 1983.
3.22 . Water k vel recording. I l ie equipment used on ail
l ice s t un k: N il e s Is a h a l l e t v 0 / l e t 4 l e il 0 1;,g ule n c L i l l e c o i n /e l
*11,SW N I S . SC ( / I t A M )
w h Ic h h ug s . , il l i v e -M i n u te 1111m M I M I received h orn
nom-opciated po tennomet ric water ro i l sensor .1heoret
led discr imination is I own ti ro rughoin the water level l a l l g e
-N is design has been in use on Inst itute in I l yd rology sites
for many years :Ind . given regolar maintenance. has good
Ifack -up paper chart recorders are operated on
the two Crump struct ures wi th paper tape recorders on the
others. Data loss has been mi nimal , except during periods of
prolonged f reezing condi tio ns in winter. D ischarges :Ire
l umc d l y low and steady during such comli tion• . Infel P0140" lf
between spot readings, obtained by breaking the ice in the
float wells :Ind on the wen crest's. results in minimal C U M 'S .
P r o h l e I l l s C M a r i se . 110 W e y e l . W h e n a 11 111( 1 thaw o c c u r s a l l d
w il i e r l e v e l IM M I S t 11 11se befo re the dom well thaws.
A nt icipation ol such conditi ons by Mc lield l l b s e i v e r earl
onninnse the problem . Di fi cul ty of access during the winter
means Mai the U pper Mo nachyle C1111110 1 receive this
remethal t reatment with the same regulari ty. t he installa-
tion of a recoo lOm piessure t ransducer in the :ipproach
section of the structure has now reduced wni ter data loss
h om th is st ructure . D in ing some winter periods this high
alti tude reach tif t h e 1a r e a l l l f reezes up completel y. so that
llow rates reduce h i Z e r o .
3.2.3. Stage-discharge relationships. Using the estab-
lished hydraulic theory for each structure (Ackers
1978). together with its dimensions and assumed approach
velocities. relationships between observed water level
(stage) and discharge were derived . 'Ifi ese rati ngs were used
Mi tially to compute discharges front the observed water
levels. It W a s recognised. fi nvever , that checks on their
validity were necessary . Spo t checks using the di lut ion
gauging technique gave no evidence of signifi c ul t departu res
from Me theoretical values at low discharges on al l
structures. Good agreement was fo und between the low now
domes and the Crumps tit thei r overlapping discharge
ranges. T he few spot checks obtained at medium d ischarges
on the M onachyle and the Upper Mo naehyle si tes also gave
no cause for concern . However . dilut ion gauging at medium
to high discharges on the K i rk ton revealed significant
departures f rom the theoretical values. T hese ind icated a
progressive underestimate by the theoretical rat ing wi th
increasing stage. Though disappointi ng, this was not
altogether unexpected . since the approach channel con-
fi guration was at the upper hm it of slope and roughness
acceptable by the theory .
Fol lowing the installat ion of a br idge across the approach
sect ion of the structure , a programme of mul ti point current
metering was initiated in the Ki rkmn. By December 1985 a
reasonably representat ive range of discharges had been
sampled and the sui te of cross-section velocity 01'6616 arid
water levels was analysed The revised rat ing derived from
these data is conmared with the original it) Figure 4. A lso
plot ted are the spo t d ischarge values computed from each
eurrein metering run . Observations during the current
meteri ng e s e r c i se R h: M il le d I W O 1:10 0 1, 0 111e 1 M C
111M l e a M  1: 11 11111e 1 Sh M e w h le h W i l e cont ributmg to the
depar ture. These were the establ ishment of a sediment level
in the approach sect ion during [Ugh flows which reduced the
effective crest height to 0 .4 in as compared to .i ts design
height of 0.7 m and progressively greater asymmetry in
veloci ty distr ibut ion wi t h increasing stage caused by a rock
intrusion on the right hank The .1i:cumulated %rater level
observations f rom 1982 have now been re.proeessed using
the revised rat ing. WInle depart ures ol ti ns magnitude are
not ant icipated at high nows on the Monaehyle. :I bo dge has
h e c ni m s 1.111e d  0 11 s l  1uctore and a programme ot cm rem
metering unmated m e t o i t i  : n ull so practical
plopo sit io n in the Ilat .yee I o o c s N l o n . i d O IC  ' l i 0 C1111c
escept at high d ischai ge M o le detai led d i lutio n gati ginn
tests al e being ca i n ed out at th i% site .
3.3 .  M eteo rological dMa
Reco gnisi ng that metem o logwal condit io ns could doh.,
signi ficant ly between catchments. the decision was taken to
instal meteorological instrument ation in both . T he in-
so ulnentat ion chosen was the Insmute of I l yi l i o logy-
designed A uto mat ic Weathm Stat io n t hong t h e s a l l IC
hat ici y opm aled magnetic tape loy,go as Ol t : %Va l e t l e v e l
recording system . Ons records livc-minute values of solat
and net radiation. an temperature , humid ity. windspeed and
wi nd direct ion . From these data . e st im ates of potent ial
e va lm I t a ti sp i t a l u m . F T . m e co mputed (Penm an 1945) A lso
sibi l it y had to be co nsidered a% well as t he need to sample
possible var iat io ns due to alti tude and topography . A s
shown in Figure 2, a val ley bot tom site at 300 m and a site at
450 in whose exposure was typical of most of the upper part
of the catchment weie selected fo r the M onachyle. In the
Kirkton a site at 670 m on the western r idge which typifi ed
the exposure condi tions on both r idges was selected (Fig . 3).
T hc cost o f instal ling a second automat ic weather station
o v e r fo rest in the val ley bot to m w a s c o n s i d e re d t o he too
great. Subsequent events have shown that this was a mistake
and a canopy level automat ic weather stat ion was mounted
in the Kirk ton in summei 1986. To provide l eft: fence data as
a precaut io n agai nst data loss h om the catchment sites a
fourth auto mat ic weat her stat io n was mo unted o n a site at
D-so w tte
•  4 t v, •• 1.fl i
0-7 0 3 0 4 0 3 0 6 0 1 0 6
5, . 10
Figure 4 O r igina l K i , k i, ssi destgo rat ing aw l i ev isci l l at sui L' del i ei I
ft i im cu t W M meter ing .
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«lean dail y / : / t. t i inates tw in . \ \ \ l o t  0 0 10 10 ,  w h e 1i
0 0 110 1c ly  i ha t i we ie .n .alab le
KirkP M ( K I l l and TttlM il t han n
O ) T I, i 0 4117 t u =n.s i t KI t —o uts
= 21.  —i t 979•0
Mrmachyle (MG) and h all ot h Farm
MCi = I 444/111' + 114E15 T V = 0 .897 M G —(1444,
ss = 25, I 14,(740
Up p er Ab mat In k i t M I int/ f itni teis h u m
— i t 116 7 I I ' 736 M I 1 0 i kla
es = 97M:
t ipper Al •marhyle and M, 00000 ( kyle
1151 = I • ISri — 0 415S M G = I i Sfl hJM 4 In ks 1
to I S: i  i t ' 1577
and Monachyle
K I 415l i M G —0 .0 1 M G = 0 .726 ICI 1 4 0 •398
= 14, r " = 0 .766,/
T u l loch Far m ( Fig . I ) , which was easil y accessib le in al l
weat her cfmd it io ns. M anually-read meteo ro logical eq uip-
me nt was also instal led at this site fo r comparison purposes.
A l l four automatic weather stations were mounted so that
the dominant vegetat io n 'seen . by the net radiatio n scissor
was grass. Co nsequently the ET values computed for each
site relate to grass. Data captu re was pool f rom the high
alt itude sites at li rst bu t the installation o f a solar panel at
K i r li zon and a wind generator as the Upper Monachyle site
to maintai n battery power improved matters considerahly .
Recently data capture has been exceednig 90% from all
sites, though intermi ttent problems have been experienced
w ith individ ual sensors. The windspeed sensors at the high
level stations have given most t rouble and, as has al ready
been indicated, thc recording raingauges frequent ly
malfunction during freezing conditions. Wo rk is cont inuing
on studying the between-site relationships of the individual
var iables. Some init ial comparisons of thc K i rkto n site wi th
T ul loch Farm (Johnson 1985) indicated a mean temperature
lapse rate of 8 .9°C •per km between these two sites and much
higher radiat ion and windspeeds at the upper site . Pending
completion o f this work and its appl ication to esti mate
catchment E T means, thc relat ionships between E T at the
fo ur sites have been investigated using mont hly mean dai ly
values from mont hs with complete records. T hese
relat ionships, summarised in Table 3, have been ut il ised to
fi l l gaps in the records so that provisional long-term to tal%
fo r the sites could be estimated and compared .
3.4 . Sediment transport
Sediment movement through the outfal ls o f both catchments
has been mo nito red since the summer of 1982. Suspe nded
ma terial is sampled continuously usuig vacuum -ope rated
au to matic sam plers. D uri ng sto rm event s. spot samp les are
taken at a much highe r f requency. During sto rm events also ,
spec ial ised eq uipment is used to sample the movement of
heavier bed load material and surveys of the deposi tion
wi thi n the approaches to thc fl ow gauging structures are
car ri ed out af ter each major event . In it ial results were
descr ibed by Scot t et al . ( 1986). D uring 1984 the
Depattment of Environmental Sciences'at Sti rl ing Univers-
ity agreed to extend the l ange of the sed iment stud ies to
incl ude detai led w O r k on identi fying sed iment sources and
transport met hods wi thin the catchments. T hese studies al e
described in detai l l iv r e t eu so n i ui i l Stu l l (
at tached to the logger is a t ipping bucket recording Lim o Ali onachyle and Kir Ltan
raingauge. In choosing location% for these aut omat ic 1151  =  I 4414 K U 4 11.00 1 1( 11 = 0 0 5 3 t i M  i 1146 5
weat her stat ions w it hin the catchments . costs and acces- ss =  l i i =  0 -951s7
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4 . D a t a a na l ysi s  and pro visio nal remelts
4. 1. Water balance
111.1M: I i n thy stud y was completed in Decem ber 19S5.
While .4 1111c p l ec i v i l M io n and meteo ro logical d at a w e l t:
acq u i re d t i m i ng I 9$ 1 and ear ly 1'182 , i he acquisit ion o f b i l l
data sets for Wat e l balance purposes effect ivel y began i n
autumn 1982 for the two main catchments and i n A ugust
198 1 fo r !he uns.1M onachy sub -catchment A s wi l l h e
; 10 0 1( *C E I t e d ( 10 111 ( h e e 0 111 H I t h l i : 1 ; 10 ( 10 0 1 l u l l I l l ( h e
s e c t I O IT co n sid e r a b le i t7t i o sp eel i v e 4if a l ys is w as
l et /o i l ed t o conver t the fi eld se A m p to usab le d at a . t o
es l o n a l e va lu e s l o un I t g a p s a nd l o co l l e c t the init ial values
obtained i n the e a s e of the K irk i on sti o unnow . M uch o f Wis
is sti l l incomplete . but i pow isio nal set o f m o n t h l y
precipi tat io n . so y:w i ll ow and va lues fo r the I w o 111a 111
catchments co ve r i ng t h e per iod [ k eel/Me l 1982 ( 0
November 19:0 has M en assemb led to give an ini t ial
ind icat ion o t the ‘s-ate i use ti l each catchment . W ithin this
set . the Kark ti m sti eam ll ow data are considered to he in
then fi nal fo rm fo l low ing thei r re-computat io n using d ie
revised rat ing . .1.he M onachy le %b e:w ill ow data ark; stil l
subject to possible revisio n fo llownig the cur rent meternig
checks presently in hand . Prel nu inary figures ind icate that
We present rat ing m a y be overesbinat ing high (lows by
T h e p i e c ip i t a t i o n data have been derived from the gm ond
level net wol ks using the T ul loeh Ear m dail y standard gauge
fo r t i m e d is l i i b u t io r; a m l t h e re l at io n sh i p s i n T a b le s I :I n d 2
to esti mate in issing va lues during snow per iods. For this
pro visio nal set . ari thmetic means o f each catchment net wo rk
have been calcu lated A s i l lust rated i n T able .1, the M e a n
d i fferences bet ween ar i thm et ic and dontain -weighted means
fo r snow-free periods when al l gauges were operat io nal a re
less than I % in both catch ments. The greatest depar ture
occu rred i ll die period June IWO to Decembe r 198-1 in the
K irk ton Catchment , when the d ifference was 1.6% . A s can
l ee' h
11., r .4
I I l l R A W 111111) 1) 111( C A I C I I M UN I S, SC O I L A N D 235
h i t i t u d ”
I  eizeige 5 ( 1, 1. .14 e- , ' . 11811  e- , . .1 / / /1 ' i l l i i ,1
I 4 h n I M i l E d i 0 0 t i s  C 0 1113.11e d
mcon I .1 I M id t i 0 111.11I1 111 . 111 ( I  Al l
' I ' i t al .
l' e r it s 1
1 N I - I I 83
l t K4 - 12 144
4 .85- 10 )15
•%1•11 .0 0 1 I ,
4 0 0 ra m
mac ti   le
o tt io l
11126 IO21 8 74
t i l lS 1703 N W
1617 1615 1431
.1•“ 1 .0 1•1
be W i t h o w T a b l e I . this co incided w it h a per iod when
gauge C D ' was givi ng consistently lower read ings. relat ive
to the catchment mean, than in ei ther o f the o l io pd.w ods.
T he appm ently i andall i n t ins domain is d iscussed'
fur ther ni Section 4 .2, While Md ividual mo nth ly to ta ls M a y
he 0 1 e n t l f : I s a f e M i l l of t he method o f t ime i l ea ributio ii . the
effect on the cumulat ive to tals w i ll be insigni ficant .
T he E l ' values lo r the h u l l' automat ic weather stat io n si tes
h a v e been assembled using the relatively er o d e, M e l hOd
described ni Sect ion 3.3 w infi ll gaps. So far no al tempt has
been nuide to estimate catchment mean LT values. T he
;innual to tals plo tted against alt i tude m Figure 5
dem onstrate a mar ked increase bet ween the vall ey bottom
sites and the exposed high al t i tude sites in K o ld on and the
U pper M onachyle . T h is i ncrease w ith alt it ude is cont rary to
the norma l presumption (see e.g. M A IT 1967). Fi gure 6
im beates that the increase is greatest duri ng summer . Figure
5 also d e n l o n st r a l es co nsistent re latio nshi ps bet ween all t he
sites and close agreement bet ween U ppe r M onachyle and
K i rk to si despite the 2511 m al t it ude d ifference . The lat ter
suggests that similar i ty in exposai re rat her than al t i tude p e r
A C may be the key fad or . Subject to further evidence from
the automat ic weather stat ion recent ly instal led over forest
in the K irkton catchment , i t wo uld appear that ET
d i fferences are l ikely to he greate r within catchments than
bet ween them .
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T he provisio nal mo nthly rot;il s i ii pl ecipulat io n and
st reandlow a t e p l o t t c d a • a l i t t l e  111  l i c t i t e 7 . 111d 111e
0 1111111i l l i v e / ' - ( ) : O l d L i l i t ti n
( he Km •k lit ti t si te . te l isted ni T able 5 Demm e the sim il ari ty
in thei r al t i tude ranges . NIonachyle t onsrstentl y receives the
g t t[ a l c t 11.0h ti l ed i 11 the fl ow dur ing the
wel ter mo nths . but Il dry pei !t h i s K i l k 10 11  hut s higher
l lows T he longest per nuts ti t 6 111/ 111 ‘ 111 1 1111111; 0 10 11 occur red in
.1. 11111:11 y and [ elu tion - P/S4. and i ult iLi l y and Fe bruary
1985.
1.11e average twelve-month precipi tat ion thfi c reace ti t IS'i;
o r 400 mm . to gether with the 15.5C;- o r 278 rum d if ference in
sti cani ll ow , resul ts in a Ol e a n t w e l v e - 1/ 10 111h / ' - v a l t l e 10 1
the M onachyle o f 558 ll tnt that is 121 non higher than the
437 nun fo r the K i rk ton . T hese comp are with an E T l igure
of 543 in in fo r the exposed uppe r area o f K i rkton and . hy
im pl ication fro m Fig ure 5 . a similar figure f ro m  t he  upper
i l l e .1% O f a l e N I 0 11a e l l y l e . 1 1 1e 1)10 1 O f t w e l v e mo nths mo ving
totals i n Fig ure H ind icates that the ho ween.cat chme r t
di fferences : I r e rema rkab ly co nsistent par ticular ly fro m
A pri l 1983 o nwards. suggest ing t hat i l ,uuv er ro rs  are  presen t
i n the data they are s; stern;:b c rat her than random T he
co nsistent ly lower P - Q v ul t Ie ( 1O M the pad ly forested
K i rk to n and i ts lo w va lue relat ive to L T :n e remar kable i n
that they wo uld no t h a v e h e e l s pred icted by cur ren t t heo ry .
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4 .2 . Po ssib l e sources o f er r o r
-
( ) I s . 0 1 ( 0 111m.:
which neglects sttuage change oser the 11C 1 R i l co tt si t ic u tt l
Ma u l , * •4 10 11t 0 <k nives : mino r be monitored accu ratel y i n
these ea l eh ln e l l I s . C us t i l s1111el i t. 0 I t . Co l lsi t le t t l te uu possib l:
magnitude :16 A 10 0 4 0 6 111 1. 166 1: 6  11.1g e n ui l u 0 1 O l e I l t I t v e W A l e s
U SI: esti mates. I t i t is assumed that the twelve-mo nth  A l :-
value.  fo llow the general t rend of  E T  then Figure 8 gives an
ind icat io n o r the magnitudes \ .1; E xt reme %aloes td
2.:40 m in and - 2.1n min to r Nl onad rcle in the twelve-mo uth
periods end ing in b l i n d l y l ' I S A / ; 11111; i l y I W O A l e
O l n a l l l e d . t v i l hi N111111.11  K 1/ 1. 1. 111.
•rhe components ill ctiehment sto rage can be summa rised
as soi l nunsi ti se . - v a. nat io nal water wh ich eventual ly
emerge. as si re:mini m ani i . to this ea.e. snow ;ten /m ot:M ow
Withi n the pel iotl o f reco rd ma ximu m snow accumulat io n
OtX t I ll e d ti l R a i t l i th i th le l mt l anuar . February and M arch
1984 A series o t dept h/ densil y L i k t i l l uir 4 1 . St I l l e d
p e l i O d in late January gave w a t e r e t 1 l i V a lC 111 i l l u ge s i l l the
range 100 mm ro Iti n runt fo r hod/ eolehmeni s.
bon i n the 1983 'mow pe riod 11 . 16 only of the i uder
20- 30 nun . It is reasonable i t) :1NstInl e. t ltere l i i ue. ( h i l l t he
1984 sno w accumulation was the ma im l acto r ut Me  1' -
departure. fro m the Enrons i n the m et% e- month period s
ei ther ending o r startiw: Jamu l . 195-1 to M atch 1954 .
T his suggests that the dep artures f rom the norms arising
from the o ther two compo nents 01 sio rage al e considerably
less than 200 min .
A n i nd icat io n 01 the po ssible m agnitudes of the sml
moist ure compo nent is go en by the resul t. o f A sod mo istu re
depletio n study A i t l u e e deeper sod sites 1n the catchme nts
(( :alder 1986) . A f ter the pro lo nged dry spel l in N S&
maxim um defi ci ts recorded V• e l e 5 0  111111 . 81) nun and 100 111111
under heather gr ass and spr uce .
G rav it at ional s l O r a g e is mo re ihtfienl i to assess. Sto o n
17 a l
11 ,
U- 10 1.10 0 4 C11 y
V - - V 14. 116 10 0
• K ui k 10 0 i
v v
• 11111.  A  4 10 i i e 4 '4 0 114 1C / I %%1.0 111  I l s e  41
X t tl i tt ect i tt l .tt n ot . so t ' tn i tIt tt, / ' .tett l / / i . tm I t .d. i tt l
t •ti c l i n tett i . . , 1 :1  1, . i / C ; 1/4
0
V - 1- V
6 ! A 1 5 8 4
1 — ../ 1- - 1-  1 I 1  
5 PIS 10 I 5
1
o M C I 1, -. 0
 11. 1, 11‘
 l o l i t ' i l t s H o w .
i l l S2 111111 artrl (to non iho th y have twen wo nder) f l ow the
Monachyic and K r, ktoo A m , o rlon ex tai l s.
flow l ates drop vci y mpfi l ly to 2- 3 1mnE lov. Ih m eal tei
reees-noil is much dowel . D oo m: the th y M 11111110 0 1
h 0 111 s l i t: M i l s W e l t ' C l I C C I I Ve l s' I l l l e CC S• 10 11 110 0 1 111C Lt s s i l l i o l l
ti l S110 " 1 111: 11 i i i A P I 11 ti l l the end 01 A ugust. 11ritat llows over
this period were only 57  111111  and 93 inm from the
Monachyle a n d KO U m' catchments. iespecti vely H ow tales
4a die end the pei tod wete 11.1 rom/ dav and 11.4 min/ dav.
' I b e se i l i t h e a t iO n s o t t h e li kely tanges ot
s h l t i t g e a t e CO O M NI C O l W i l l i t h e 'A I NW O: estimate
0 1 A S being col lxidet ably less than 100 I M O except when
"now !n ew t" Il l s h ut " ' W : 11d 1 i s i l l  11: 111s11. N V 1111116 1112.  t h e
mat t and end dates of (he cumulat ive fi nals in T able 5 in this
context IIl ti IC.IICSt h a t 110 St o I i n w i l d w i .. I l l t ransa, 110 %DO W
I l l e e e l l I l l g W e t s p e l l s W o u ld s o g g c s 1 v e i y l o w
s 0 11 1110 114 111e d i: l i e n s 0 11 both dates Basellows were hichet
in both catchments on the start dale in Decembet 1982: bot
crude est imates of the 10 S: 10 , 10 11 M I C S 1O 111C,e s 1 ( h : 11 the
sto rage di fferences arising 1.rom this :i re unli k*ely to exceed
50 nun . T hus the storage changes. AS. m er 0/6 thi rty-l i ve
month per iod are hke ly to be 61 the range - 50 to -. 1(m mil l
in both catchments. T he co o l tl ut, introduces ill the mean
twelve-month / ' - Q estimates of A L is themfore - 17 to
- 34 ni m.
Other possible sources of systematic er ror ill the / ' - Q
values relate to the streannlow and pl ecipitat ion data. If the
rat ing check on the M onachyle structure veri ties the
indications, then the tlow data presented wi ll be in e ll o l by
4-3% to 4 5% . i .e. the P - Q values fo r Monaehyle wi ll be
10- 15% too low.
Precipi tation presents the greatest difficulty ill terms of
identi fying So l i f e e S of error . Regarding the eleven gauges in
each network as independent est imates of the catchment
means gives standard er ro rs of 2.6% and 2. 1% for the
cumulati ve values in T ables 1 and 2. A s indicated in Section
4. 1, however , much of the var iation about the mean in each
case is domain related and persistent . Cheeks on the
representat iveness o f gauges such as C3Y in Ki rk to n and
8 2Z in M onachyle which show the most extreme departures
from the mean are under way , wi th addit ional gauges
installed in thz: domains.
While thc method o f est imat ing snow input is open to
quest ion , i t was used to give complete catchment estimates
only in January and February 1984. and January and
Febr uary 1985, giving 772 min and 659 m in , respect ively , of
the Monachylc and K i rkton total s o f 7688 mm and 6520 mm
over the thirty -five months. I f the method intn4duccs er rors
even as high as 20% , the ef ects on the cumulat ive to tals
would he Only 2"/,, . n ese in m i n would result ni er rors of
10% in the equivalent twelve-month mean values of P
4.3 , D iset tss '  
A ccepti ng the pi esent P- (2 estimates, the value for
M onachyle relati ve to LT is broadly in line with model
pred ict ions based on process studies carried out concur -
rent ly wi th these catchment studies ( I (an 1985) and repo rted
in a contemporary paper ( I l an 1987) . T he estimate of A L
fo r the K irkton is, however , much lower relat ive to E T than
expected f rom current knowledge of fo rest and grass wale!
usc . Early resul ts f rom Plynl imon for 1% 9- 1975 ( Insti tute
of I (yd rology 1976) gave the fo llowing mean annual values
lot catchments exper ienci ng eompal able li leaul i t 111111: 11
p l e e i l l O “ l i 0 11 2 4 9 1/  111111.
 1,' Ne O t r .1. ,, L u l d I
Se ‘ c i i t i n » , I " ' t ' ` I c t i l
S e % CO I ( l o i t 'O ed
.i i e .t o n l y )
( /  11111111  / / . 1.
t i
bolt
856
From his lysimeter study I ll the avatei use o f spruce forest
wit hin Mc Plynbnion catchment. . Calder ( 1976) obtained
esttni ates wInytt consi. teln w1111 Me catchment walm
balance lignicx. ( *.dam :ind Netr afi l ( 1979) evolved 110 111
t h e Ne 111111 0 111e 1 & O a 5 1111111C / 110 11C 110 11 1110 i l e l which has
been widely used to em ulate the watei use ol /rat tl y bfi ested
t 'a l e i h n e n t • i ll n f hl a l l ui " l ii ;6 11 A PPIY1912. Ole 11h' I' vc
data. ill he Mo n o f mt ios Ol t :ii u,'u ti .e tor each vegcl,ii i
type !d ati ve to E r and the Calder and N e st-so i l M o d e l to
the K i t Id ol , data gives the b illowing estimates of water use,
A L .  by I l l i s
Kirkto n
y n h i l u
b ase d e st i m a t e
713  111111
( - and N Watei
estimate balance
711 min 437 inin
( l iven the pro l) Ible tangs- 41/  0 11e C i t a l o t y I n Me watei
balance ligtue d iscussed :Move there is clearly :I need to
ident ity the ieasons fol th is d i si t e p a n c y
A plot study of interception losses widun the Kirkton
fi ttest has pioduced figures .l tl the range 26- 28% of
precipi tat ion which are only marginally lower than those
observed elsewhere in Britain (Caldet N e W s ( 111 1979).
T hese suggest that total water I l Se by t h e f o r e s t e d a r e a i s
l ikely h l l i e I :1 e s e e tssi ci t -R IO t 11111 p e t M 11111111, l ' 0 11111 11 a b l e t o
that detet tnil led fm the I laf ten fo rest at Plynlimon . With
some 350/n of the Ki rloon under fo rest and assuming that the
10% dominated by heathe r woukl have a similar walet use
to the M onachyle . this would suggest a water use rate of
248 nun by the gi ass-dommated temaindei of the catchment.
T ins is some 40% lower, relat ive to E T, than the Plynhilion
results would su g g e st . I f , therefo re, the water balance
resul ts stand up to the detailed scrut iny presentl y under way .
there would seem to be a Ca se fo r sonic intensive study of
the water use of high alti tude grassland.
5. Future work
T he proposed time span fo r the monitoring o f the ef ects of
the land use changes in phase I I , as d iscussed in Section I . is
a minimum of fi ve years. 'During this t ime work will
conti nue also on assessing and re l ining the estimates of
precipi tat ion obtained f rom the neiworks. This work must
include the development and testing of alternative methods
of snow input estimatio n, since the shel tmed Cle a r i n g s
wi th in the Ki r kton catchment which are the basis of the
present method wi ll dtsappeat as clear tel ling p r o g i e sse . .
Ni ti e b w o r k ' t i l l h a s t o be 1.10 11e A s ° O i l 111C
weather station data . um ihe :i llalysis o f t h e storm
hydrographs a n t i storage discharge r e la t i o n sh i p s f o r b o t h
phases of the study and on the data f rom the Upper
Mo nachyle sub-catchment .
T he ohjechve of these systems studies and the paral lel
ser ies of process studies is to obtain the info rmat ion
necessary to develop and test mathematical models which
can he used to predict the effects i m streasil lbm- of any
combi nation of upland v e g e t a t i o n . The preliminary r e g i l t s
f rom the Ki l kto ll calci um: ti t have Ident ifi ed the need to
study the W i l t e l 0 1 110 1 a h i t i o l e p a s s i m i t i i n p e a i e l
t Ic h i i l s o t h a t th is rib lecm c can lie aclucxed
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•J O U R N A L O F M ET EO R O L O G Y
-An internat ional journal for everyone interested in climate and weat lieL and
in their infl uence on man."
Editor: Dr. G. T . M eaden Vol. 10, no. 98, Aprd 1985
M O U N T A IN AN D G LEN C LIM AT IC C O N T R A ST S
AT B A LQ U I-I ID D ER
By It . C. JO HNSO N
Institute of i l p ho/ogy, B a lgu lah t l er, Sw il and
A hstran :  U si or, 4 11( 0 111.16 C ' ,in d ict l t 1 110 11% i i  I i N j i c l i F a n t ( 1 11 11 1I t i r I 3 5 111 .1110 V C 0 1, 10 .111Cc
datum) and Kti kto :t (2 .3km N N W nr I n IIi ,cli Fi n n ,.alt icli ci c (,7 31n A o l ) ) cont ract. ai r drAtvti lwcwcco
i lk. 198 3 l econ ls  of  tcmperatu rc, i aul iati on, wind, and in r ci pi tation.
In the H ighlands of Scot land the three major industries of tourism, forestry a n d
farming are increasingly looking to the high, rugged areas for future development .
T he steepness of thc topography hinders each one and conibines with the alt itude
differences to create cont rasting cl imatic environments w it Inn short distances.
T he T ul loch Farm and Kirkton automatic weather stations (AWS) arc in thc
Balquhidder area of the Highlands; they are operated by the Institute of
H ydrology as part of a pai red catchment study.
T ul loch Farm AW S (alt itude 135in AoD) is in the liot tom of a deep glaciated
glen, or ientated east-west, containing Loch Voi l and Loch Doinc. hi contrast
Kirktou AW S (al t itude 673m) is on the top of a broad north-south orientated
ridge, 2.3km N N W of T ulloch Farm.
T he automatk weather stations record the following meteorological
parameters at 5-minute intervals: solar radiation, net radiation, temperature,
temperature depression, wind run, wind di rection, rainfal l.
T hese data arc recorded on to M icrodata loggers, battery-powered at T ul loch
Farm and solar-powered at Kirkton.
a
a
l i m o, 4 I J A ' • t i r i l l
I M ont h ly t ri m I n ,,1 tei n 1n9 ,0 m r d i l1err uce. l ic t weent K u kton And I n11.4-11 1•3ti le
10 5
198 1
10 6
As A l i i n d i c a t i o n o i i n 1983, d i e un l i n k : I' of days w hen
the mean temperature W AS below 0" C for the Kirkton AW N was 95. bin only 9 foi
'Eunuch Farm AW N. Daily mean temperatures of 20" C or more occurred only
once :i t K trkton l int 14 l i m e s
r i ve ! ii l l o W S mont hly mean temper:ti me d iffeiences between the stations. T he
e„reatest diff erences in temperature occur in the earl y Nu/inner and i lw smal lest
J3fI(' II' i ICe ti l late summer or early autumn. T hese results :i re howevet only fo r
one yea: , T aylor ( 1976) showed that lapse-rates have iv eat variabil i t y in l ime.
T able 1 Sl i i n v s d i e t W O St i t t i 0 11s ' 3 1/ 1111.11 I l i e l i l t e l l i p n a l ti res and also the lapse
EA U ' S G I L : i d :l i e d f rom thew v ai t ie s.
T A M A:  1
•
t 1111 , 1 1.0 r13
K01. 1.131
1.2pNe 1 .11C , 80 *leg C:
A I / 11 11.11  111C a a -I x -1111 11111 tem 1ut-1%100 c
Ki rkcort
1.apsc  t ate :  10 .2 ti cg C
A nnual 1111 2 11 1111111111 111a ( C 1111/ C 1 .1111f r T ol loch
Kirk to tt
L aysc rate . 7.3 ti cg C
l a -
5
9.0"11
4.7"C
12.4 C
6.9"C
5.7 C
1.7"C
T hese lapse-rates are much greater than those found in W ales by Smith (1950).
the northern Pelmines by Harding (1979), and the l ieu Nevis observatory by
Buchan and Omond (1905), due mainly to the greater slicket ing iii this case of the
louver station by the surrounding mountains. There is also a greater difference
between the lapse-rates derived from maximum and minimum temperatures due
to  the  nocturnal drainage of cold air to the valley bottom.
T emperature inversions, deep enough to extend beyond die height of the
K i rk ton A W Soccurred on 10 days in thc year, with die most extreme in February,
persist ing for 16 hours with a maximum temperature difference of - 4.5 deg C.
Annual mean temperature depressions were found to be 0.7 dcg C less at t he
Ki rkton AW N, conf irm ing that . this stat ion lies in the moist mid.alti tude
atmospheric layer.
l a l loc , 1 a i m
1( 1, • 11/4,
( 1
I i 
 o 1/ 11
r i g . : • T i l e mei n mont hl y In ty,c 111 t C M 1/ C f Am ,- t wo
F Ig 2 shows the monthly temperature ranges for the two stat ions. T he patterns
arc similar over the year but dic range is a l w a y s greater at t he lower alt itude
station. Linacre (1982) showed that thc dail y range in temperature changes non-
•uni formly wit li height, and the 200-700m ill it t i d e 1.111eS i s ( W e 0 1 1 1-M S0 10 n f r o l l l
111C lower .di itude hand w het e dai ly rangeM C I C :1%t ' s w ith hei r, li t to higher alt itudes
when. dail y :m gr decreases w it h height .
•
W ind differences between the two stat ions were found to be caused by local
topography. T he T ti lloeh 1::11111 w i n d di rect io n is dominci ed by the east -west
in in /tatloll 0 1. 1/ l e g l i i w i t h 1 11('  110 0 0 frem wm helot!, 27 1-3 15 dew et-N. 111( 0011.1SL
•
t h e K irkton wind di rection shows a more typical frequency for the Brit ish Isles
with direct ionso f 18 1-270 degrees being the dominant. Speedswere found to be
much greater .11 the K irkton A W N Oi lcan 5.7ms-9 compared to t ile T if loch Farm
• AW S 1iir .in 2.1ms ') .
Precipitation. especially at K contains a large proport ion ot s l l o w
•
presents problems in accurate I l l eHa ti l i f t : 11131 0 . 1983 w a s 3 relatively snow-free year
for the Balquhidder a l e a . T here w e l l ' 33 days when snow was lying at the'r ul loch
Farm AWS at 0900 GMT and an estimated 93 days at the Kirkton AWS.
•
Precipitation in the Brit ish Isles increases wit h alt itude alt hough aspect and slope
are usually assumed to have some. infl uence. "l 'he two stations have large -alt itude
di fferences, the ground at each is almost horizontal, so slope a l l d aspect here play a
•
minor role. Fig.3 shows the monthly totals for each station. In sonic months the
higher alt itude station has a lower total; in w inter this could indicate an
undercatch of snow. T he annual precipitation totals for 1983 were T ulloch Farm
•
19 17.7mm, Kirkton 2490.8mm.
Fig.4 of the monthly mean values of net radiation shows that Ki rkton net
radiation is usually greater than T ulloch Farm. T he 1983 mean valoes were
•
400
 • •• • 1 "
•
•
3.11)
7. 20G -
•
•
,0
411
•
i' S• A
-
•, t ) I t
hi nto li l y p r e Cil j oi l ., i ' . ui v b w .  l o t  d i r
•
•
•
•
I OS
6A • 41 3 +6. S 0 oi
Fig.4: M ont hl y net l a d i a t i o l l totals fo r t he t wo sues. 1983.
T ul loch Farm 2.6 MJ M -:•day-. and Kirkton 3.6 MJ nr 2 day-. implying a gradient of
1.9 M .1 tn -1 day-. knr ..
Harding (1979) found that there was a change from a decrease of radiation with
height to an increase 31 about 500m, this change being att ributed to cloud
thickness, high-altitude stations being near or above the cloud tops. T he Ki rkton
A W S is rarely above the cloud top and when the cloud base l ies bet ween the
stations chic cloud is usually so thick that no differences can he observed. T he
increase in net radiat ion is therefore attributed to a combination of several factors.
T ul loch Farm in winter does not receive direct solar radiation for six weeks due to
the shading of the mountains south of the station. Also, in winter, snow lying at t he
stations will affect the measurement of net radiat ion; this is a more common
occurrence at thc Ki rkton A W S. li aze is not common in this area but when it is
prcscnt it wi ll be much thinner above the high-altitude station. Filial ly, nocturnal
cooling reduces net radiation; this wi ll affect Kirkton less because of thc greater
atmospheric stirr ing at the higher alti tude.
T hc 1983 data front these two weather stations has therefore shown that thc
climatic contrasts arc very pronounced. Exploitation of the H ighlands is tempting
but limits imposed by the climate must be recognised by fanning and forestry for
cconomic reasons and for safety in tourism.
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Processes of evaporation from vegetation of the
uplands of Scotland
R. L. Hall
A BSTRA C T T he results of a set ies of experi me nts to study fhe physical processes governing
the evaporation from upland vegetat io n in Scot land . I .e . coniferous foi est . heather and grass, are
described. Particular attent ion is given to the I n i e r c e p t i o n process occurr ing in heather , one o f
the domi nant indigenous species in Scot t k h upland catchments. A «ention is also given to the
intercept ion of snow precipi tation which in th e Scott ish uplands Is a signi ficant propor t io n of the
to tal preci pi tat ion . A co mparison of the parameters describing the effi ciency of the transport
process of water vapour fi n co ndem ns fo rest and heathei nufi cates that the process is more
effi cient than predicted by classical diffusion theory: addit ional t ransport mechanisms are
considered . A simple model, based upon the resul ts o f the process studies, was applied to data
from thc M onachyk catchment ( Balm /b idder ) and the mod el predictions compared wit h
observat ions. This study, in conj il lId 1011 w i t h t e e e n t results f rom thc Balquhidder catchment
experi ment , i l lustrates the necessi ty of furt her investigat ions to give a fuller understand ing of the
evaporat ion f rom high alti tude grassland .
KEY WO RDS: catchment model , heather , high alt itude grass. interception. Scot t ish, simple
seasonal model , spruce, tr anspi rat ion, t i ansport mechanisms.
Results from the catchment study at Plynl imon in cent ral
Wales, quoted by Calder and Newson ( 1979) , showed that
the water use of thc fo rested Sever n catchment exceeded
that of thc grassland Wye catchment by approximately 20%
of the annual rainfal l. T his d if ference was shown through
evaporat ion studies (Calder 1976) to be thc result of high
evaporat ion rates of intercepted water f rom the fo rest
canopy combined with long-duration low-intensi ty rainfall .
The successful exp lanation of the catchment resul ts through
these evaporation studies was a clear demonstration of the
import ance of process studies in hydrology.
Descri bing physical processes in ter ms o f mat hematical
models provides a means of explaining catchment results
and ext rapo lati ng them to dif erent times and locations.
l i owever, because of vegetat ive and climatic di f erences, the
results of evaporat ion studies carried out in Wales cannot be
incorporated di rectly into models to assess the impact of
af orestation in Scotl and . I n part icular , the dominant
indigenous vegetation in Scot tish catchments is of ten
heather rather than grass and in Sco tl and a much larger
proportion of the annual precipitat ion fal ls as snow.
T he necessit y of evaporation studies in the Scott ish
environment was recognised by the Consort ium on Upland
A f orestat ion and Water Reso urces (scc the A cknowledge-
ments for a l ist of the const it uent o rganisati ons) and a series
of exper iments was undertak en to study the relevant
processes. The results of these experi ments, descr ibed
below , have been incorporated into research models
developed to give a ful ler understand ing o f the processes.
The new info rmat ion gained h orn these has in turn been
used to derive simple seasonal models requi ring minimal
input data. Such models, suitable fo r application to water
resource st udies, make i t possible to estimate catchment
evaporation on time scales shortcr than the customary year .
To date, the most successful descri ption of evaporat ion
from vegetation is that given by the 0c timan-M ontei th
E - 8 A + 4 ) /  r.
u i ri r
lVif4-
. ye-
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equation (Monteith 1965). A physically-based equation, it
estimates the one-d imensio nal (vert ical ) fl ux of water
vapour from a vegetative canopy considered as a single
homogeneous layer . The rate of evaporation , E. is related
to the prevailing weather thro ugh two parameters which ate
fu nctions of the cano py: r, , the surface resistance and ra, the
aerodynamic resistance to water vapour t ranspo rt f rom the
vegetat ion surface to some observation height above the
vegetation . In dry condit ions, when the plants are
transpiring G is the parallel weighted sum of the stomata!
resistances (Jarvis 1981) and the sum of re and r, controls the
rate of evaporation , E, through
( 1)
AA + c, ( 1 + O re)
where A is the total available energy ; A is the latent heat of
vaporisation of water ; A is the slope of the saturated specifi c
humidity versus temperatu re curve for water at air
temperature; p is th e densi ty of moist air ; c„ is the specifi c
heat of ai r at oonstant pressure; and q ' and q are the
saturated specific humidity and the specifi c humidi ty of the
ai r, respect ively. W hen the canopy is completely wet G = 0
and the evaporat ion o f interce pted wate r is constrained by r,
only . Measurement of these resistances is thus necessary for
any model or est imate of evaporation f rom vegetation which
is based on Equation ( I ).
Estimates of evaporation which do not requi re informa-
t ion about resistances are also available. For short lowland
grass the evaporati ve loss is est imated well by the Penman
( 1948) potent ial evaporatio n E,. This is defined as ..the
potential rate of evaporation f rom short green vegetation
completely coveri ng thc ground and well supplied with
water . It is calculated using
A Q .  4'  YE. (2)
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where Q„ is the net radiati ve energy input to the vegetation .
Is a vent i lat ion te rm wi nch I S a fu nction of whidspeed and
vapour pressute defi cit and y I S t h e psychrometri c constant .
l 'he Penman equation i% a special case of the more
general Equation ( I ) and impl ici t ly includes aerodynamic
:Hid surface l eststances appropr iate to the surfaces for which
the equation was origi nally derived . It will not , therefo re,
accurately estimate evaporat ion rates f rom vegetation which
has a di fferent atmospheric coupling. However , with care it
- can be used I I. multi pl ied by empir ical " t ranspi l ation
factors" A lthough this m acho: I S hard to j ustify on physical
p ounds i t does provide est im at e', having empiri cal support
o t the average t i anspnation fi om vegetat ion other than
lowland grass. A s such its use is of practical importance to
those wtshing to estimate transpi rat io n from di ffelent
vegetat ion without haying to resort to complicated research
models .
l ioth the apinoaches character ised by Equations ( 1) and
(2) have been used in the evapo rat io n studies descr ibed
below.
I . A review of the results of a series of
process experim ents
1. 1. T ranspi rat ii in
T ranspi rat ion of spruce, heather and grass has been studied
using the neutron soi l moisture probe (Bell 1976) to
measure the sod moistu re content beneath the vegetat ion.
( In a d rought period the t ranspi rat ion rate is refl ected in the
rate of development of a soil moistu re defi cit .) M easure-
ments were made at several sites, fo ur at the Knapdale
fo rest , K intyre peninsula beneath spruce and heather , and
th ree at Balquhidder , beneath spruce , heather and upland
grass.
T he soil moistu re studies have suppor ted the results of
earlier work by Calder ( 1976) showing that E, can be used to
est imate t ranspi rat ion f rom spruce when mul ti pl ied by a
transpi rat io n factor (Calder 1986) o f 0-9. A dai ly accounti ng
model developed by Calder et al. ( 1983b) , requi ri ng only
dai ly values of rainfall and E, in addit ion to the soil moisture
measurements, was used to deter mine a t ranspirat io n factor
fo r heather of 0.5. The samc value was indicated f rom the
results of an analysts by Calder et al . ( 1983a) of histo rical
data f rom Law's lysimeters at Stocks Reservoi r , Lancashi re;
Wallace et al. ( 1982) found the value to range from 0-2 to
0-5 for the months M ay to July fo r heather growing on
Sncaton Moor , Yorkshi re .
1.2. Interception
Th e Plynl imon studies showed that in the wet western
climate of the Brit ish Isles the intercept io n component of
annual evaporation f rom coni ferous forest is tw ice the
transpi rat ion component (Calder 1976) with an average
annual loss by intercept ion of about 37% of thc gross
precipitat ion . Intercept ion measurements at Knapdale forest
using plast ic-sheet . net -rainfall gauges (Calder & Rosier
1976) , gave a figure of 36% . Simi lar ly a fi gure of 45% was
measured at Q ueens Forest , near A viemore , for periods
when there was no snow. Large intercep tion losses result
f rom high evapo ration rates consequent upon the
tu rbulence-dri ven transpo rt processes associated wi th thc
aerodynamically rough forest canopy . T his is reflected in the
low values o f re.
Fur ther confi rmat ion of high r ates o f interception loss has
come from measurements of the attenuat ion o f gamma-rays
traversing a 40 ni st retch of forest to deter mi ne the amount
1 IA 1.1.
o f w ater sto red o n the ca no p y (C al de i & W r i gh i i usb .
O lszyczka 1979). .r hese measui cinents also Sl I gl w e d
rates of i n te rce p t io n lo ss We t e co ns iste n t
3-5 s wh ich was the value o b ta i ned by Caldet ( 1977).
T he gam m a-ray equipment has also been used . In
conj unction w ith a t ree-weighing expe r im e n t and net-rainfal l
gauges, to measure the intercept ion o f snow. Very good
agreement was found between the measurements made by
these separate methods. Spruce canopies qui te reg u lar l y
ho ld i l l exce ss o f 20 ro m w at e r c t ri Va le111 i t s l I M S
Sif r a g e s I l l e x c e s s of 28 inm web: somet imes ohsei Ved.
Evaporation h o es from melt ing snow were typical of I :11C ,
4 ( 7111 a wet spruce canopy Oates tip to 0-5 nun and w e re
consistent wi th r,, = 3-5 S n i ' • S u b l i m a l l t I n I : l i e s w e l t ' Inwet
even allowing for the effect of condensation and die
addi t ional energy required by the molecules to woe,. b ow
the solid p ha se i n to t he va lu m r p hase . ' Ib e lo w su b lim at io n
rates measured duri ng peri ods when condensat ion w a S no t
oc c u r r i ng gav e a n o p t im i sed r, f 35 s In ' w h ich m ay re l l ec t
the aerodynamically smoothet surface pi t:Nemec, by a t hickly
snow-covered canopy. Despi te lowet loss rates sublimat ion
can result in signifi cant interception loss of snow lw
coniferous fo rests when large amounts of iniemepted taunt
coincide with long periods of su b -ze ro t em pe ratu res. I ange
total intercept ion losses of between 80% ;Ind WO% ol gross
preci pi tation , were observed fin i nd i v i d ua l sn o w -sl o t M s. A n
average annual intercept ion rat io foi snow has yet to he
determined.
The intercept io n characteristics of heather were studied
using a wet-sur face weighing lysimeter system (C:alder et el
1984; [ fah 1985. 1986) at sites in Scot land and Nor fo lk .
Whereas the t ranspiration rates from heather ztte genc i al ly
lower than f ro m grass, the rates of i n te rcep t io n lo ss a te
higher , a di rect consequence of smaller r„ . M ea su re m e n t " o r
r„ as a (unction of windspeed at d ifferent site% by I lal l ( 19S6)
indicated a correlation be tween the topography around the
sites and the magni tude and form of the c -windspeed
funct ion: the lower values of r„ were measured at the
aerodynamical ly rougher sites.
A fter some mod ifi cations, the lysimetric method was used
by Hal l ( 1985) to dctcrminc the other canopy parameters
requi red for operati ng a Rutter intercept ion model on
heather . The drainagc rate , D in mm h . ' , f rom heather was
fo und to be well descr ibed by
D = k (exp lbq  —I ), (3)
where C, the canopy sto rage, is in mm and the d rainage
parameters k and b have the values 0.0085 mm h - t and
5-13 mm. The int r icate small -scale structure of the heather
foliage and its highly wettable cut icle resul t in water readi ly
forming a cont inuous fi lm over it which is not easily shaken
of . 0-85 mm of water were required for a con ti nuous film to
fo rm and significan t drainage did not occur unti l a depth of
more t han 1-1 mm was on the canopy. These depths coup led
wi th measurements 'of leaf area, on a projected leaf a rea
basis, indicated that for un it arca of fo liage. heather is able
to sto re a large depth of water : 0-6 mm in as co m pa red
wi th 0 -2 mm fo r spruce. The f rcc throughfal l coeffici ent
was fo und to equal 0-13.
Th e lysimetr ic method was also used to compare
evaporation rat es from dry and rain-wetted grass wi th
estimates of Pcnman potential evaporati on. No systematic
di f erence was observed w it hin the limits of experimental
scat ter . Th is supports the use of the Penman equation to
estimate evapo rat ion rates from grass after rainfall and
duri ng d ry condit io ns. However . similar intercept ion studies
at Wal lingford . O xfordshi re . wi th samples of grass sprayed
••
•
•
•
1.
•
wi th weak (t3 I % ) soluti ons of surfactant , on days when the
sorrounding grass was tho roughly wetted by rain. indicated
that evaporat ion Imes f rom total ly wet grass may exceed E,
(Calder  er al .  1986). Aerodynamic resistances calculated
from this experiment arc plotted against windspeed in
Figure I and compared wi th values obtained at Balquhidder
for wet grass not sprayed wi th surfactant . T hese resul ts
suggest that the ç values from the surfactant -sprayed grass
are lower , implying higher evaporat ion rates.
A convenient suninhary 01 most of the above resul t s i s
tab u la ted b )' C ald e r ( 1986 ) .
1.2. 1. Exidence of t he in adequacy of convention; 1
eddy-di f usion theory from ihe intercept ion studies.
According to convent ional eddy-di ffusion theory the
aerodynamic resistance to vapour t iansfer can be equated to
the aerodynamic i esisumee to momentum transfer af ter
cor rections a rc applied to allow lor bluff-body fo rces and
atmospheric stabilit y ef ecb . However . this gives  rs  values
which are higher than those detei mined from the spruce and
heath er i n te rce p t io n e w e: M IL:11N described abo ve.
Moreover , the eddy-di f usion theory predicts an ra inversely
related to mean wi ndspeed, whereas the gamma-ray
attenuation experiment produced evidence of a lack of
dependence of windspeed for spruce. For heather ,
w as found to be a funct ion o f windspeed hut with a smaller
coefficient than p red ic ted b y t heo r y . M o r e o v e r , at a hillside
site in In o u n t a t n o u s to po g rap hy neat Killin, Calder  et al .
200 W a rli ng i o r 0 w i t h s u r fa c t a n t
(faun/hie:am
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Fi gure I Com par ison of the aerodynamic resistance as a (u nct io n
o f windspc ed . v . for rain-wet ted grass (measured at Balq uh idder ) .
« i tal ly wct sur factan i -spra) ed gr ass (measu red at Wallingford) and
the theoretical t h e t h e o re t ic a l func tion , = 165/ u, w as calcu •
lamed using
I ( I (t - d )y
- In ^ 4.- -
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based o n cl assical edd y d iffusio n theo ry (M o ntei th (Cc Szemc, 1967 ) ,
paramei ers used were 2 111. d nal7S m and z„ (h i l t in w i t h
v o n K a r i n :0 1.s consi an t . A • U 4 1
0 51 VEGIY.TAT 0 0.' 32.1
( 19244) found  that r„  was not a simple inverse function o l the
mean windspeed as predicted by eddy dif usion theo ry.
Several studies (e.g. Finnigan 1979: Denmead 1984;
( :rowther Fe l l utchings 1985;  G rant et al.  1986) have shown
that large scale turbulence in the fo rm of mtermit tent
energetic gusts are a M a j o r mechanism itt transpor ti ng
momentum , heat and water vapour between vegetat ion and
atmosphere. T he low ra values found fo r spruce and heather
give further support for th is addi t ional t ransport mechanism.
as d oe s Ihe lack o f dependence of on mean windsock:i t f i n
spruce, if the additional mechanism is not a simple funct ii in
of windspeed. Larger differences between measured and
pred icted values of  r„  for heather observed at
com pared with a flatter site in Norfolk (see I b ll 1986) a re
p ro bab l y the result of the large-scale turbulence generated
by the upland topography .
T here arc now both exper imental observations and . doe
to the work o f Finnigan ( 1979). Raupach an d L eg g ( l osa l
and others, theoretical reasons for expectmg evaporation
r at es from vegetation of ten to exceed rateS'prcd fc l ed on .the
basis of flux-gradient relat ionships, particularly in the
uplands.
2. A simple model of catchment
evaporation
2. 1. The model
'Hie informat ion gathered f rom the process studies bas been
used to develop a simp le model which calculates dai ly
evaporation E „ ( transpi rat ion plus intercept ion loss) from a
catchment under grass and heather. T his model has the
sante form as the Calder and Newson ( 1979) annual model
from which it is derived ; li kewise it requires few mpuls..only
rainfall and Penman potent ial evaporat ion . E,, altho ugh on
a daily basis.  E,  is used to est imate evaporat ion f rom grass
and, using a t ranspi rat ion factor of 11-5, to est imate
tr anspi ration f rom heather . Intercept ion loss from the
heather is estimated front an exponential i elationship
between the daily rainfal l and intercept ion loss. T he model
is represented by
F21, = f . E, +  ( 1 - 1)10.5 E, (4 - w) + /3( I - exp ( - 6/2) )I ,
(4 )
where  f  is f ract ional area under grass;  R  is the daily rainfall
and P, is the fr act ion of the day that the heather is wet where
w 0.068R o r  w =  I for  R >  14-5 mm , a relationship der ived
from modell ing st udies referred to below .
T he interception parameter ,  fl  is the maximum predicted
interception loss on one day. The intercept ion parameter å
has no simple physical interp retat ion , but •when the rainfal l
is very small the product  l i th  is the slope o f the intercept ion
loss versus rai nfall curve ; if /3 = I / 6 , then for low rainfall
the predictect interception losi, wi l l equal the rainfall . Values
of  11  and å o f 2.65 min and 0-36 nun - I , respecti vely, were
obtained using a least sq u ares opt imisation computer
program on daily values of rainfal l and interception loss.
Because of the lack of any measurements of •interception
loss f ront heather, values of dai ly interception loss were
calculated using a Rutter intercept ion model (Rut ter  et  a/
1971) with Plynhmon meteoro logical data collected M e l
fo rest and adj usted using the technique of McNaughton and
Jarvis ( 1984). (Forest data were used because.at . the aime
high qual ity meteorological measurements over heather
w e re no l av a i lab le . ) T he Rutter model incorporated the
canopy parameters for heather fo u nd b y f l a i l ( 198 5) :Ind t he
110 R I. Al.l.
aerodynamic resistance function measured at a Scot tish
upland si te (near K i Il in) by Calder el al . (1984).
The daily expo nential model of interception loss has not
been tested against any observed interception loss data fo r
heather because none is known to exist. However , Calder
( 1986) has shown the samc model , using parameters fo r
coniferous forest , to be very successful in predicting
intercept ion loss fr om fo rest .
2. 1. 1. A temperature-dependent tr anspirat ion funct ion .
A modified fo rm of Equation (4) was developed to
investigate the magni tude of possible temperat ure effects in
reducing evaporat ive loss f rom a catchment . Sincc plant
growth does not generally occur unti l air temperatu res reach
5°C , for grasslands t ranspiration will be insignifi cant unt i l
mean ai r temperatures exceed that temperatu re. T o model
this ef ect , the estimate of the t ranspi ration rate h orn grass
in equation (4) was made a funct ion o f temperature. When
thc ai r temperature was less than 5°C the transpi rat ion was
put equal to zero ; between 5°C and 10°C transpirat ion was a
li near function of temperature such that at 10°C it was equal
to E,; above l ot E, was used. Estimat ion of the
t ransp irat ion from heather was not altered as the
transpirat ion facto r of 0.5 was determined f rom data
collected throughout the year and th us impl icitl y includes
any temperature effects. A ful l mathematical fo rmulatio n of
both versions of the model is given in the A ppendix .
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Fi gure 2 Monact yle catchment showing the four zones used in the
model and descri bed in Table  I : ( 1)  lower grass. (2) upper grass, (3)
Iowa heather and (4) upper heather zones
•2.2. A ppl ication of  the model
2.2. 1. M onachy le calcluna tt . Monachyle catchment
(56" I8 'N , 4°I 5'W) in the G uampian mountains has an area
of 7-7 km' and is one of a pair of instrumented catchments, •
the other being the Kirkton catchment , wh ich form thc basis
of the Balqulnddei catchment exper iment operated by the
Insti tute of Hydro logy (Blackie 1987) . A sketch map of the .
Monachyle catchment is shown in Figure 2. The southern
part of the catchment is it steep-sided glaciated valley,
p r e d o M i n a l i t l y p ass coveted . wi th an alti tude range of
ni to 9(X) ni 'f o the N the land fl attens to a
.
predominantl y heather-covered area which ranges ap-
proximately in alt itude (tom 450 m to 50f1m. Other
vegetation includes bi lberr y. bracken and patches of scrub •
forest Peat is the niam soil type throughout the catchment
and overlies mica-schist . A nnual rainfal l ranges from more
than 3100 I n m in the SW 10 2400 inm in the NE wi th a mean
annual value lor the catchment of 2636 mm .
T h e simple catchment model was used to produce
estimates o f dai ly t ranspnat ion and interception loss from .
the grass and heathei areas o f the M onachyle catchment
wi th and without the temperature adj ustment to the
estimate of the i tansp itai io n of grass. I n apply ing the model
to the Monachyle catchment several simpl ifying assutnot ions •
were made. 'fbese were .
(i ) t he entile catchment was assumed to be under
heather or grass. A lt hough other species are present •
and there are signi fi cant areas of bare rock and bare
p e a l , most of the catchment is covered by heather o r
gl ass of a mo w le o f the two . Aerial photographs
were used to identify whtch parts of the catchment
were predominantly covered with heather and which
wi th grass.
Evapo latio n from snow-covered parts of the •
catchment was assumed to be zero . Falls of snow
0 0 0 (I I annua lly on the Monachyle catchment but , .
whereas significant evaporat ion has been shown to
occur from snow-covered fo rest , the turbulence
generated ovet the much smoother snow -covered
heather and grass is less vigorous so that evaporation •
wi ll be much less. Addi tional ly the much higher
albedo of thc snow pack coup led with the energy
requi red to melt thc snow mean that less energy is
available for evaporation. Experimental studies of
smoo th snow pack in Norway (H arding 1986) showed
that evaporat ion rates were very small and the total
evaporation over a three week period was less than
I mm . Mo reover , the amount of snow required to
cover grass and heather smoothly is small because of •
thc height of the grass and because the structure of
thc heather readily allows bridgi ng between leaves
and twigs. Hence the evaporat io n f rom snow-covered
parts of the catchment was equated to zero.
(i ii ) To simplify modelling the ef ects of alt i tude on
temperatule and snow cover , thc catchment was
considered as having the four zones marked in Figure
2 and classified in T able I . The evaporati on predicted
from the catchment was then the sum of the
evaporation calculated using Equation (4) applied to
each o f these four zones in conj unction wi th daily
snow observat ions.
(i v) Daily snow observatio ns took the form of estimates
of the alt itude o f the snow lines and the assumption
was made that all the vegetat ion above that was snow
covered .
•
•
•
•
•
•
Table I A descri pt ion of the foot / ones o f the catchment
(area = 770 11a) used in t lw model and shown in Figure 2
2.2.2. K irk tun catchment thigh alti t ude part) . Evap-
orat ion from the grass growing on t he upper pa i l of the
nearby K irk ton catchment was also mod elled to estimate the
reducti on in evaporative loss due to rest ricted t ranspirat ion
at low ambient temperatures. Whereas tw ist of die grass on
the Monachy le catchment g lo w s be lo w 4 511m , in the
Kirkton catchment all of the upper part , between alt it udes
of 500 ni and 850 In. is grassed exce pt fo r sm al l areas o f
exposed rock and heather .
2 .3 .  I nput data
D ai l y est imates of  E,  and air teniperat me fo r 1984 and 1985
w e l e taken from the Upper Mo nachyle and Monachyle G len
automatic weather stat ion records. missing periods were
front the nearby T ul loch Farm automatic weather
stat ion or fai ling that , f rom t he T ul loch Farm manual
observat ions using regression relationships. T he air tem-
peratures were corrected fo r the mean al ti tude o f each of
the four zones. T he dail y rainfall over the heather and grass
areas was calculated as the m e a l , o f the rainfall recorded by
the raingauges relevant to those areas after these had been
t ime distr ibuted on the basis of a dai ly-read gauge at T ulloch
Farm .
The same data were used, after alti tudi nal -correct ion of
the air temperature, in model ling the evapormive loss from
grass growi ng in the K irkton catchment at a representat ive
alti tude of 680 m .
2.4.  Results  of the model li ng exerci se
The model produced daily estimates of t ranspi rat ion,  T,  and
interception loss. I , from the grass and heather on a
catchment - -area basis (see A ppendix) . T he cumulative
values of these estimates are plot ted in Figure 3. where thc
subscripts  G  and f l denote grass and heather , respectively.
Li kewise , the evaporation f rom grass, E G = +  l c and
: G114
Fi gure 3 Calculated cu mulati ve evaporation f rom thc Monachyle
catchment (67% heather . 33% grass)  over  two years; t ranspi ration
( n and interception ( I ) com ponents arc shown separately fo r grass
(subscript ( ) and heat her ( subscri pt / I )
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heather , /::„ 7),  4- 1„ are plot ted in Figure 4 wi th
evaporat ion calculated using the temperature dependent
transpirat io n function denoted by a pri me i .e. E; ,. Figure 5
compares thc esti mated evaporative loss with observed
values of rainfall minus runof . The annual estimates shown
in Tables 2 to 4 were obtained by summing the daily
estimates.
As expected, because of its very effi cient interception, the
evaporat ion from the heather is greater than that from the
grass. T he figures given in Table 2 show that in 1985 the
predicted interception loss for heather is more than twice
the predicted t ranspi rat ion. A lthough the precipi tation for
the two years di ffered by 5-5% (2489 mm in 1984 and
2632 mm in 1985) the total predicted loss for the catchment
(heather 67% ) di f ered by only 2% . T his is the result of a
w mpensato ry ef ect at tributable to heather intercept ion loss
exceeding grass interception loss and grass t ranspiration
exceeding heather t ranspiration. T he model predicts that , in
the dry summer in 1984, enhanced t ranspi rat ion f rom the
grass would have compensated fo r reduced intera mtion I O N :3
from heather , whereas in the wet summer of 1985 enhanced
interception loss from the heather would have com pensated
for reduced grass t ranspi ration (see Table 2).
T his compensato ry effect also makes output f rom the
model insensit ive to changes in the relati ve areas of the
grass  and  heather . Changing the f ractional area of the grass
i"
i 00
1 9 0 4 190 5
Fi gure 4 Calculated cumulative evaporation  (E) f ro m the Mon -
achy lc catchment over tw o years f ro m thc grass (subscript G) and
heather (subscript 11); also shown , denoted by a prime (1, is thc
cumulative evaporation from the gr ass ca lculated using the
temperature fu nction described in the A ppendix .
C.
I n a 
. 118 )
re,
Figure 5 Co mparison of cumulative mont hly . measured rainfal l -
minus-runof , fo r the M onachyle catchment . with the cumulative
evaporat ive loss calculated using the simple mode l inco rpo rat ing the
temperature -dependent transpiration funct io n fo r gr ass: do ts rehi re
sen t calcu lated val ues at bve day int er va ls
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T able 2 T he d in o f clian im: die relative al eas of the and
heather on the components ol the aimual to tal evapor ation from the
catchmen t , al l values in in to dept h of water over the ent i re
catchment area. annual in terception ( I ) and t ranspiration ( T )
component , of the e v ap o r at i o n ( E )  given separately and wcrc
obtained from dail y values calculated using the method descr ibed in
the A ppendix : subscr ip t G deno tes grass, / / heather and  A  the
annual to tal
T able 3 t he ei reci o l i estoel mg trmiNpirat to n trom
g r Ass :iccot tlol g I . hk- 110 10 11M given in the A ppendix
to r the Monaelo lc k did mien t 33% g r ass a n d 6 7%
he a rk e t :  .111 satin> a l 1/4' I n H I M d e p t h o v e r the conic
CA I e h l I t e l d d l ' l i l l e 1 h d t t h e temperature
funct ion w ‘ i s opp lied , o ther w ise the notation is as in
T able 2
Year I, . E„ E„
Tatt le 4 T he effect on the pred icted evaporation from grass
growing .11  M l i ni o f applyi ng the temperature funct ion described in
the A ppendix . I l l fi ol t i o n in Table 2, al l values in min a "
by ± 0-15, the maximum uncertaint y in the relative areas,
produced only a 3% change in the to tal evapo rat ion
averaged over the two years. T he di fference in evaporative
losses predicted for catchments with 100% grass and 100%
heather cover is 137 mm fo r the wetter 1985 compared with
22 mm for 1984.
Put ti ng to zero the evaporation fr om snow-covered part s
o f the catchment reduced the accumulated E, by about 5%
in 1985. However . the large snowfal ls in 1984 resulted in the
accumu lated E, being reduced by 8% and 18% fo r the
M onachyle G len and Upper Monachyle respectively .
T he consequences of t ranspi rat ion f rom thc grass bei ng a
fu nct ion o f temperature arc shown in Figure 4 and T able 3.
T he predicted reduction in evaporat ion f ront the grass on
the catchment averaged over the two year% is 14% .
M odel (tem perature fu nction included) predict ions of the
evapo rat ive loss fo r the catchment are compared wi th
measurements of rainfall minus runoff (see Blackie et al .
1986) fo r the twelve months October 1984 to September
1985 in cumulat ive form in Figure 5. T he agreement is
remarkably good. par ticularly since no allowance has been
made for seasonal sto rage wi thin the catchment which
comprises three main reservo irs: accumulated snow , soi l
water and shallow aquifers. T hc observed monthly values o f
rainfall minus runoff can only he considered to provide a
very crude measure o f the evaporat ive loss as the sto rages
may bc o f the same magnmule as the monthly values which
them selves contai n u n i t: I I :m i l k s a svo i l a t e d w i t h
and runof fi gures. T he effect of snow sto rage d ur ing the
period November to Januar y is clearly shown; a negative
monthly value fo r February produces a decrease in the
cumu lative value. Agreement bet ween the p red ic ted
evaporat ive loss and the observed values i s best during the
summer months when the effects of storage arc minimal .
Despi te the limited value of the individual monthly figures.
fo r comparative p l i r p o se s I l l e c u m u l a t i v e v a l ti e s d o p i o n &
a n increasingly good check . A co m par ison o f the ;if nua l
ligures shows excep tionally good agreement which I N
fort ui tous given the uncer ta in t ies i n the model aml in the
rainfal l and runoff fi gures: 516 nun predicted. versus 505 min
observed .
T ab le 4 show s the predicted effect o f te mpe t al ut e -
restricted transpi rati on on ammal evaix trative ki ss f ro m high
alti tude grassland; the animal evaporati ve loss predicted
front grass growing on the upper parts of the Ki rkton
catchment is less t han that for gray,: gro w ing at lo we r
alti tudes on the M onachyle. evaporation_ based o n day s
when the re was no snow cover , was reduced by 30% in ho t h
years compared with the reduction of 14% over the same
period fo r the M onachyle. Th e reduced evaporati on when
compared with the mean annual ( 1984- 1985) E, for the
Kirkton catchment of 543 mm . based on data from an
automat ic weather situatio n at 6.80 m, implies that the
annual E, for the high alti tude grass-covered part of the
Kirkton should have a temperature cor rection factor o f 0.6 .
3.  D iscussion
T he application o f the simple model to the Monachyle
catchment has demonstrated that its annual evaporation is a
remar kably constant quantity because of the co mpensa lo t y
effect of the high intercept ion loss and low transpirat ion
from heather. For the sante reason uncertaint ies in the
predicted catchment evaporation , associated wi th the ra the r
crude est imate of the relati ve areas of grass and heather , are
small .
Less casy to dismiss is the uncertainty arising from snow
cover on the catchment . It was assumed (see Section 2.2. 1)
that all points above the observed snow line were snow
covered. Clearly th is overest imates the extent of snow cover
which at times was patchy. I t was also assumed that
evaporat ion from snow-covered grass and heather is zero :
th is must underestimate thc evaporat ion rate , certainly as
the snow begins to mel t and the cover becomes incomplete.
Evaporat ion of rain fal len upon snow was also ignored. Th e
total ef ect of these assumptions is that evaporation is
underest imated by the model by an amount which may he
signi fi cant in a year o f high snowfal l li ke 1984. Hence the
reduction in the annual E, fo r the two automatic weather
stations resulting f rom these assumpt ions represents a
maximum reductio n.
Th e assumption that the ent ire catchment was under
either grass or heather also gives ri se to uncertaint ies in the
to tal evaporation. Evaporat ion f rom the areas of exposed
rock is l i kely to be at rates lower than f rom grass or heather ,
whereas evaporati on rates from patches of bracken and
bi lberry which occur in the grass arca are likely to be at
rates higher than those from grass. Th e nct effect is that
total uncertainties duc to this assumption are small .
The recent advances in our u nderstand ing of evapo ration
from heather and conifero us forest have resul ted in the
evaporat ion from upland grass being the least ful ly
understood . A sim ple model of catchment ev apo rat io n
•
•
•
•
Grass  :  Heather
Rat io i „ E, ;7;1 E„ EA
11  100 `80 130 510 510
1S: 82
t/ te,
59
18 1 6 1
95 85
542
419
54-1
504
27 309 4 1 65 450 515
33 -67 t/s .1 .IS 1117 183 611 155 343 498
98 5 / 11 41) 254 16 119 370 489
oS 1 711 135 143 225 267 492
100 11
9S ,
1/S.1
1111
149
7 '
1: 9
199 9 1 173
48
290 463
' 15 5 1, 13 16 2 405 4115
1984 48 107 86 155 134 343 498 477
1985 70 .19 32 119 102 370 489 472
Year Ii ,. 1, t.;. E, ;
LI;
1984 146 36 1 2111 507 356 0•297
1985 242 177 52 420 294 0.298
shows that low-temperature contro l of grass t ranspirat ion
can result in a signi ficant reduction in the loss f rom upland
grass part icularl y for grass growing at the highest al ti tudeSl
40 % in thc examp le given. I f these temperature ef ects exist ,
thcn di rect applicati on of the annual Penman
 E, lo
ca tchments containing a signi ficant proport io n of high
alti tude grass wi ll overestimate evaporation. However , it is
not known to what extent a reduction in t ranspi rat ion may
be of set by enhanced intercept ion loss during the months
when the grass leaves are senescent . Interception loss rates
are af ected by the way water is held on the vegetat ion and
as senescent leaves lose the epietn ieular wax (Siva
Fernandes 1964) , present on many species, rain wi ll tend to
fo rm a fi lm over the leaves rather than discrete droplets
This effect coupled with high windspeeds and low rainfal l
intensit ies inay result in relat ively high intercept ion loss
rates. However , at high alti tudes the grass wi ll often Ire
above or near the cloud base a n d in these cond itions
evay n atio n will be suppressed Cleat ty . understanding of
evaporat ion (rom high alt it ude grassland is very incomplete
and there is much scope for further research.
A ppl ication of the simple catchment model to upland
Scott ish catchments containing coniferous forests awaits thc
development of a successful 1110 d e l of snow intercept ion
from coniferous forest Work on this is in progress.
4 . C onclusions
T he experi mental studies desci ibed in this paper have led to
a much fuller understanding of (he processes invo lved in
evaporation f rom uplaml vegetat ion, in particular heather
and coni ferous forest . T his new knowledge has made it
possible to operate inteiception models of a research type!
the Rutter model , and to develop simpler models, wi th less
exacting data requi rements, which can, however , be used
successfu lly for estimating evaporat ion from catchments on
a seasonal basis.
To improve upon our present abili ty to predict losses from
high alti tude grassland , research is required to investigate
the ef ects of temperature upon growth and transpirat ion
rates. I ntercepti on experiments are also needed to
determine i f enhanced evaporation f rom total ly wet grass,
wh ich may occur duri ng the dormant periods, is able to
of se t any reduction in tr anspi rati on.
Fur ther improvements in the model predict ions of
catchment evaporati on would he achieved as a result of
studi es of snow i ntercept ion f rom short to medi um height
vegetation and th rough the use of areal estimates of snow
C o y e r .
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6 . A ppendix
The dai ly evapoiation .  E0 in  mm , f rom the catchment is
given by equation (1) which in a modifi ed notation is
E„ + T„ + /„ = E, ; + E„ . (A l )
T he daily t ranspirat io n
 (T)  and interception loss  (1)
components f rom grass (subscr ipt G ) and heather (subscript
I I )  are calc u la ted in acco rd wi th M e r o les given below and
o n th e basis o l catc hment a l c a . In the equations below  I?
denote, dady E r the daily mean air temperature
and. E, the Penman potent ial evaporat ion
a) (h umidifi ed bum
(i ) Grass
i t /? F., then 1; = l i and F, =
I f /? F.., then /„ R and T,; = E, - /,7
Or) I leat he r
T he f t act io n o f the d ay M at the heather is wet . w A s green
hy
(1( 1 ekp - OR)) .
 (AS)
where » and 0 ai e op t im ised para mete rs ; l i =  7.65 mm is t h e
maxml um predicted interception loss on one day and
= 0 .36 min - 1 has no simple physical interpretatio n.
10 'Temperature funct io n
(i ) Grass
I f R E, then i ,  = 0 and = E,
I f fl  < F  then T = r and =
where the t ranspi ration f unct ion r is defined as
r = 0 for To < 5°C
for
 To >  I0°C
= E, (To -  5)/ 5 for 5°C T,, 10°C, (A 7)
hut if lE; + /c; >  E„  then T, = F,
- 4.;•
( ii ) Heather
T,, and 4 , are the same as for the unmodified fo rm .
7.  N otation
Symbo l
A
Cf.
= il R -I' 14.5 nun
= 0.068-B a /7 < 14.5 rum .
Description Units
avail able energy W
drainage parameter 111111
speci fic heat of ai r at constant I kg- $ K
p l e Ss u r e
canopy storage mm
drainage rate mm
rate o f evaporat ion kg m- 2 s '
subscr ip ts:
a Penman vent i lation tern,
A annual , catchment
I) dai ly. catchment
grass
/ / heather
l' ennu n po tent ial
fractional arca
(A 2)
(A3)
E„ = 0•5 - ( A 4)
(A n)
min
nun a- 1
(TI M
nun a
min cl - M a l a - I
min (I - min a
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Symtnil
I I h e a t h e r
l ti i j i t i i a I w e t i l e . , h a t I ro n
ri l l e r l e p t i o n p o t a n l e t e l
c 0 11s t a ri l
A i n t e r Ce p t iO n p a l 11%1 e r
A %l o p e o t t h e %M u t a t e d s p it: ta i l s
i l tr i l l u ra t   v e r s u s t e rt i p c l a l t i r e
c u r v e t o r water at a i r
l e rn p e t :i l u t C
latent heat o f vapo r isat ion ol
w a t e r
d e in s i t   i i i h o i s t di(
temperature dependent
t ranspi rat ion (unct ion
8 . Re fe re nces
Dew:N inon
i l l ite r e e p l i o n Co s % ! M C BI M i l t u rn a
s t i l l se l l i n s -
G grass
i f hem her
drain:11o: parameter min
spcci lic humidi ty o f the air kg kg- I
saturated specific humid it y of kg kg- I
the
"( ) r e i n i t a n n e t l a d i a t i v t - c i rc i g y
i n p u t
a tO t t t l y i l a i i t i c r e v o l o n s e t i l w a l e ; s t i t
v a p io n i t t a i n i t o t t
m i r l . l e e 1i: w i t :M CC t i t %v a l e t v a i l O t i t
t r a l l . po l l
fl d a i l y t a i n t a l l i n t i r
mean d a i l y a n t e n i p e t a l t i l e
t l a t i p i r a t i o n t l w i l l a -
s u b cc l i p l %
t u t u
kg kg - ' K
HM I - 1
kg kg- K
I kg - I
kg on
l u l l d
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A l iST R ACT
Calder . 1 H. 1986 T he i nfl uents of la nd use On wa ter yi eld i t) upland areas of t he L i I t il
88. 201-211.
A ser ies of ex per imen ts. designed n i invest igat e the seasonal di fli •rences i ii e v a p o r , i t t o : ‘ from
the m a j o r upl and vegetat io n types is desci Wed together w i th prel imi nar y resul ts T hese resul ts
were used l 0 cal i brat e a : imp': (mi n imal dat a r equi r ement ) seasona l model wh ich rem(P i s I  n<inra •
t ion to t he local c l imato logical Penman est imate and i nn:recla im). v ia an exponent i al relat io n-
ship, to the dai ly preci pi tat io n T he model adequately descr i bes cur rent ly av ai lable obs.ervat ions
of soi l moi st ure defici t , i ntercept ion l oss and runof f i n the upl ands A pract ica l appl ica t io n of the
model . to Invest iga te the  ef eets  of t he recent program of af o restat io n on t i / (2 seasonal runoff from
the Cr i nan cana l catchments, is ou t l i ned. A lt hough di f erences in the evapor at i ve character ist ics
of the maj or upl and veget at ion I ypes ar e now fai r l y wel l understood . fur ther studies ar e needed
both to invest igate t he effects of af orestat io n on - low fl ows- In r i vers and t o answer quest ions
concerni ng the ef bct s of evapor at ion f rom la rge scale fo rests on t he atmosphere
I NT RODUCT IO N
By the late nineteen-sevent ies the gross ef ects on water resour ces of ar
forest ing grass moor land in the wet upland ar eas of t he U.K ., that annual
evaporat ive losses would be almost doubl ed and annual r unof reduced by
about 20%, were wel l recognised (Calder and Newson, 1979). T hese resul ts ikere
of sufficient sign ifi cance, to many water supply and hydroelect r ic power in-
terests, to war rant fur ther research. This resear ch was di rect ed, not on ly to
quant i fy the ef ects bet ter, but a lso to investigat e whether these obser vat ions
were direct ly apph cable to the Scot t ish uplands where heather rat her than
grass moor land predominates and where snow forms a signi fi cant component
of the.annual pr ecipi tat ion. T he questions then being posed can be summar ized
as " what are the ef ects on water resources when: ( I ) forests r eplace heather
moorland? (2) snow is a sign i fi cant component of t he annua l precipi tat ion?"
and " what are the seasonal di f erences i t, evapor at ion (and 'r unoff ) f rom t he
di f erent, upland veget at i on types?"
_
• Based on a paper presented to t he Br i t ish h ydro logical Societ ). meet ing CM - Evaporat ion
theor   and pract ice- London 9 December 1985
I Present address. T he Wat er Departmen t . M ini st ry of Wo r ks and Suppl ies. Pr ivate Bag 390,
Capi tal Ci ty, L i longwe. M alaw i
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A research pr ogramme, involving process studies and cat chment exper i -
ments was in i t iat ed by the Inst i t ute of Hydrology t o invest igat e these topics
and prel iminar y resu lt s f rom the process studies are now avai labl e.
METHOD
The phi losophy adopted to interpret t he resul t s of t he process studies was
fi rst to understand the basic exchange mechanisms i nvolved, using as a frame-
wor k " research " models based on the Penman-Mon teith (M ontei th. 1965) equa-
t ion and then to develop and cal ibrate simpler , more empi r ical , models of
evaporat ion wh ich requ i re on ly minimal data. Cent ral to t he simpler methods
is the Penman (1948) evapor at ion equat ion and, in par t icu lar , t he Penman E,
potent ial t ranspi rat ion est imate for shor t grass which, fo r t he pr act ical pur-
pose of predict ing evaporat ive losses fr om grassland (when wel l suppl ied wi th
water and when not subj ect to low temperatu res which may inh ibi t growt h) has
stood the t est of t ime and remai ns unsurpassed. T he Penman equat ion. when
used in conj unct ion w ith a " t ranspi rat ion factor" , t he rat io of act ua nspi ra-
t ion to the Penman E, (shor t grass) est imate, al so has value in est imat ing
t ranspi rat ion losses from upland forests and heat her (see e.g. Calder and
Newson, 1979; Calder , 1982, 1985). I ntercept ion losses from tal l vegetat ion are
not , however , wel l descr ibed by the Penman approach and i t is advant ageous
to consider these separ ately (see e.g. Calder and Newsom 1979; Shut t leworth
and Calder , 1979).
EXPERIMENTAL ST UDIES
Four new resear ch proj ect s were ini t iat ed to determi ne the evapor at ive
character ist i cs of upland veget at ion under di f erent cl imat ic condit ions; these
involved neut ron probe observat ions of soi l moist u re (fol lowing standard In-
st i t ut e of Hydrology pr ocedures; Bel l , 1976; Calder , 1979) to determi ne relat ive
t ranspi rat ion rates, a wet-sur face por table lysimeter system to invest igat e the
intercept ion of rainfal l by short and medium heigh t vegetat ion, st ud ies of t he
mass and energy t ranspor t over a smoot h snow sur face and complementary
studies of snow intercept ion from an aerody namical ly rough for est sur face.
Soi l moisture studies
T he soi l moisture observat ions were made under heat her moor land and
young and mature forest on the cat chment s of the Cr inan canal reservoi rs,
St rathclyde Region . Scot land (Calder et al ., 1982) and under heat her and grass
moor land and mat ure forest on the Inst i t ute of Hydrology's exper imental
cat chments at Balquhidder. Cent ral Region . Scot land. T he Cr inan studies,
which ar e operat ed in col laborat ion wi t h t he Bri t ish Water ways Board. were
begun in 1979 and are st i l l cont inuing, and w i l l cont inue. hopefu l ly . unt i l t he
young forest reaches matur i ty , t o show the t ransit ion in evaporat ion rates as
the forest develops. T he results al ready obtained show clear ly t he large dd.-
Wet-su rface lys inzeter
- S mooth '' snow p uck snid ies
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ferences that are to be expected in soi l moisture defi c i ts beneath the matu re
forest as compared wi th the heat her and grass moor land (Fi g. 1) at bot h the
Balquhidder and Cr inan sites.
A portabl e weighi ng lysimeter system, incorporat ing an elect roni c balance.
toget her wi th meteorologica l and sur face temperature sensors l inked to a
microcomputer, was developed to invest igate the interception characterist ics
of int ermediate height vegetat ion. The system was operated at a number of
Scot t ish upland sites inc luding Crinan. Balquhidder, K i l lin and A viemore. i t
was also operated on a heather moor near Thet ford i n East Angl ia (Hal l , 1985,
1986) in conj unct ion wi th micrometeorologi ca I studies being carr ied out by the
Institute of Hydrology . From these studies (Calder et al ., 1984a) -and also from
studies carr ied out on Sneaton moor. Yorkshi re. using fi xed lysimeters (Wal-
lace et at . I982, 1984), t he i ntercept ion character ist ics were determined and
informat ion was also obtained on t he transpirat ion character ist ics of heat her .
When snow covers shor t vegetat ion the result ing sur face general ly becomes,
aerody namical ly, very much smoother. I t would therefore he expect ed that the
tur bulent t ranspor t of bot h heat and vapour from the new surface would be
i nhi bi ted. Fur thermore, because the albedo of t he snow sur face i s general ly
much hi gher and t here is an ext ra energy requ irement i n terms of the l atent
heat of fusion, i t is reasonable to assume t hat evaporat ion rates wi l l be much
reduced as compared wi th a wet vegetated sur face experiencing the same
external meteorologica l cond i t ions. Experiments carried out at Finse, Nor way ,
to study the exchange processes, mainly for improv ing snow mel t models have,
indeed, confi rmed this general v iew (Hard ing et a l., 1986). The studies, which
invol ved neut ron probe measurements of the equivalent water content of the
pack, the use of t he por table lysimeter to measure evaporation and condensa-
t ion rates and measurements of the temperature and wind profi les above the
pack showed that evaporat ion rates never exceeded 0.06 mm h -1 and, over t ime
periods of the order of one day, evaporat ive losses were general ly counter-
balanced by per iods when condensation occurred. Measurements from the
lysimeter of aerodynami c resistance of the pack to water vapour transport and
wind profi le measurements of t he aerodynamic resistance to momentum t rans-
port were usual ly consistent wi th the aerodynamic resistance funct ion:
=  300  U  s in
where LI is the windspeed (m s ' ' ) recorded at a heighi of 2m. (Resistances
signifi cant ly higher t han  t hose  gi ven by thi s equat ion wer e however recorded
from t he very smoot h sur face produced immediately after snowfal l (Harding et.
al .. 1986).) Despite the relat i vel y hi gh aerodynamic resistance of t he snow
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Fig. 1. Soi l moistu re defi ci ts incasured beneai li m a t ii rc ,:pruce fo rest , heather and grass moor lam
at Cr inan and Balq uhidder .
su rfa ce, a bo u t h a lf o f t he ene rgy fo r me lt in g t he pack in spr ing was, nevert h e
less , su pplied by sen s ible hea t t ra nspo r t (u su ally d ur in g stormy per iod s), t hr
res t be in g acco u n ted fo r by rad ia nt ene rgy inpu ts .
T he comp lemen t a ry s tud ies , des igned t o inves t iga te the t ra nsfer mech a -
n isms from sno w co vered ro ugh vege ta t io n , were ca rr ied out a t a s it e in th e
Queen s fores t n ea r Aviemo re. in the H ig h land Regio n of Scotland. Th ree
pr incipa l exper imen ts were co nd uct ed: a gamma -ray a t tenua t ion r ig (de -
velo ped from a syst em o r igin a lly devised by St ra t h clyde Applied Phys ic s De-
pa r tmen t , see O lszyczk a , 1979 ) was used to measu re the ch a nge in dens it y, a nd
h ence in fer cha nges in wa te r co nten t.  of  a 40-m t ra nsect o f t he ca nopy ; a " t ree
weig h in g" exper im en t was u sed to measu re direc t ly t he ca nopy stora ge of a
s ing le t ree ; a nd hea ted plas t ic -sheet net -ra in fa ll ga uges were u sed to measu re
t he n et pr ecip it at io n , wh eth e r in the form of sno w .or wa ter , dropping o f th e
can opy . T hese s t ud ie s , a lt ho ugh not co mple te. ha ve demo ns tra ted t h e im po r-
ta nce of snow in te rcept io n fro m forests ; t hey show t h a t eva po ra t ive losses from
t rees in sno w co nd it io ns ma y be s imila r .  if  no t g rea ter , t ha n those in we t
cond it io n s whereas a s now cove r on sho r t vege t a t io n will tend to red uce
evapo ra t ive losses co mpa red wit h those in wet co nd it io ns . The reasons for th is
a re t ha t t he much la rge r sto ra ge capa c ity  of  snow on t he canopy ( > 20 mm
wa ter eq u iva len t ) ma y , in te rms of ove ra ll lo ss , co mpens a te fo r , if not o u t weigh ,
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Fig. 2. A erody nami c resistance as a funct i on of w indspeed, drai nage rates as a funct ion of canopy
stor age and typical evaporat ion rates det ermi ned fo r t he di f erent vegetat ion ty pes in rain and
snow cond it ions,
th e e f ects o f t he h igher aero dyna mic resis ta nce (bound a ry laye r resis t ance)
bro u ght abo u t by a red uct ion in bo t h su rfa ce roug h ness a nd a re d u ced eva p-
ora t ing su rfa ce a rea . The gamma-r ay s t ud ies (C a lde r and Wr ight , 1986) h ave
•
a lso con fi rmed th e pa ra me ter va lu es in a previous ly der ived d ra in a ge fu nc t io n
fo r s pru ce fo rest in wet condit ions (Ca lder , 1977).
T he resu l ts o f t hese a nd o th er st ud ies o f inte rcept ion from th e d if erent
•
vegeta t ion ty pes u nd er bo th ra in a nd s nowfa ll cond it ions a re sho wn in Fig. 2.
A summa ry o f the t ra nspira t io n resu lt s , rela t ing measurements of a c t ua l evap-
• o ra t ion in dry cond it io ns to t he Pen ma n  E,  es t ima te for gra ss via t he r'a t io  13,
is shown in T a ble 1.
•
EVOLUTION OF THE SIMPLE SEASONAL MODEL
Ca lde r and Newso n (1979) proposed a met ho d, in vo lving a min ima l da ta
•
requ irement , for ca lcu la t ing t he e f ec ts o n a n n ua l wa ter losses brou gh t a bo ut
by a f orest ing u pland grass la nd ca tch men ts . T h is in vo lved t he a ssu mpt io n t h at
•
eva po ra t io n losses from grass la nd a nd t ranspira t io n losses from fores ts co u ld
be es t ima ted fr om t he a n nua l Pe n ma n es t ima t e (1.2,.,)  whi lst  th e annu a l int ercep-
t io n loss from t he fo rest cou ld be obt a ined from a s imple fu nct ion in vo lving
•
a n nu a l r a infa ll  (P,, ),  i .e.:
a n n ua l eva p.  = 4- f (P • x - u y ( I )
•
•
•
•
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•where 7 is t he in tercep t io n frac t ion (35- 40 % for reg ions o f t he U.K. where -
a n n u a l ra in fa ll exceeds 1000 mm),  w.  is t he fract io n of t he yea r when t he
can opy is wet x 1.22 . 10 ' ) and is th e fract io n of th e ca tch ment u nder •
ca nopy covera ge ., Use o f a er ia l pho tographs h as sho wn tha t , typica lly , for a reas
ma r ked o n maps a s ext en s ive fores ts , t he  j  v a lu e is 0.66, the rema inde r co mpr is -
•ing roads , r ides, r iv erban ks, clea r ings a nd immature p lanta t io n wit h u nc losed
ca no pie s . (Fo r ca tch rnen ts wit h a h ig h pro po r t ion of imma t tire fo res t it ma y he
wo rth wh ile to obta in a more accu ra te es t im a te. Bin ns (pe rs . co mmu n , 1983) •
sugge sted t ha t a n "S " -sh a ped fu nc t ion may be appro pr ia te a nd such a re la ti on -
sh ip h as been t en ta t ive ly a ssumed and used in the wa te r reso u rce in vesi iga t io n
•o u t lin ed belo w wit h /*va lues, for t rees a ged between 0 and 5 y rs a s O. ! . G 10 a s
T ABLE 1
•
Int e rcept io n a nd t ra nspira t io n observa t io n s su mma r ized in ter tmt o f t he a t c ra p : in te rcept 11 , 1) ra t  10 .
•
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0 33,  11-15  as  0.75, 16-20  as  0.95  and  20  as 1.0. T he resul ts of fur ther studies
are awai ted to test t he val id i t y of t his assumpt ion.)
Research on the evaporat ive charaCterist ics of heat her has establ ished that
transpi rat ion losses are smal ler but intercept ion losses great er than those from
grassland. T hese observat ions suggest (Calder,  1985:  see Table 1) that the
annual int ercept ion losses from heather can be est imated w i th an equat ion of
the form:
annual evap. =  If •  E (1 -  wa) + P. (2)
where  If =  0.5 and = 0.2.
Two fur ther assumpt ions need to be made (and tested) to ar r ive at t he simple
seasonal model. T hese ar e t hat seasonal est imates of evaporat ion can be  Ob-
tai ned by - bu lk ing up- dai ly est imates of bot h transpi rat ion , obtai ned as the
product of t he fl parameter, a cl imatological ly der ived dai ly Penman  E,  est i -
mate and a term (1 - iv ) which represents the fract ion of the day t hat t he
canopy is dry, and intercept ion, der ived from an exponen t ial relat ionship
involving dai ly precipi tat ion I  P  (min)). i .e..
dai ly evap. =  11. E, (1  - iv) 7 fl exp ( -  P ))  (3)
where  to  is the fract ion of t he dav the canopy is wet ( = 0.045P for  P <  22; =
for  P  22. after Calder and Newson.  1979) and the parameters y and 6 defi ne
the form of the intercept ion relat ionship.
Some suppor t for t he fo rmer assumpt ion is provided by soi l moisture defi ci t
model l ing st udies beneath heather and forest in Scot land (Calder et al.. 1984h)
and grassland in low land Br i t ai n (Calder et al ., 1983a). The second assumpt ion
has been tested by compar ing model predict ions of cumulat ive int ercept ion
loss, using a val ue opt imized over data col lected at a number of si tes (i n
mid-Wal es at Dolydd and Hore, the west coast of Scot land at Crinan and the
cent ral H ighlands of Scot land at Aviemore), wi th observat ions at an ind ividual
si te (F ig. 3). T he agreement is as good as, i f not better t han, that expected wi t h
the more soph ist icated " research" models using a Rut ter t ype (Rut ter et al ..
1971) i nt ercept ion model and a Penman-M ontei th evaporat ion term. T he inac-
curacy of t he research model ar ises because, even wi th the best local, short -
term meteorologi cal measurements current ly avai lable (f rom automati c weath-
er stat ions) the model sensi t i v i ty to er rors in t he atmospher ic humidit y defi ci t
term is such that large er rors may resul t , e.g. uncertai nt ies in t he measurement
of the wet bulb depression of 0.2°C have been shown to produce error s in the
predicted intercept ion loss of 15- 20% (Ca lder, 1977).
Estimates of t he y and if parameters for the di f erent vegetat ion types and t he
sources from wh ich they were der ived ar e shown in Table 1. A t present , and
unt i l t he det ai led analysis of t he resul ts f rom the snow i ntercept ion study have
been completed, i t is assumed that the intercept ion losses from forests in bot h
snow and rain condit ions are the same propor t ion of t he gross precipitat ion
(t he data from which t he parameters were derived incl udes some snow per iods).
The equivalent " work ing assumpt ion- , for snow intercept ion from heather or
grass is that the average da i l y evaporat ion rate is zero .
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Fig. 3. Co l/I o l a: i vy in tercept ion losses pred ict ed w i t h t he - dai ly int ercept ion model together with
observat ions at the Dolydd sit e.
The fi rs t prac t ica l a pplica t ion of the s imple season a l mode l was t he pred ic-
t io n o f t h e e f ects of a f o res tat io n on t he seaso na l ru no f from t he ca tch ments
t h a t feed t h e Cr in a n ca n a l. H is tor ica lly t h e water s u pply to t he ca na l h as
a lwa ys been c r it ica l d u r in g dry summers a nd rest r ic t io ns o n the u se o f t he
ca na l h ave a t t imes been n ecessa ry. Ea r lie r st udies ca r r ied o u t for t h e Br it ish
Wa terways Boa rd, based o n t he a pplica t io n o f t he simp le an n u a l mod e l (Ca lder
et a l., 1982) h ad ind ica ted tha t th e recen t a f o resta t io n pr og ram, in it ia ted in
1970, wo u ld , on reach ing m atu r ity by t he yea r 2000, h a ve red uced th e r un of
fro m t he reservo ir ed ca tch ments by a bo ut 22% . It was pe r ha ps t hen not su r pr is -
in g t ha t d u r in g 1984, a y ea r wit h a bo u t a vera ge ann u a l ra in fa ll bu t ha vin g a
dry summer per iod, difi cu lt ies were exper ienced in meet in g dema nd ; ba ck
pu mping of wa ter from the lower rea ches to t he su mmit sect ion h ad to be
ca rr ied out to keep the ca na l in opera t ion. To pr ovide informa t ion for engineer-
ing decis ions to a ugment a nd co nse rve wa ter r esources , the ra infa ll distr ibu -
t ion dur ing 1989 was chosen as a n example o f what in supply terms migh t be
co ns idered to be a bout a - one in ten drough t year- Using th is ra in fall reco rd
the ef ects on sea sona l runo f were ca lcula ted for a hea ther moor land with the
proportions of fores t ca n opy cove rage. /", eq ua l t o 0.03, 0 .16, 0.56, correspo nd ing
to t hose expect ed on th e ca tchmen ts in the yea rs 1970, 1985, a nd 2000, respec-
t ive ly . The pr edic tions from the runo f model, which opera ted essent ia lly by
pr ed ict ing the dif erence between ra infall a nd evapora t ion fo r per iods when
a reas of the ca tch men ts were not expe r ien c in g a so i l mo is t ure d e ficit , a re
shown in Fig. 4. Th e measu red d emand cu rve o f the ca na l in 1984 fo r locka ge
an d seepa ge is a lso shown in Fig. 4 to get h er wit h t h e pr ed ic ted ch a nges in
reser vo ir s to rage (a ssumin g t his dema nd cu rve). Althou gh th is t rea tmen t of t he
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Fig. 4. ,Seasonal dist r i bu t io n of runof and reservoir storage predic ted for t he Cr inan canal
reservoir catch ments w i th d i f eren t propo r t io ns of af orestat io n. cor respond ing to t he years 1970.
1985 and 2000. given a year w it h a rainfal l d ist r i but i on equa l to that recorded i n 1984 T he measured
demand curve for t he reservoi r in 1984 is also show n
water supply requi rements for the canal is a gross simpl i ficat ion of a complex
operat ional problem t he general features i t. shOws are, probably , none the less
val id . The pat tern of af orestat ion on the catchments i n 1970 would not have
been suffi cient to r equi re addi t ional backpumpi ng. but by the year 2000 wit h
the forest ry at i ts most mat ure phase, the back pumping requ i rement w i l l have
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more th a n dou bled a nd , perhaps mo re im po r t an t ly, it is u n like ly t ha t t he
reservoir wou ld refi ll fo llowing a win t er of ave rage ra in fa ll.
CONCL USIONS
Fo r pract ica l pu rposes, t he requireme nt for fu r ther resea rch to invest iga te
dif erences in eva po r a t ive losses from differen t upla nd Vegeta t io n types is
pro ba bly now d im in ish in g. Howeve r , as a resu lt of t he recent in tens ive s tud ie s
in to fores t a nd hea t her eva porat io n , g rass eva pora t io n , now, is le a st we ll
un de rs tood a nd t he re is a case fo r fu rt he r St ud ies t o redress t he ba la nce. In
pa r ticu la r ,  few det a iled s tud ies of gra ss eva por a t io n h a ve been ca r r ied out in
t he very h ig h a lt it ude .(s ay > 550 m) regio ns o f t he U.K . where, for mu ch of th e
yea r , d a ily a ve rage tempe ra t u res will be I ess t ha n t he t h re sho ld tempera t u re of
a bo ut 5°C , be low wh ich bo t h gro wt h a nd t ra nspira t io n may be seve rely cu r -
ta iled by phys iolog ica l con t ro ls. Ac t ua l eva po ra t ion ra te s , as a conseq uen ce ,
may d if e r s ig n ifi ca n t ly from the Pe nma n E. es t ima te . Ot he r a reas wh ic h
rema in po or ly u nde rs tood a nd war ra n t fu r ther resea rc h , bo t h fo r scie n t ifi c a nd
pract ica l pur poses , a re i llus tra ted by t he presen t d iffi cu lt y in a nswer in g ques-
t io ns such a s : ( 1) Ho w does a f orest a t io n e ffec t - low flo ws - in r ive rs? (2) If t he
t ypica l sca le s ize o f Scot t ish fores ts were inc rea sed, say by a factor of two ,
wou ld in tercept ion losses (a s a pro po r t io n o f the a n nua l r a in fa l l) be red uced?.
Alt hou gh th ese a re s im ple q ues t io ns t he ir so lu t ion requ ires t he app licat io n
of t ech n iq u es a nd meth ods wh ich have ye t to be developed. The fi rst quest ion
invo lves not only a k no wledge of eva porat ion but a lso of the lin k betwee n
evaporat ion , soil moist ure de ficit , recha rge a nd r iver fl ow; t he second requires
a knowledge of the large sca le interact ion be tween the e xcha nge of heat and
wa ter va pou r from the wet, su rface of for ests a nd the a tmosphere.
The urgency of these quest ions and the a va ila bil ity of th e necessa ry fu nding
will de termine if a nd when they are to he tackled .
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